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Solutions of Yang's Euclidean R-Gauge Equations
and Self-Duality
Susanto Chakraborty, 1•2 Pranab Krishna Chanda, 3 and
Dipankar Ray 4
Received Febru~ry 7, /995
Under some assumptions and transformations of variables, Yang's equations
for R-gauge fields on Euclidean space lead to confonnally invariant equations
· permitting one to obtain infinitely many other solutions from any solution of
these conformally invariant equations. These conformally invariant equations
closely resemble the mathematically interesting generalized Lund-Regge
equations. Some exact solutions of these conformally in variant equations are
obtained. Except for some singular situati~~s,.these solutions are self-dual.

1. INTRODUCTION
While discussing the self-dual SU(2) gauge-fields on Euclidean space
Yang arrived at the following equations:

G><G>n + G>lZ) - G>,G>y - G>~G>i + p,j}y + r.~ = o
<1>(Pyy + p~) - 2p,G>y - 2p~<l>; = 0

( l.la)
(l.lb)

where an overbar denotes the complex conjugate, cj> and p are functions of
y, y, z. and <1> is real, p is complex, and

z,

jiy =

x1

+ ir

Jiz = i3- ix

4

x 1,

(l.lc)
(l.ld)

:2-, XJ, x4 are real.
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Exact solutions of the field equations for Charap's chiral
invariant model of the pion dynamics
SUSANTO CHAKRABORTY and PRANAB KRISHNA CHANDA •
Central Drugs Laboratory, 3 Kyd Street, Calcutta 700 016, [ndia
"Government Teacher's Training College, Maida, West Bengal 732 101. [ndia .
MS received I 0 March 1998: revised 3 November 199!\
Abstract. The field equations for the chiral invariant model of pion dynamics developed by Charap
have been revisited. Two new types of solutions of these equations have been obtained. Each type
allows infinite number of solution.~. II has also been shown· thai the chiral invariant field equations
admit invariance for a transformation of the dependent variables.
Keywords. Exact solutions: chiral invariancc: pion tlynamics: tnngential parametrization; Charap.
PACS Nos 11.30; 11.10

1. Introduction
Under tangential pararnctriznrion Ill the field equations for the chiral rnvarinnt model of
the pion dynamics take the form [21

0¢ =

1/1'1

8¢ . 8(~
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for IL

= ~I =/: 4

( 1.1 d)

= -1 for p. = 1 ::.: ·l
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= lu(f; + q/.! + ~/1

f" = constant..
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A con1bination of Yang's equations for SU(2) gauge fields.
and Charap's equations for pion dynamics with exact
solutions
SUSANTO CHAKRABORTY and PRANAB KRISHNA CHANDA •
Central Drugs Laboratory, 3 Kyd Street, Calcutta 700 016, India
·aovt. Teacher's Training College, Maida 732 101, India
MS received 3 March 1998; revised 13 May 1999
Abstract. 1\vo sets of nonlinear partial differential equations originating from two different physical situations have been combined and a new set of nonlinear partial differential equations has been
formed wherefrom the previous two sets can be obtained as particular cases. One of the two sets of
equations was obtained by Yang [1] while discussing the condition of self-duality of SU(2) gauge
fields on Euclidean four-dimensional space. The second one was reported by Charap [2] for the chiral
invariant model of pion dynamics under tangential parametrization. Using the same type of ansatz in
each case De and Ray [16] and Ray [7] obtained physical solutions of the two sets of equations. Here
exact solutions of the combined set of equations with particular values of the coupling constants have
been obtained for a similar ansatz. These solutions too are physical in nature.
Keywords. Exact solutions; combined field equations; SU(2) gauge field; self duality; pion dynamics; chiral invariance.
PACS Nos 11.30; 11.10

1. Introduction
In this paper we have combined the equations originating from two physical situations. We
also present exact solutions to the combined equations for some of the particular values
·of the coupling constants. The solutions are physical in nature. In the t~ollowing the two
sets of equations leading to the combination are given. Then the motivation for such a
combimition is presented.

Equations leading to the combination
(i) The equa_tions due.to Yang [1]: These were obtained by Yang [1] while discussing the
condition of self-duality of SU(2) gauge fields on Euclidean four-dimensional space. The
equations are given by,
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physical solutions of Yang's equations
for SU(2) gauge fields, Charap's equations for
pion dynamics and their combination
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Abstract. Some previously obtained physical solutions [1-3] of Yang's equations for
SU{2) gauge fields (4), Charap's equations for pion dynamics [5,6J and their combination
as proposed by Chakraborty and Charida [1) have been presented. They represent different
physical characteristics, e.g. spreading wave with solitary profile which tends to zero
as time tends to infinity, spreading wave packets, solitary wave with oscillatory profile,
localised wave with solitary profile which becomes plane wave periodically, and, wave
packets which are oscillatory in nature.
Keywords. Exact solution; combined field equations; SU(2) gauge field; self-duality;
chiral invariance; soliton.
PACS Nos

05.45.Yv; ll.lO.Lm; 11.30.Na; 11.30.Rd

1. Introduction

This communication reports the graphical representations of some exact physical
solutions for Yang's equations for SU(2) gauge fields [1,2,4), Charap's equations for
pion dynamics [1,3,5,6) and a combination of these two sets of equations [1). The
combination was proposed by Chakraborty and Chanda [1). It is given by

r/Ju + r/J22 + r/Jaa + e:rp44

= k'[(1/r/J)(¢i + rp~ + rp~ + crp~)
-(1/r/J)('I/Jr + 1/J~ + 1/J~ + e,P~)
-(1/r/J)Cxi + x~ + x~ + e:x~)
-(2/r/J)(1/JtX2 -1/J2Xl + 1/J4X3 -1/J3X4)]
+k" {2r/J(exp( -.B)JCr/Jr + r/J~ + r/J~ + e:r/JD
+21/J[exp( -.B)](r/JI'I/Jl + r/J21/J2 + r/Ja'I/Ja + e:rp41jl4)
+2x(exp( -.8)](¢J1Xl + r/J2X2 + r/JaX3 + er/J4X4).},

(l.la)
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On a revisit to the Painleve test for integrability
and exact solutions for Yang's self-dual equations
for s·u(2} gauge fields
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Abstract. Painleve test (Jimbo et al (1]) for integrability for the Yang's self-dual equar
tions for SU(2) gauge fields has been revisited. Jimbo et al analysed the complex form of
the equations with a rather restricted form of singularity manifold. They did not discuss
exact solutions in that context. Here the analysis has been done starting from the real
form of the same equations and keeping the sinbrularity manifold completely general in
nature. It has been found that the equations, in real form, pass the. Painleve test for
integrability. The truncation procedure of the same 8llalysis leads to non-trivial exact solutions obtained previously and auto-B&:klund tr8l1Sformation between two pairs \)f those
solutions.
Keywords. Painleve analysis; integrability; autcr-Bac.:klund transformation; exact solutiorlS; Bll (2) gauge field; self-duality.
PACS

.Nos 02.30; 42.65; 43.25; 47'.20; 52.35

1. Introduction
This collllllun.ication revisits some observations regarding a. set of well-known equations, namely Yang's self-dual equa~ions for SU(2) gauge .fields [1-3]. Jimbo et al
[1] adopted the algorithm of Weiss et al (4] and showed that the equations (2] pass
the Painleve te:..-t for integrability in th~ sense ()f Weiss et al [4]. Ward used a completely_ diffe.rent approach, complicated mdeed, and arrived at the same conclusion·
[5]. Both the investigations [4,5] used the complex form of the equations [2] and
neither of them reported any solution from the analysis.
Recently, Chakraborty and Chanda (6] have shown that the equations admit
spreading wave with solitary profile, which tl.'.nds to zero as time te~ds to infinity
aud spre.a.ding wave pa.ckets. Cha.kraborty aud Cha.uda [6] fOlmd another interesting
t~ about the equations. They observed that the self-dual equations reported by
Yang [2] and the equatiomJ reported by Charap [7] for the <'..hiral invariant model of

1
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Painleve .test for integrability and exact solutions
for the field equations for Charap's chiral invariant
model of the pion dynamics
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Abstract. It has been shown that the field equations for Charap's chiral invariant model
of .the pion dynamics pass the Painleve test for complete integrability in the sense of Weiss
et n.l. The truncation proc.edure of the same ann.lysis }pads to aut.o-Backlund transforma.-.
tion between two pairs of solutions. With the help of this transformation non-triviul exact
solutions have been rediscovered.
Keywords. Painleve analysis; integrability; auto-Backlund transformations; exact solutions; pion dynamics, chiral invariance.
PACS Nos

02.30.Jr; 11.30.Rd; ll.lO.Lm

'

1. Introduction

In this paper we have observed that the field equations [1,2] for Ch&·ap's chiral
invariant model of the pion dynamics pass the test for integrability in the sense of
Painleve analysis due to Weiss et al [3-5]. The formalism of the truncation of a
series solution as advocated by Weiss et al [3,5]1eads to auto-Backlund transformartion between two pairs of solutions. From the transformation, the nontrivial exact
solutions have been rediscovered.
According t.o Weiss et ol, the Painlev~ test. is ll.'l follows: If the singnlru·ity mru1ifold
is determined by
u(.~·l, Z:z, Z:l, ••. , Zn)

=0

(1.1)

and ¢ = ¢(z1, z1, z1, ... , zr) is a solution of the partial differential equation, then
we require that
00

if>= ua

L if>Jui,

(1.2)

j=O

1
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Painleve' test for integrability for a. combination of Yang's
self-dual equations for SU(2) gauge fields and Charap's
equations for chiral invariant model of pion dynamics and
a comparative discussion among the three.
*SUSANTO CHAKRABORTY1 and PRANAB KRISHNA CHANDA2
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2
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Abstract

: Pain/eve' test for integrability for the Combined equations
generated from Yang's equations for SU(2) gauge fields and Charap equations
for pion dynamics faces some peculiar situations that allow none of the stages (
leading order analysis, resonance calculation and checking of the existence of
the requisite number of arbitrary functions) to be conclusive. It is also revealed
from a comparative study with the previous results that the existence of
abnormal behaviour at any of the stated stages may have a correlation with the
existence of Chaotic property or some other properties that do not correspond io
solitonic behaviour.

Key words : Painleve' analysis, integrability, , SU(2) gauge field, chaotic
property, solitonic behaviour..
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"The next great era of awakening of human intellect
may well produce a method of understanding the
...... FEYNMAN
qualitative content of equations"

1

Chapter -I

INTRODUCTION

1-1 Physical background :
If we consider the history of development of Physics, the present time may
quite aptly_ be called the age of High-Energy Physics. With the
commissioning of many high-energy particle accelerators in advance
Labon,ttories of the globe, physicists are now all very eager to know the
inner mysteries of the material world. So there should , of course, be
proper

theoretical

framework

to

explain

the

new

experimental

observations. If not, new theories have to be developed with the urge to
understand the experimental data. That is how physics progress.

One very common feature of the high energy experiments

the

IS

proliferation of number of particles and anti-particles, subject to the
ConserVation laws and Einstein's mass energy relationship, E=mc2

•

For

example, in case of electron-nucleon scattering with the electron energy in
the range of 100 Gev (1 Gev

=

109 eV) required, which is quite available

today. Obviously, the theoretical framework that can describe such an
experimental observation cannot be single-particle Quantum Mechanics,
but has to be one that can deal with a many-particle system, especially
creation of new particle.

2
Max Planck recognized the relationship between a field and many particle
systems at the early beginning of the 20th century by his "blackbody
radiation" - concept, which is an Electromagnetic Field.

The relationship between fields and particles proposed by Planck was a
hypothesis only. It took more than 30 years to translate this into a theory.
This is because physicists had to wait for the development of Relativity,
Quantum 1y1echanics and Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, which could
provide the necessary theoretical background for the formulation of field
theory. Today field theory is considered to be the essential language of
the high-energy physics although it has been applied successfully to low
energy· many particle systems also.

To search for a theoretical background to explain the connection between
a field and a many particle system, we have to give a prescription for the
quantization of field and extract particle properties from the Quantized
Field or Quantum Field.

A field before quantization may be called a Classical Field. A Classical
Field may be prescribed by associating a set of observable at each spacetime point. For the Classical Electromagnetic Field the set of observable or
variables consist of Scalar Potential and 3-components of Vector Potential

3
1.e.

(~.

Ax, Ay ,Az) at each point of space time (x,t).

In the case of

Quantum Field we have to elevate the variables to the status of operators.
Different phases of the fields are represented by space-time co-ordinate. If
the phases of the fields are altered in such an amount that is function of
space and time, is called the Gauge Transformation. A Gauge Theory is
such a theory in which all measurable quantities remain unchanged under
a Gauge Transformation. Examples of Gauge Theories are Quantum
Electrodynamics, Quantum Chromoqynamics, Electro Weak Theories etc.

Most of the field theories of physical interest are highly nonlinear. This is
especially true of theories like the models of Strong Interaction. To
explain or describe the behavior of the particle and field one has to write
some equation relating to them and try to solve them to have a relation
between the particles and field. But, as we say that the physical fields are
mostly nonlinear hence they cannot. be solved with the help of simple
algorithms. That is why one has to rely on non-perturbative methods for
these.

It has been found that some of these field theories possess

localized, stable solutions with finite energy at classical level.

It is

interesting to note that in some cases the nonlinearity leads to solitionic
solutions whereas in some other cases .the nonlinearity leads to chaos.
Our investigation is oriented along this direction in the area of nonlinear
field equations.

4
1-2 A few words about Nonlinearity:

1-2-1

What is nonlinearity ?

Physical fields are mostly non-linear. Non-linear systems, unlike their
linear coq.nterparts, do not have closed form solutions. Hence one has to
' numerically simulate the behavior of the nonlinear system.

Eugene Wigner pointed out that the chief role of mathematics in physics
consists not

in its being an instrument (i.e. computations) but in being the

language of physics( details in [1] ). This role of mathematics is being
served for about last few hundred years chiefly by differential equations.
The general practice is to formulate the laws of physics in the form of
differential equations and then to solve the differential equations in
different physical situations. Though the process of getting the solutions of
. differential equations is just the inverse of the process of the formation of
those equations, it is for several reasons much more difficult to get the
solutions. Thus, to get the solutions of differential equations has become a
central problem of theoretical physics. The problem has become still more
difficult with the fact that' differential equations arising from physical
situations are mostly nonlinear.

It is not far back when the nonlinear differential equations were something

of a closed chapter. The reason is that such equations are very difficult to
study. Linear differential equations have the advantage that the principle

5
of (linear) superposition holds in their cases, i.e. by adding two or more
solutions, one can always get a new solution and the general solution can
be expressed as linear combination of the particular solutions.
The non-linear differential equations do not obey the principle of linear
superposition. This is a severe loss on the part of non-linear differential
equations and to obtain general exact" solutions for the non-linear
differential equations become more complicated. However, there exists
classes of non-linear (and even linear) equations which posses non-linear
superposition principles.

Of course, there is no universal non-linear

superposition (details in [2,3] ).
As a result of these difficulties natural scientists preferred for a long time
to use the assumptions like "fluid is inviscid", "given a perfect insulator"
or "for constant thermal conductivity".... etc. [4]. Such assumptions
enabled them to keep themselves within the safe zone of linear differential ·
equations. And there was not very much to reveal the mysteries of
nonlinear differential equations.

The boost for the study of nonlinear partial differential equations (nPDEs)
started with the work of Zabusky and Kruskal [5] in the year of 1965.
Their work was stimulated by a physical problem and is also a classic
example of how computational results may lead to the development of
new mathematics, just as observational and experimental results have done
since the time of Archimedes ( for details see [6] ).
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1-2-2 Different approaches for understanding nonlinearity:
(a) One can seek steady-state solutions [6], i.e. waves of permanent
form. A soliton is such a solution, although such a solution is in
general not a soliton.
(b) One can seek the similarity solutions [6,7]. They may be found by

use of dimensional analysis or of the group of transformations
from one dynamically similar solution to another.
(c) One can seek this group and other groups of transformations
[6, 7 ,8]under which the nonlinear system is invariant.

They are

likely to underlie the character of all methods of solution of the
system.
(d) .One can see as many conservation laws of [9] the given system as
possible. Infinity of conservation laws seems to be associated with
th~

existence of soliton interactions.

(e) One can seek a Hamiltonian representation [10] of the g1ven
nonlinear system would have an infinite dimensional Hamiltonian
representation or none at all.
(f) One can seek the Lax representation [11] of the given nonlinear

partial differential equation. In.this representation the given nPDE
comes out as an integrability condition of the linear equations.
Actually this identification is more an art than a science, because it
depends upon the use of trial and error rather than an algorithm.
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However, there exist at least two systematic procedures, which
work in a large number of cases. J'he first one is due to
M.J.Ablowitz, A.Ramani and H.Segur [12] where they leave some
arbitrary coefficients in the linear Lax-equation and then determine
to arbitrary coefficients which are compatible with the integrability
condition ofthe line~ equations. And naturally the corresponding
nonlinear partial differential equations are also found out. The work
of Ablowitz et al [12] is based on the pioneering work of
Zakharov and Shabat [13]. Another procedure is due to Wahlquist
and Estabrook [ 14]. In essence they try to force the nonlinear
equation of interest to be an integrability condition of two linear
equations containing the unknown variables and its x-derivatives as
coefficients. In doing so, they obtain dimensional algebra or, to put
it another way, a set of commutation relations that are not closed.
One can close the algebra with the help of symmetry of the original
nPDE [ 15, 16] or with the help of some adhoc procedure analysed by
Shadwick [ 17].
Once Lax-pair is obtained one can go for solutions through Inverse
Scattering Transform (iST) [18a,b] or through Riemann-Hilbert
problem [18c].
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(g) One can seek a relevant Backlund transformation of the nPDE
[19,20]. Backlund transformations were shown to be closely
associated with the method of inverse scattering [20] and to be
useful in finding multisoliton solutions.
(h) One can check using the formalism of Ablowitz, Ramani and
Segur (ARS) [12] whether all ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) derivable from the given nonlinear partial differential
equation have Painleve' property.
(i) One can check using the formalism of Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale
[21a] whether the given nonlinear partial differential equation
possesses the Painleve' property in the sense of Weiss et. al [21a] .
.One can also try to obtain the Lax pair, the Backlund Transform,
rational solutions etc.. In recent times this approach is gaining more
and more interest due to several reasons.
(j) In order to obtain exact solutions in a straightforward manner one
can take the help of the method due to Hirota [22a]. However,
recent findings indicate that Hirota's method plays a much more
central role in the theory than heretofore believed [23]. It is also
becoming more and more visible that the method due to Hirota and
Painleve' property are closely related [22 ; 23]. One can check
this in relation with the particular nPDE.
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The above list do not exhaust all possible approaches towards a given
nPDE. But it is believed that they arethe most prominent uptill now.
The connections among the findings . obtained tlrrough different
approaches are not very clear .even today.

For a guideline in this

direction one can see the work of Newell [23]. For details see ref [24]
and [25].

1-2-3 An introduction to Solitons
The axon or nerve fiber in neuron (neuron: the basic structural unit of the
nervous system), which may be as long as 1 meter carries the electrical
signal to muscles, glands, or other neurons. But a natural question may
arise, .how can a small electric signal can travel along the axon over a
relatively large distance without almost any loss of energy?
The possible answer is: The electrical signal travels in the form of
'solitons'.
Solitons are actually solitary waves in contrast to plane waves which
consist of a train of waveforms. In case of a plane wave profile it moves in
the forward direction without any change of form. But natural systems are
dissipative in nature. So in reality the wave profile dies down with the
corresponding loss of energy associated with it.

On the other hand, a

natural system can be nonlinear as well. Such a system undergoes so
called self-focussing.
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What happens when both of the above two effects are present? There is a
chance of proper balance and getting solitary waves or even solitons.
All solitary waves are not again solitons. A solitary wave is said to be a
soliton, only when it is having collision properties of solitions. The
behavior of the

~oliton

.is very surprising, because it is exactly similar to

linear interaction except for the phase difference.
An example of solitonic equations can be given as follows:

For linear waves the equation is

: Ut

For self -focussing waves the equation is

+ b Uxxx

: Ut -

=

0

a U Uxx = 0

Adding above two equations,
we have the equation of solitons as

: Ut- a u Uxx + b Uxxx = 0,

the celebrated kdV equation.

1-2-4: An introduction to Chaos
As has been stated earlier, the solution to most physical problems
involves setting up and solving differential equations. For example, in
mechanical systems, Newton's laws provide us with the required second
order differential equations whose solution gives the path taken by the
system being studied.

As. most· systems are non-linear, until recently

approximations had to be used for solving these equations analytically.
While solving some non-linear equations using these techniques, it is
found that the dynamics is very different from that of linear equations, one
notable feature being the tendency of very close initial conditions to lead
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to completely different motion. This is the central identifying feature of
chaotic systems. Such systems therefore appear Ulipredictable, since small
changes in initial conditions can become amplified.

Chaos is a science of everyday things: it has been implicated in areas
ranging from heart failure, meteorology, economic modelling, population
biology to chemical reactions, neural networks, fluid turbulence and more
speculatively. even manic-depressive behavior. It also seems to occur
everywhere - in rising columns of cigarette smoke, in fluttering flags, in
·traffic jams and so on.

To specify the position of a single particle, we need its Cartesian
coordinates x, y, z. Another set of three numbers is required in order to fix
the corresponding components of its velocity. Thus for N particles we
· need 6N independent quantities. The state of the system can then be
represented as a point in a

6N

dimensional abstract space called phase

space. The motion of the whole system then corresponds to the trajectory
of this single representative phase point in this phase space. Deterministic
dynamics implies that there is a unique trajectory through any given phase
or state point, and it is calculable in principle. This absolute determinism
was probably first recognized by the 19 th Century French mathematician
· Pierre Simon ·de Laplace. But the Laplacian determinism is now known to
have serious errors. The macroscopic uncertainty, or rather the
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unpredictability, emerges in an entirely different and rather subtle manner
out of the very deterministic nature of the classical laws. When this
happens we say that we have chaos.

Now one can question how can a system be deterministic and yet become
chaotic?

The answer. lies in the sensitive dependence on initial conditions. The
deterministic laws permit a given initial state to evolve to a unique and
calculable state of the system at the future instant of time. What if the
initial conditions are known only approximately? If we start identical
systems from two neighboring state points, then we generally expect their
trajectories to stay close by for all future times. Such a system is said to be
well behaved. But if initial errors actually grow with time say
exponentially, then, any two trajectories that started off at some
neighboring points initially, will begin to diverge/converge rapidly
accordingly as the exponent is positive/negative respectively.

This is

precisely what is meant by sensitive dependence on initial conditions. It
makes the flow in the phase space complex almost random. For, then the
approximately known initial conditions do not give the distant future states
with comparable approximation. This is often referred to picturesquely as
the Butterfly Effect. The flapping of a butterfly's wings in America may
set off a tornado in Kolkata.
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Chapter II
The nonlinear field equations understudy and
motivation for the study

The equations under study are - -

(i)

Yang Euclidean 'SU (2) R-gauge equatio1ts {26]. ·

(ii)

Charap equations {27] for chiral invariant model of the pion
dynamics and

(iii)

A combined equations {28] of these two equations.

In the following we discuss about the first two equations. After that we
discuss the motivation that leads to combined equations of both of
them.
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2-1

Yang Euclidean SUC2l R-gauge field equations:

At the classical level, the mathematical description of Spin-1 particle
started with 'Maxwell's famous equations for electromagnetism, and their
generalization in 1954 due to Yang and Mills.

The symmetry group

associated with electromagnetism is Abelian. In an Abelian group one can
apply transformations in any order without changing the result. On the
other hand, the symmetry group associated with the corresponding
generalization due to Yang and Mills is non-Abelian. In a non-Abelian
group the same two transformations done in two different orders give
different results. Together, all these theories are sometimes called 'Gauge
Theories'. According to Yang and Mills "A change in gauge means a
change ofphase factor \jl

~ \jl', \jl'

any physical consequences, Since

= (exp ia.) \jl, a change that is devoid of
\jl

may depend on x, y, z and t, the

relative phase factor of \jl at two different space-time points is therefore
completely arbitrary. In other words, the arbitrariness in choosing the
phase factor is local in character".

The corresponding quantum theory was formulated for electromagnetism
by Feynman, Schwinger and Tomonaga in 1940's and for the Yang-Mills
generalization by 't Hoot and Veltman in the 1970's. Feynman et al
.received the Nobel Prize in October 1965, while 't Hooft and Veltman
were

awarded

the

Nobel

Prize

m

October

1999.

Quantum

electromagnetism describes the photon and its interactions with charged
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particles, while quantum Yang-Mills theory describes Wand Z bosons and
gluons (the carriers of weak and strong nuclear forces) and their
interaction. The combination of all these theories makes up a single large
theory called the 'Standard Model' of particle interactions, which is a
quantum gauge theory.

In this perspective we describe the equations due to Yang [26].

Many years ago Weyl suggested that electromagnetic field can be
formulated in terms of an Abelian gauge transformation. Then the idea
was also extended to non-abelian transformation. One might call such
formulations as differential formulations.

C.N. Yang is the first to

formulate the gauge field in an integral formalism, which is superior to the
differential formalism as it allows for natural developments of additional
concepts .. It further allows a mathematical and physical discussion of the
gravitational field as a gauge field, resulting in equations related, but not
identical, to Einstein's.

There has been great interest in recent years in sourceless gauge fields. A
self-dual gauge field is sourceless. The dynamical behavior of gauge
theories is great importance in particle physics specially to understand the
chaotic behavior of field theories. Early investigation along these lines is
to understand the structure of the field theoretic vacuum and asymptotic
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states of the theory with particular reference to strong interaction physics.
This was motivated by the belief that there was a ·connection between
color confinement and chaos in quantum dynamics. Again it was seen that
gauge theories support solitons.

. If the system are considered to be conservative and described by
Hamiltonians, non-integrability of the evolution equation implies chaos.
Under this circumstances Yang [26] take the following equations. They
are Laphice-like equations for three real variables or two variables one real
and one complex and are obtained when the condition of self-duality for a
SU(2) R-gauge field on Euclidean four-dimensional flat space is
integrated once.
The equations are given by,
~(~yy+~zz) -~y~y- ~z~z
~

+ Py P."Y + PzPz

=

0

( Py y + Pz z ) - 2 Py ~ -y - 2 Pz ~· z = 0

where an over bar denotes the complex conjugate,
ofy,

y,

z,

z, ~is real, pis complex and ~2 y

---(2-la)
--- (2-1 b)

~

=

and p are functions
x 1 + i x2

,

Once one has found p and ~; the corresponding R-ga:uge potentials are
given by [26]
--- (2-2a,b)
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--+

--+

$b z =

(

ipz, Pz ,- i$z),

$b

z = ( - i p z,

p

z,

i$z)

---(2-2c,d)

and R-gauge field strengths F11 v are given·by [26]
----- (2-3a)
--- (2-3b)
--- (2-3c)
where

O"i

are 2x 2 Pauli matrices.

All such soiutions represent the condition of self-duality except when $ is
zero. Because when$ is zero F11v becomes singular and the solutions can
only be treated as solutions of Yang's R-gauge equations and not self-dual
solutions unless a transfoi.mation like F' 11

v.

~ U" F 11
1

v

U removes the

singularities.

When written in terms of real variables the equations in (2-1) read
~ 11

+ $22 + $33 +$44
2
(1/$) (~I +

- (1/$) (X. I

where p =

=

$l + $3 2 + ~4 2) -

2
(1/~) (\I' I +

+x.l+ X.3 2+X.4 2)- (21$) (\I' IX z-'l'2X.I+\lf4X.3-\1'3 X.4)

--- (2-4a)

+ ix.

--- (2-4d)

2

\jJ

\lfl + \1'3 2 + \1'4 2)

1.935.~2
Z9 AUG 2007
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2-2

Charap Chiral field equations of pion dynamics:

John M Charap considered a simple model analogous of the Chiral
invariant dynamics of Zero mass mesons. A system of massless particles
could obey laws such as 'the number of left hand and right hand,particles
are each conserved' or 'the iso-spins carried by the left-hand particles and
by the right hand particles are each conserved'. The category ' left hand
particles'

includes

their

charge

conjugates,

namely,

right-hand

antipartiCles. Such conservation laws follow from symmetries of the form
of a product of an internal symmetry group for the left-hand particles (that
is, their field) and another for the right hand particles. Such a symmetry
group is called Chiral (meaning 'handed') . In the model due to Charap
instead of considering a multiplet of fields, with the appropriate gradient
self-couplings of a Chiral invariant theory, work has been done with a
system having only a finite number of degrees of freedom [27]. For a
particular

choice

of

chiral

transformation,

called

tangential

parameterization (Charap [29]) the field equations for the chiral invariant
model of the pion dynamics.take the form (Charap, [27])

D ~ = ll~ v (8~/ ax~). (8~/ axv)
·D \jl

= ll~ v

(8\jl/ ax~). (8~/ axv)

D X = ll~ v (BX,/ axil). (8~/axv)

----- (2-5a)
----- (2-5b)
----- (2-5c)
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Where, 11J.L v

0 for
1
= - 1

1-1 :;t: y

=

for 1-1 = v :;t: 4
for 1-1 = v = 4

----- (2-Sd)

----- (2-Se)

flt = Constant

----- (2-Sf)

The Lagrangian is given by

where the gij are such that ~ij 1 , the Christopher symbols, take the form
----- (2-7)
In (2-7) ~ 1

, ~2

and

~3

represent ~. 'V and X respectively.

Explicitly the Charap equation can be written as :

~~~ + ~22 + ~33 - ~44 = 2 ~ [exp(-~)] (~1 + ~l + ~3 "'-- ~/)

2

2

+ 2 'V [exp(-~)] (~t 'Vt + ~2 'V2 + ~3 'V3- ~4 'V4)
---" (2-8a)

+ 2 ~ [exp(-~)] (~t 'Vt + ~2 'V2 + ~3 'V3- ~4 'V4 )
+ 2 X [exp(-~)] ('VI X1 + 'V2 X2 + 'V3 X3- 'V4 X4 )
X11 + X22 + X33- X44 = 2 X [exp(-~)]

--- ( 2-8b)

(x/ + xl + xl- x/)

+ 2 ~ [exp(-~)] (~tXt+ ~2 X2 + ~3 X3- ~4 X4)
+ 2 'V [exp(-~)] ('Vt XI + 'V2 X2 + 'V3 X3 - 'V4 X4 )
where ~

=

2
2 2
In (f/ + ~ + 'V + x )

----(2-Sc)
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2-3:

Motivation for the combination of the
Yang eguations ( 2-4) and Charap eguations ( 2-8)

In addition to

th~

physical significance described above the equations

(2-4) due to Yang and equations (2-8) due to Charap have some

mathematically interesting characteristics as well. It has been observed
that there is considerable similarity between these two sets of equations.
First, these two sets of equations are similar in form. Second, both of
them allow (i) reduction to ,equations in two independent variables which
are conformally invariant equations permitting one to obtain infinitely
many other solutions from any solution of these conformally invariant
equations

. and (ii) those reduced equations closely resemble the

generalized Lund-Regge equations ( discussed in [30],[31] ,[32],[33] ).

The generalized Lund-Regge equations are,
811 + 822- 4 g(8) + h(8) (A./ + Ai) = 0

----- (2-9a)

[ A.1 exp( -J p(8)d8 ]1 + [ /...2 exp ( -J p(8) de] 2 = 0

----- (2-9b)

where e = e (x 1 ,x2)' A.= A. (x 1 ,x2), e)= (8e/Ox. 1) and so on.
With g = 0 , the equations (2-9) reduce to a conformably invariant set of
equations, a particular example of which is the· physically interesting
equations of two dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnets ( discussed in
[34],[35] ). The reduced form of equations (2-9) mentioned above which
originate from Yang equations (2-4) closely resembles this situation.
There is, however, at least a difference that there are two equations for
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the Heisenberg ferromagnets, whereas the equations (2-4) obtained from
those due to Yang [26] have three equations. On the other hand, all of the
reduced equations mentioned above [30] which originate from Charap
equations (2-8) are ofthe same form as one of the two equations in (2-9).
However, the similarity between the solutions of the nonlinear sigma
model and self-dual gauge fields is well known and, for example, forms
the basis for the Atiyah-Manton [36] approach to the· construction of
approximate solutions to the Skyrme model [36]. This has been quite
widely applied to the study of nucleon-nucleon interactions in that model.
For a recent example, see Leese, Manton & Schroers [37].
These observations have inspired us to study the general set of equations
having Yang equations (2-4) which were obtained at the time of
discussing the condition of self-duality for SU(2) gauge fields on
Euclidean space and Charap equations (2-8) for chiral invariant pion
dynamics under tangential p'arameterizations as the particular cases.

Since the solutions to some of the particular 'forms of the generalized
equations have been shown to be physical in nature they may be useful in
a wide area of physical research such as field theories and particle physics
particularly with chiral models and Skyrme models in relation to solition
solutions and spatio-temporal chaos ( see references [38,39] ).
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2-4: Formulation of the Combined ·equations
Based on the discussion in the previous article, we combine the equations
(2-4) due to Yang & (2-8) due to Charap and write the equations in
which all the terms of (2-4) and (2-8) are present as:
~II+ ~22 + ~33 + E ~44

=

2
2
2
2
k'( (1/~ )(~I + ~l + ~3 -f- E~4 )- (1/~) ( \jJJ +
2

\jfl + \j/3 2 +E \jf/)

2

- (1/~) (XI + xl + X3 +ex/)- ( 2/~) ( \jJJ X2- \j/2 XI+ \j/4 X3- \j/3 X4) J
2

+k" {2~[ exp(~13)]( ~I +~/+~3 +e~l)+2\jJ[ exp(-13)](~~ \jJJ+~2\jJ2+~3\jJ3+E~4\jJ4)
2

+ 2x[exp(-p)] (~I X I+ ~2 X2+ ~3 X3 +E ~4 X4)}

--- (2-lOa)

=

\j/11 + \j/22 + \j/33 + E\j/44

k'[(2/~)(~I\jJI +~2\j/2 +~3 \j/3 + E~4 \j/4) +(2/~) (~IX2- ~2X1+ ~4X3- ~3X4)]

+k" {2\jf[ exp(-13)](\jJI +\jJ/+\jJl+s\jfl)2~[ exp(-13)](~~ \jJI +~2\jJ2+~3\jJ3+s~4\jJ4)

2

+2x[exp(-p)]('I'IXI + \jf2X2+ \j/3 X3 + s \j/4 X4)}

XII + X22 + X33 + EX44

-- (2-IOb)

=

k'[(2/~) (~IX!+ ~2X2 + ~3X3

+e ~4X4) +

(2/~) (~2\jf 1- ~~ \j/2+ ~3 \j/4- ~4\j/3)]

+k" {2x[exp(-p)](x/+xl+xl+sxl)+2~[exp(-p)](~IXI+~2X2+~3X3+s~4X4)
+ 2\jf[exp(-p)] ( \j/1 X I+ \j/2 X2+ \j/3X3 +e \j/4 X4)}

-- (2-IOc)

2
where p = In ( f/ + ~ 2 + \jf~+ x ) and k' , k" are arbitrary constants.
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The1 equations

(2-1 0) reduce to (2-4), the Yang equations, when

c=1,k'=l,k"=O and to (2-8), the Charap equations, when c= -1,k'=O,k"=l.

For convenience we call the equations (2-4) as the 'Yang-equations', the
equations (2-8) as the 'Charap equations'. and the equations (2-10) as the
'Combined Yang-Charap (Y-C) equations'.

For c=1, k':t:O, k":t:O the equations (2-10) are 'Extended Yang equations'.
And for c= -1,k':t:O,k"
equations'.

* 0 the equations

(2-10) are 'Extended Charap
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Chapter III
Objectives of the present study

The objectives of the present study are:
a) To find out some of the exact solutions due to Yang SU(2)
R-gauge field equations (2-4),Charap chiral field equations (2-8).
b) To formulate a combination of the Yang SU(2) gauge field
equations (2-4) and Charap chiral field equatio~s (2-8), designated
as the Combined Y ang-Charap equations (2-1 0) and to find out
some of the exact solutions of this set of combined equations.
c) To represent graphically some of the exact solutions of these three
. equations.
d) To revisit the Painleve' analysis of the Yang equations (2-4) in the
sense ofWeiss, Tabor and Carnevale [40].
e) To investigate the Painleve' properties of the Charap equations
(2-8) in the sense ofWeiss et. al. [40].
f) To investigate the Painleve' properties of the Combined equations

(2-10) in the sense ofWeiss et. al. [40].
g) To find out methods for the generation of infinite number of
solutions with Painleve' properties of the above equations.
h) To discuss the question of Chaos in the perspective ofPainleve'
analysis and graphical representations of some solutions of these
three equations.
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Chapter IV

Methodology used for the present study

4-1

· Ad-hoc procedure

While discussing about the non-linearity we mentioned that solutions of
linear differential equations can be expressed as a linear combination of
some particular solutions. But it is not possible in the case of non-linear
equations ( for details see Ames [2],[3], [4] ). For this we have to use
different approaches in different situations. One of the best methods for
this is the method of Ad-hoc solution.

Actually it is a trial and error method, done by suitably fixed one or more
parameters. Sometimes some of the parameters are expressed as functions
of a particular function among the variables. For example, say, a field
equation is expressed as a functions of three variables

~,\!f,X

. In one

approach 'I' and x may be expressed as function of~ , i.e. 'I' = '!'(~),

x =x(~) and hence find a set of solutions (for detail, see

[41] ).
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In another approach ~. \jJ and

x , if be the function of

x 1,x 2 ,x 3 ,x4 ,can be

expressed in different ways which may be as following:
~. \jJ and

(i)

x are all function of a linear combination of x 1,x2 ,

x3,x4 i.e. say function of (K1x 1 +K2 x 2 +K3x 3 +~x 4 ), where
Ki 's are constants.( see ref. [32] ).
~.\jf,X are all functions of any variable, u (say),

(ii)

defined suitably i.e.
(iii)

~=~(u),\jf=\jf(u),x=x(u)

(see ref[32] ).

~.\jf,X all maybe function of say, (x\x 2,x 3 -x

4

)

i.e.

~=~(X I ,X2 ,X3- x\ \jf=\jf(X I ,X2 ,X3- X4), x=x(x I ,X2 ,X3- X4)

(see ref [30]) and so on.
A best assumption gives a best result which tallies with some physical
situation or some theoretical model (see ref[30] ).

4-2

Method o(graphical representation :

We know that the nature of a equation can be analyzed in different ways.
But among them, graphical representation is the best way to interpret a
result. For this we plot some of the solved exact solutions of the three
equations under study viz. Yang equation (2-4) , Charap equation (2-8)
and Combined equation (2-10). The technique used here is to plot ~.\jf and

x

with respect to one of the space coordinates ( others remaining

constants) for a particular value of time. The whole thing is repeated for
different values oftime.
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4-3 Methodology (or Painleve' test :
Determining whether or not a given system of nonlinear or partial
differential equations is integrable raises many fundamental issues. In
particular there is the issue of what is meant by 'integrability' and the
.

'

issue of how that integrability can best be determined without having
resort to a complete solution of the problem. For Hamiltonian systems
the notion of integrability is well defined, i.e., the existence of as many
involutive. first integrals as there are degrees of freedom.

For non-

Hamiltonian systems things are less clear-cut. Clearly the existence of
integrals can lead to a reduction of the order of the system and hence to a
solution in terms of an 'integration by quadratures'. However, there are
equations such as the Painleve' transcendent which do not have algebraic
.integrals and for which an integration by quadratures is not possible. It
now seems that it is possible to identify many different classes of
integrable systems on the basis of their analytic structure, i.e. the types of
singularities exhibited by their solutions in the complex domain. The
techniques for doing this can be applied to both the ordinary and partial
differential equations and furthermore can be extended to provide, in
many cases, explicit solutions to the systems in questions, see for
example [24,42]. It also turns out that the complex domain of nonintegrable systems also contains much valuable information and overall it
would seem that the study of analytic structure ·can provide a wide
ranging and unified treatment for a large class of nonlinear problems.
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Historically, the idea was originally applied by Kovalevskaya [43a] to
the equations of motion of a rotating rigid body about a fixed point. By
demanding that the solutions of the equations of motion have 'only
movable poles' in the complex t-plane she discovered one more set of
parameter values (other than those found by Euler and Lagrange earlier) ·
for which the equations could be integrated and solved exactly in terms
of the known functions. It is interesting to note that for all three choices
of parameter values the equations have 'only movable poles' in the
complex t-plane, and no solutions are known to this day when the
equations do not have the property i.e. they have only 'movable poles' in
the complex t-plane.

The analysis mentioned above is commonly known as 'Painleve'
analysis'. It has been seen that almost all the integrable equations pass
the 'Painleve' test' which has been designed based on the principles of
'Painleve' analysis'. On the other hand almost all the nonintegrable
equations fail the 'Painleve' test' and at the same time show chaotic
property.

Thus a Painleve' test· may offer a very reliable indirect

indication of the existence. of chaos. In the subsequent sections we have
discussed

in greater detail, P ainleve' tests for Ordinary. and partial.

differential equations, the relation between the Painleve' test and
integrability, and the relation between Painleve' test and chaos.
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a)Painleve' test for the Ordinary differential equations(ODE s)
The singularities of ari ODE can be classified as (i) fixed and (ii)
movable. While the location of the former is fixed by the na~ure of the
coefficients of the ODE, the later is a function of the integration constant
or initial condition.
Consider the linear first order ODE
( dW. I dz) + (z - 2 ) w = 0

It has the solution,
w = C exp(11z), C is arbitrary constant.
So, z = 0 is the fixed (essential ) singular point. Further, the location of
this singularity is fixed by the nature of the coefficient of the given ODE.
For a more general case we consider a linear second order differential
equation:
(d2w I dz2) + p(z) (dwldz) + q(z) w = 0
Its general solution is w(z)

~

Aw 1(z) + Bw2(z)

Where A and B are two arbitrary constants depending on the initial data,
and w1 (z) & w2(z) are two independent solutions.
In general, for an n-th order linear ODE
(dnw I dzn) + P1(z) (dn- 1WI dzn- 1 ) + ... + Pn (z) W = 0,
where Pi (z), i = 1,2,3, .•• n, are all analytic at z= z'. and admit 'n' linearly
independent solutions in the neighbourhood of z' , so that the general
solution may be written as

n
w(z) = ICi Wi (z)
i =1
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where C/s are integration constants. Here the singularities of the solution
must be located at the singularities of the coefficients Pi(z) which are all
fixed and that they do not depend on the constants of integration Ci,
where i =1,2,3, ... n.
However, if the equation is 'nonlinear', .a different kind of singularities
can appear. For example, we consider
(dw/dz) + w2 = 0, which has the solution
w = (z :- z0)

-

1
,

Thus , at z= z0

where z0 is a constant of integration.
,

w has a singularity, a pole of order one, it is movable

because its location depends on zo.
Now, we may give a precise definition for the" Painleve' property" :
1) A 'critical point' is a branch point or an essential
singularity in the solution of the ODE.
2) A 'critical point' is 'movable' if its location in the complex
plane depends on the constants of integration ofthe ODE.
3) A family of solutions ofthe ODE without movable critical
points hasP-property: here P stands for Painleve'.
4) The ODE is ofP-type if all its solutions have this property.

Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur [12] have developed a test to determine
whether an ODE (or a system of ODEs) satisfies the necessary conditions
of having Painleve' property. In many cases this algorithm seems to be
simpler than the a-method of Painleve' and his coworkers ( details in ref.
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[44] ), which also determines whether an ODE satisfies the necessary
conditions of having Painleve' property. It is rather similar to the method
ofKovalevskaya [43a].
Algorithm for a single nth order ODE :
For the n-th order ODE
(d"w/dz")= F(z;w, dw/dz, ... ,d"- 1 w/dz"- 1 )

--- (4-1)

where F is analytic in z and rational in its other arguments. The algorithm
is like the following. There are basically three steps to the algorithm.

Step 1 : Find the dominant behaviour.
Look for a solution of (4-1) in the form
w-ao(z-zo?

--- (4-2)

. where Re(p) < 0 and zo arbitrary.
Substituting.· (4-2) in (4-1) shows that for certain values ofp, two or more
terms may balance ( depending on ao ), and the rest can be ignored as
z~zo

. For each such choice of p, the terms which can balance are called

the 'leading terms' (or sometimes, 'dominant terms'). Requiring that the
leading terms do balance ( usually) determines ao. If any of the possible
p's is not an integer, the equation is not of the P-type. Otherwise, one has
to go on with the second step.
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Step 2 : Find the resonance
If all possible p's are integers, then for each p, (4-2) may represent the first
term in the Laurent series, valid in a deleted neighbourhood of a movable
pole. In this case, a solution of (4-1) is
n

w(z) =

Here

Zo

(

z - zo )P I aj ( z- zo Y
i =1

, 0 <; Iz -

zo

I<R

--- ( 4-3)

is an arbitrary constants .. If (n -1) of the co-efficients {aj } are

also arbitrary, these are the n constants of integration of the ODE, and
(4-3) ·is the general solution in the deleted neighbourhood. The powers of
(z- z 0 ) at which these arbitrary constants enter are called resonances.

For each (p,a) from step 1, construct a simplified equation that retains only
the leading terms of the original equation. Substitute
--- (4-4)
into the simplified equation.
To leading order in
Q( r )

B( z -

p, this equation reduces to

zo )q = 0 , q ~ p + r - n

---- (4-5)

If the highest derivatives of the original equation is a leading term,
q = p+ r -n, and Q( r ) is a polynomial of order n. If not, q> p + r - n, and
the order of polynomial Q( r ) equals the order of the highest derivative
among the leading terms ( < n ).
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The roots ofQ(r) = 0 determine the resonances.
(a) One root is always (-1).1t corresponding to the
arbitrary constant zo.
(b) If ao is arbitrary in step 1, another root is (0).
(c) Ignore any root with Re ( r ) < 0, because they violate the
hypothesis that (z - zo )P is the dominant term in the expansion
near zo.
(d) Anyroot with Re( r ) > 0, but r not a real integer, indicates a
(movable) branch point at z

=

z0 • There is no need to continue the

algorithm, but it remains to prove that the equation actually has a
branch point.
(e) If for every possible (p,a) from step 1, all the roots· of Q( r )
( except - 1 and possibly 0 ) are positive real integers, then there
are no algebraic branch points. Proceed to step 3 to check for
logarithmic branch points.
(f) To represent the general solution of the nth order ODE in the
neighbourhood of a movable pole, Q ( r ) must have (n - 1) nonnegative distant roots, all real integers. If for 'every' (p,a) from
step 1, Q ( r ) has fewer than (n - 1) such roots, then none of the
local solutions is general. This suggests (4-2) misses an essential
part of the solution.
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Step 3: Find the constants of integration :
For a given (p,a) from step 1, let r 1 ~ r2 ~
positive integer roots ofQ( r); (s

~

•••• ~

r5 denote the

n- 1 ). Substitute

r

W =·

ao ( Z -

Zo )P

+ L a·
j =I

( Z - Zo )P + j

j

--- ( 4-6)

into the full equation ( 4-1 ).
The coefficient of ( z - z0 )P + j - n which must vanish identically, is
--- ( 4-7)
i) For j < r 1 , ( 4-7) determines aj .
For j = r 1 , (4-7) becomes

ii)

Q(ri) . arl - Rrl ( Zo '
Rn ( Zo'

ao. al

ao, a)

... a r-1)

... a r- I ) = 0, if

* 0,

--- (4-8)

Then (4-7) cannot be satisfied .

iii)

If it happens that (4"'-8) is false ( i.e. , Rrl = 0 ), then ar1 is an
arbitrary constant of integration.

Proceed to the next

coefficient.

iv)

Any resonance that is a multiple root of Q ( r ) represents a
( movable) logarithmic branch point with an arbitrary
coefficient. If the assumed representation is asymptotic as
z~z 0 ,

the equation is not ofP-type.
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v)

At each nonresonant power, (4-7) determines aj. At each
resonance, either Rri

-:t:.

0, logarithmic terms must be introduced

in (4-6), and the equation is not ofP-type,
or Rr1

vi)

=

0 and ar1 is an arbitrary constant of integration.

If no logarithms are introduced at any of the resonances, one
.could in principle compute all the terms in the series.
However, because the recursion relations are nonlinear, it is
usually not feasible to determine the region of convergence of
the series, as one does in a linear problem. An alternative is to
prove directly from the ODE that each arbitrary constants ( aj ),
is the coefficient of an analytic function.

vii) . If no logarithms are introduced at any of the resonances for all
possible (p,a)

~om

step 1, then the equation has met the

necessary conditions to be of P-type ( under the assumption
that p< 0 ).
b) Pain/eve' test for the Partial differential equations (PDEs)

There are two approaches based on two conjectures for this purpose:
The first approach is developed by Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur [12] who
introduced the idea of the Painleve' property in connection with the
complete integrability of nonlinear PDE. They conjectured that every
nonlinear ODE obtained by an exact reduction (i.e. through a similarity
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transformation) of a completely integrable non-linear PDE (i.e. solvable
by the inverse scattering method, see ref. [18] ) has the Painleve' property
perhaps after a transformation of variables, that its general solution can
have no. movable singular points other than poles.

Furthermore, they

proposed that a consequence of the conjecture was an explicit test of
whether or not a given nonlinear PDE may be solvable by the Inverse
Scattering method. Partial proofs of this conjecture have been given by
Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur [12a] and McLeod and Olver [45].

The drawbacks of the approach of Ablowitz, Ramani and Segur [12] are:
(i) the problem of identifying all possible reductions and
(ii) the inability to provide further. information about actual solutions to
the equations under study.

Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [21a] proposed to overcome the drawbacks.
They developed a conjecture for Painleve' test that can be applied directly
to PDEs without any need for reductions.
According to Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [21a] a nonlinear PDE is said
to possess the Painleve' property if the solutions of the nonlinear PDE are
single-valued in the neighbourhood of a movable singularity manifold.

In their approach Weiss et. al [21a] looked for solutions u = u(x,t) for a
given nonlinear PDE in the form
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00

u (x,t) = [ ~ (x,t)]

-a

L Uj (x,t) [ ~ (x,t)] j

j=O

---- (4-9)

in the neighbourhood of a noncharacteristic singularity manifold defined
by

~(x,t)

=0 , where

~(x,t)

and the expansion 'co-efficient'

Uj

(x,t) are

analytic functions of(x,t) in the neighbourhood ofthe manifold defined by
~(x,t)

=0, and a. is an integer.

According-to Cauchy-Kovalevskaya theorem [43a] such an expansion of
the (general) solution must have as many arbitrary functions as the order
of the· system.

However, several authors have questioned the rigorous extent of both of
these two approaches. Ward [46] suggested

an approach,

which seems to

be more rigorous than the above two approaches and at the same time too
complicated to be applied in actual situations.

According to the "Painleve' conjecture" due to Weiss et. al [2la] those
nonlinear PDE which have the Painleve' property in the sense of Weiss et.
al [2la] are completely integrable (i.e. solvable by the inverse scattering
method).

At this point it may be mentioned that there are completely

integrable equations such ~s the Harry-Dym equation

Ut

+ u3

Uxxx

=0

which are known to possess the weak-Painleve' property. A system is
said to show the weak-Painleve' property when the system has .solution
u = u(x,t) in the form
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00

u(x,t) = ~(x,t)- a.' /d .:E Uj (x,t) [ ~(x,t)] j/d

--- (4-10)

J=O

instead of (4-1 0) , a' and d are positive integers and d

'* 1.

The requirement as imposed by the Cauchy-Kova1evskaya theorem [43a]
remains the same, that is, the expansion (4-10) of the (general) solution
must have as many arbitrary functions as the order of the system.

With

th~

example of the Harry-Dym equation in hand one could

reasonably assert that if a PDE or a system of PDE has a weak-Painleve'
expansion then it is still a candidate for being completely integrable. But
that may not be always true.

It has been observed that the higher KdV equation

Ut

+ u3

Ux

+

Uxxx

=0

also possesses the weak-Painleve' property through there is other evidence
against its complete integrability. 'It is interesting to observe that the
Harry-Dym equation can be transformed into integrable equations having
the Painleve' property in order to distinguish between completely
integrable and non-integrable PDE in generaL

A suitable algorithm for the Painleve' test of partial differential equations
in the sense of Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [21a] involved three essential
steps. They are as follows.
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Step 1 : Leading order analysis

For a specific PDE it is necessary to identify all possible values for a and
then find .what the form of resulting Laurent-like series (see ref. [47] ). For
this we is substitute u- uo

~a

in the equations co:ncemed shows that for

certain values of a, two or more terms balance (depending on

Uo ).

For

each such choice of a, the terms which can balance are called the 'leading
terms' ( or sometimes, 'dominant terms'). Equating the co-efficients of
the dominant terms to zero and solving the resulting algebraic equation for
Uo

can determine the value ofUQ.

When a comes out to be integers only then the equations under study are
candidates for full-Painleve' property. Here the complete expansion will
be oftheform given by (4.9).
Sometimes a turns out to be zero. As observed by Clarkson [48], this is
an indication of a logarithmic term

log(~)

in the leading order of the

expansion. However, this branch point structure does not spoil Painleve'
structure when the concerned field variables occur in the equations in the
derivative form only thereby generating the pole structure in the equations.

As mentioned earlier a comes out to be (a' I d) then the equations under
study are candidates of Weak-Painleve' property. Here the complete
expansion will be of the form given by (4.1 0).

/
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Step 2 : Resonance analysis

If all possible a's are integers, then for each (a,u 0

)

one can substitute

(4-4) in .the PDE concerned and get the recursion relations for

j

=

Uj ,

0,1,2 ... Those values of j for which the recursion relations are not

defined are called resonance positions and at those positions in the series
expansion one should be able to have those coefficients arbitrary. Just as
in the case of ODEs for equations having full-Painleve' property 'j =- 1'
and for equations
having weak Painleve' property 'j =- d' seems
.
. always
to be a resonance and corresponding to the arbitrary singularity manifold
defined by

~=

0.

The computations can be simplified by a modification due to
Jimbo,Kruskal and Miwa [49] which asserts that without loss of generality
~

may have the special form

~(x,t) =

loss of generality one can write

Uj

x - f(t), and also that without any

= Uj

(t). It may be noted that such a

modification seem:s to be valid only for those nonlinear PDE for which a
necessary and sufficient condition for

~=

0 to define a noncharacteristics

manifold is that 8~/8x :t= 0. In addition to that references already cited one
can consult the review work of Tabor and Gibbon [50] .

Steeb and Louw [51] have studied significance of negative resonance for
ordinary differential equations. There they studied an expansi?n around
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infinity and made interesting observations. In the case ofPDEs one could
assume a solution ofthe partial differential equation with assumption that
00

u

=

L: tLj ~-j+a

etc.

j=O

and use them in the equation concerned in order to get the significance of
negative resonances. An important point' regarding rational resonances is
that the algebraic constants of motion correspond to rational resonances in
case of ODEs [52a,b]. This can be extended to PDEs·[52c].

Step 3 : Arbitrary functions

At this stage one checks whether one actually gets the introduction of
arbitrary function at the resonance positions.

This is ascertained only

when the compatibility conditions that arise at the resonance positions, j

=

r are identically satisfied for all the results at j < r.
For a coupled system and for equations ( or systems) where complex
conjugate of an unknown function appears explicitly the formalism is
generalized in the same way as in the case of ODEs.

(c) Painleve'property and integrability ofPDEs:

For partial differential equations, which are ·infinite dimensional,
integrability is shown by the existence of infinite number of integrals in
involution ( for detail see ref [22c] ) and hence infinite number of
conservation laws. Zakharov and Faddeev [20a] demonstrated a procedure
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to find integrals via inverse scattering transform for the KdV equation.
One may consult the work of Flaschka and Newell [20b] in this context.
The consequences of this work are such that once an isospectral problem
has been found for a PDE then a direct connection can be established
between the existences of multiple soliton solutions. .The multiple soliton
solutions can be found by the Inverse Scattering Transform (IST) method
[ 18] or by other methods [ 14, 15,22]. In the light of these developments
one can say that a PDE is .integrable when there exists a nontrivial Lax
Pair [11,"14,15,18] for that PDE (or that system ofPDEs) [21m].

We have mentioned in the previous section that, Ablowitz, Ramani and
Segur [12a] introduced the idea of the Painleve' property in connection
with the integrability of PDEs. They conjectured that every nonlinear
ordinary differential equation obtained by an exact reduction (e.g. through
a similarity transformation) of an integrable non-linear partial differential
equation has the Painleve'. property perhaps after a transformation of
variables.

Furthermore, according to them, one consequence of this

conjecture (ARS conjecture) is an explicit test of whether or not ·a given
PDE may be of IST class; namely, reduce it to an ODE, and determine
whether the ODE is of P-type. However this approach cannot generate no
further information.
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The great advantage of the ARS conjecture is that it is simple to apply, for
example see [12a,45]. Its drawback is that in order to test the integrability
of a PDE, one has to ask what one means by testing 'all' the ordinary
differential equations associated with its symmetries (details in ref. [23] ).
It would be better if one could directly attack and test the partial

differential equation itself. Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [21a] contributed
in that direction. They defi~ed a 'Painleve' property' for PDEs which is a
natural extension of the 'Painleve' property' for ODEs and conjectured
that a PDE having Painleve' property is integrable [21a,b].

We have also elaborated in the earlier section how Weiss, Tabor and
Carnevale [21li] developed a conjecture for Painleve' test that can be
applied directly to PDEs without any need for reduction. Their conjecture
provides us with a test (Painleve' test ) with the help of which we can
identify an integrable PDE , It is true that proper mathematical founding
is still lacking regarding the connection between the Painleve' test and
integrability. But, experience [21] has shown that the test works with
sufficient certainty. In a recent review Weiss [21m] proposes that the
'Painleve' test' is a sufficient condition for integrability. He also stresses
that the Painleve' property is a statement about how the solutions behave
as functional manifold and not a statement about the data itself.
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However, the extent of rigor ofboth the approaches due to Ablowitz et. al.
and Weiss et. al. has been questioned by several authors.

See, for

example, [46,48].

Ward suggested [46] an approach, which seems to be more rigorous than
the above two approaches and at the same time too complicated to be
applied in actual situations. Actually in ref. [46] it could not be observed
how one might determine whether the KdV equation possess the Painleve'
property. in the sense due to Ward [46]. Further, the Painleve' property in
the sense of Weiss et. al. '[2la] ·requires all movable singularity manifolds
to be single valued, whether characteristic or not. On the other hand,
according to the observation of Ward [46] the direct consideration of
expansions about characteristic manifolds cannot be allowed in the
definition of the Painleve' property since, for linear systems, 'bad'
singularities propagate along characteristics.

For general systems,

expansions about characteristics, when they exist, introduce certain
arbitrary data (details in ref. [53] ). If the data is 'bad', the expansion is
still required to be a single valued 'functional' of that data .. The Painleve'
property is a statement of how the solutions behave as functional of the
data in a neighbourhood of a singularity and not a statement about the data
itself.
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In, general, to verify that an equation has the Painleve' property it is
necessary to show that 'all' the allowed singularities are single valued
(as functional of the data).

For an equation having the Painleve' property Weiss [21] proposes to
calculate the Backlund transformations, Lax pair, Modified equations and
Miura transformations through the expansions of the solutions about the
singularity manifold.

The 'Singular Manifold Method' consists in

truncating the Laurent Psi series [47] after the constant level term. By
construction, this forms a possible Backlund transformation. Depending
on the distribution of 'resonances', generally over determined the
recursion relations for the coefficients of the Laurent expansion define
systems of equations. Reduction of this system to consistent form defines
the Backlund- Darboux transformation, the Schwarzian form of the
modified equation and the related Miura transformation to the original
system. The Lax pair can be found by linearizing the Miura transformation
and modified equation, using the invariance of the Schwarzian derivative
under the Moebius group to motivate the substitution for 'linear' variables.
The invariance under the Moebius group and the 'discrete' symmetries of
the modified equations are found to constitute a nontrivial Backlund
transformation for these systems.
noteworthy [21}.

Success in these directions is
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However, Lax pair is not obtainable for coupled systems even with the
Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [21 a] formalism.

The present understanding of integrability has a focus on another
interesting physical feature called the existence of Chaos. Rather, there
has been a strong evidence .that a system of equations which pass the
'

Painleve' test is free from the existence of Chaos. See for example, the
work of Bindu, Bambah, Lakshmibala,Mukku ·and Sriram [54d]. They
have used both the numerical methods and Painleve' test. They observed
that Chem-Simons-Higgs (CSH) models pass the Painleve' test and at the
same time show absence of Chaotic behaviour in phase plot. They further
observed that the CSH models with the introduction of kinetic term
(Maxwell term), known as the Maxwell-Chem-Simons-Higgs (MCSH)
models, do not pass the Painleve' test and at the same time show the clear
indications of Chaotic behaviour in phase plot.

Our research work

reported in the present thesis also has observed (i) a correlation between
the existence of Painleve property and absence of Chaotic behaviour and
( ii) a correlation between the absence of Painleve' property and presence
of Chaotic behaviour.
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(d)Painleve 'analysis, truncation and Auto-Buckland Transformation:
Weiss, Tabor and Carnevale [21a] introduced the algorithm for testing the
existence of Painleve' property for the nonlinear partial differential
equations.. In addition to that developed a procedure for truncating the
Laurent like expansion at the most singular term. This most often lead to
auto-Buckland
[21 a],[55],[ 56].

transformation

between

two

pairs ·of

solutions
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Chapter V
Review of previous work related to
the present study

5-1 Review of Exact solutions

In the following we review some of the previous work regarding exact
solutions of Yang equations (2-4) and Charap equations (2-8). We
proposed an_ equation on combination of these two equations. Exact
. solutions for these equations have been presented in Chapter - VI
(article- 6-1-3).

5-1-1 Review ofthe exact solutions for the Yang equations (2-4)

Before 1970 self dual solutions were known in a different form ( see ref.
[57] ). Still then an attempt to obtain self- dual solutions using Yang's
formalism has an added interest because of the simplicity and the straight
forwardness of Yang's [26] formalism. The set of equations (2-4) are
important from the mathematical point of view too.

.

.

Some particular solutions of equations (2-4 a,b) were given by Yang
himseif. Yang [26] indicated the existence of a class of solutions for
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equations (2-4) that satisfies

p = ~ 'p = - ~ 'p = ~ ' p_ = - ~ '~ - + ~ - = 0
y
z
z
y
y
z
z
y
yy
zz

---(5-1)

Ray[35] _generalized the solutions of Yang equations with the ansatz,
p=\j/

,p=-\j/

z

y

z

--- (5-2)

y

where \jl is any complex function.

With (5-2).Ray [35] arrived at a new set of solutions for (2-4) given by,
---(5-3).

p =constant
~=

and

e

v

--- (5-4)

where, v is any real solution of ( v

y y

+ v

z z

) =0

--- (5-5)

Again, in the same paper and (2-4) with the same ansatz as (5-2) Ray [35]
gave a procedure to obtain a different solutions from the old ones. The
. procedure is as follows :
If (p 0 ,

~o)

is any solution ofYang equations (2-4) that satisfies Yang's

ansatz, i.e. p

=

oy

~

_ ,p = oz

oz

~ _
oy

---(5-6 a,b)

Where po is complex and ~ is real, then p and ~ are given by,
p = kpo

--- (5-7)

~ = ±~o

= ±a- 1 Sin(a~o+b)
= ± a- 1 Sinh ( a~o + b)

--- (5-8)
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Here, a & b are real constants and k is a complex constant with k k = 1,
are solutions of Yang equations (2-4) ..

In an another publication, De and Ray [41] found two different classes of
solutions of Yang equations (2-4).

In case - I, they assumed, p == p( ~) .
As p =

\jf

+ ix this means

\If= \If(~), X= X(~)

where

~

--- (5-9)

is not a constant and \jf &

x are not both constants.

Using (5-9) iri Yang equations (2-4) and with a little calculation it can be
shown that,
----- ( 5-10)

\ji=Ay

---- (5-11)

andx=By
where A and B are constants andy is a function

of~·

With (5-10) and (5-11), one arrives after a simplification that,
~

= [ C (A2 + B 2 )

y,] - 1 Sech V

v = [ C (A2 + B2)] -1

[

1- C2 (A2+ B2) ~2]

---- (5-12a)
y,

---- (5-12b)

where C is a constant and V is a function satisfies
--- (5-13)
Hence (5-12), (5-10), (5-11) respectively give the solutions for
which are the solutions ofYang equations.

~,\jf

and

x
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In case- II the assumption was ,

~(~II +~22+~33 +~44) =(~1 +~l+~/+~l)
2

---(5-14)

Use of this equation in Yang equations, one arrives,
\!II + X2 =:= 0 ' \!12- XI

= 0, \!13- X4 = 0, \j/4 + X3 =0

--- ( 5-15)

On integration of(S-14), one can have
~=e v

--- (5-16)

where V satisfies (5-13).
The equation (5-15) may be expressed as ,
\jl

= U (x 1,x2 ) + F (x3 , x4 )

x=V(x\x2 ).+ G(x3 ,x

4

--- (5-17)
--- (5-18)

)

where,

aV (x 1 , x2 ) I ax2

=0

ax2 - aV (x 1 , x2 ) I ax 1

=0

aF (x3,x4 ) I ax3 - aG (x3 , x4 ) I ax4

=0

aF (x3,x4 ) I ax4 + aG (x3 , x4 ) I ax3

=0

aU(x\x 2 )1ax 1 +
au (xI ,x2 ) I

Thus in Case- II, equations (5-16), (5..;17) and (5-18) respectively give~.
\jl

and x, which are the solutions ofYang equations.

In another publication

Chanda and Ray [58] further generalized the

solutions obtained by Yang.

These solutions included some particular

cases of their generalizations reported by De & Ray [41] and Ray [32] as
discussed earlier.
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Chanda and Ray [58] assumed that,
~=~('t)

---- (5-19a)

ljl=a~-bll+f

--- (5-19b)

x=all+b~+g

--- (5-19c)

where a and b are real arbitrary constants;
1

2

(x ,x ,x3,x

4

);

~

, Yl and

1:

are functions of

f,g and ~ are functions of 't. Here~ , Yl and 't satisfy,
~1

+ ll2 =

'tJ

--- ( 5.20a)

~2- lll = 't4

--- ( 5.20b)

~3 -

~4

Yl4 = -

+ ll3 =

'tt .

- 't2

--- ( 5.20c)
. --- ( 5.20d)

Equations (5-20) represent the ansatz used by Yang [26].

Using (5-19) in the Yang equation (2-4) and on integration, one have,
f = c I ~ 2 d't +p

--- ( 5-21a)

g=dJ~ 2 d't +q

---(5-21b)

't =±I I- ( c2 + d2 ) ~4 + g ~ 2 + ( a2 + b2 ) ] - y. d~ + h ---- (5-22)
where c ,d ,p ,q , g and h are real arbitrary integration constants.

Using (5-21) and (5-22) Chanda and Ray [58] arrived at the results given
below.
In contrast with Yang's solutions for Yang equations (2-4) given by,

p=cr

--- ( 5-23a)

~='t

--- ( 5-23b)
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such that,
cr

y

=-r _
z

, cr =
z

-'t _

y

· Here they [58] had the following results :

2
where, E = f dn u du = Jacobi's function (details in ref. [59] )

U = a + ib , V = c + id, W = p + iq
where a, b,c; d, p, q are all real arbitrary constants, and p & q are given as,
- g + [ g2 + 4 (a2 + b2) (c2 + d2) ] y.
2

2 (c +d

2

)

g + [ g2 + 4 (a2 + b2) (c2 + d2)]

and

~·corresponding

to (5-24) is given by with U

y.

* 0, V=O as,
--- (5-25 a)
--- (5-25 b)

and when U

* 0, V * 0,

~=qCn(u)

--- (5-26)

The situation U = 0 may be observed as a special case of the work of De
and Ray [41] as described earlier. In 6-1-1, we present some new solutions
ofYang equations.
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5-1-2 Review ofthe exact solutions for the Charap equations (2-8)

Charap [29] himself suggested some exact solutions of the classical nonlinear field equations for the chiral invariant model of pion dynamics(2-8).
He [29] obtained solutions of (2-8) under the assumption that
are all functions of (Kt x 1 + K2 x2 + K3 x 3 + ~ x4

)

~,\jl

and X

where Kf.l is any

arbitrary constant-four-vectpr as stated above. But such solutions give
non-vanishing derivatives of

~,\jl

and

x at

infinity and hence cannot

represent soliton solutions.

Ray [32] integrated the equations (2-8) under a weaker assumption that
there exists some function u, such that ~,\jl and x are functions of u 1.e.

= ~ (u)

--- ( 5-27a)

'I' = 'I' (u)

--- ( 5~27b)

X= x(u)

--- ( 5-27c)

~

--- (5-27d)

· Ray [32] demonstrated that these solutions include the soliton solution as a
special case.

We rediscovered and afterwards offered graphical

representation of these solutions. Details have been presented in
Chapter- VI (article: 6-1-3 and 6-2).
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In this publication Ray [32] presented another type of solutions of the
equations, by assllining,
--- (5-28a)
--- (5-28b)
--- (5-28c)
When one uses (5-27) in the Charap equation in the form (2-5), the later
reduces to,
---- (5-29a)
----

(5~29b)

---- (5-29c)
---- (5-29d)
f1t

= Constant

---- (5-29e)

Though Ray [32] failed ·to solve (5-29) completely he presented some
particular solutions of it.
For the first type of solution he assumed,
--- (5-30a)
--- (5-30b)
--- (5-30c)
where, a

=

a ( x I , x2 , x3 - x4) .

Proceeding similarly as (5-27) , he arrived at,
~

= ga + h , \jl = ia + j , x = ka +m

--- (5-31a,b,c)

where g, h, i, j, k and m are functions of (x3 -: x4) and a is given as,
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S =fda I [ (g2+ e+ k2) a 2 + 2a(gh + ij +km) + (h2+l+m 2+f/)]
where

ssatisfies,

S11

--(5-31d)

+ /;22 = 0.

In second case, he assumed that,
~=

y ( x2, x3- x4) p (XI' x3- x4)

--- (5-32a)

\If= y ( x2, x3- x4) q (xi' x3- x4)

--- (5-32b)

X= y ( x2, x3- x4) r (xi' x3- x4)

--- (5-32c)

such that (p2 + q2 + r2 ) = 1 and arrived at
p = A Cos nx 1 + B Sin nx 1

--- ( 5-33a)

q = C Cos nx 1 + D Sin nx 1

--- ( 5-33b)

r=E Cosnx 1 + F Sinnx 1

--- ( 5-33c)

where n, A,B,C,D,E and F are functions of (x3 - x4) satisfying
A2+ C2+ E2= 1
B 2 + D 2 + F2 = 1
AB+CD+EF = 0 and
112
fdy /[ exp{2/(f/ + y2)}{H+2n2Jy exp(- 4 /(f/+ y2)) dy} ]
=±x2 + 1
Here, H and I are also arbitrary functions of (x3 - x4 ).

In another publication Chan~a, De and Ray [30] further generalized the

solutions under the assumptions (5-28) and (5-29) . They classified the
solutions under two broad cases.
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Case- I:
Here assumption was
----- (5-34a)
where

~

is given in equation (5-29d).

The solutions are given by,
\jl =

a. Cos 8 ·

--- (5-34b)
--- (5-34c)

X= a. Sin 8

where 8 = 8 (X,Y), X andY are the solution of Laplace's equations

· Such that

X11 +Xzz=O, Y11 +Yzz=O

--- (5-35a,b)

X1 = Yz and

--- (5-36a,b)

X2 = - Y1

I.e. , Y is the conjugate solution to X,
8 = f (Ae~ I a.2 ) dX +BY + C

. --- (5-37)

where B and C are constants,

f e-~

X=

d~

~X= f/ + ~Z + a.2

and a.<ll<ll =

(

--- (5-38)
---

(5-39)

2
A2 I a.3 ) + [ B2a. I (f/ + ~ 2 + a.2) ]

--- (5-40)

Equations (5-39) and (5-40) give~ and a., in principle, in terms of X.
From (5-38)

~is

known, in principle, in terms of X.

Then 8 is known, in principle, in terms of X and Yvia (5-37). And
\jl

and X are given, in principle, in terms of X via (5-34a,b).
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Case- I I
Here the assumption was,
\j/2

where

~( cr)

+X 2=

(f7? + ~2) ~2 (cr)

--- (5-41)

= some unspecified function of cr.

Then, it turns out that,

e·

= (f/ + ~ 2 )

v,

~( cr) Cos

X= (f/ + ~ 2 )

v,

~(cr) Sin 0

\jl

e=e(cr,~)

---- (5-42a)
---- (5-42b)
--- (5-42c)

~ = ln (f/ + ~ 2 ) + ln ( 1+ ~ 2 )

--- (5-42d)

With a rigorous calculation they arrived at,
~

= flt tan (q flt + k flt )

--- (5-43a)

where, k is a constant and q is a solution of Laplace's equation,
--- (5-43b)

For \jl and

x.,

cr may be expressed as,

cr = (1/2) JdzJ [HZ(l +Z) 4 -E2 (1+ zt-(F2-f/ )/(1+ Z3) Z] y, +constant ---(5-44a)
8 = E f [ (1 +~ 2 i I ~ 2 ] dcr + (F/ flt) tan- 1 (~/flt) + G
where Z = ~ 2 and E,F,G,H are constants.

--- (5-44b)
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Chanda and Ray [58] demonstrated that
--- (5-44c)
where q andy are mutually conjugate solution of Laplace's equation,
1.e.

q1 =y2 , q2 =-yl,

Specifically, Yll + Y22 = 0

--- (5-44d)

Using (5-44) in (5-42 a,b) we have

Thus three unknown quantities

~,\jl

\jl

and

and X·

x for Charap •equation (2-8) can be

expressed with the help of (5-43), (5-42a) and (5-42b) respectively.
Where q is given by (5-43b). cr and e are given by (5-44).
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5-2 Review of Painleve' test
Before going into the review it may be stated that no previous work on
Pain/eve' test for Charap equations (2-8) is known. The combined YangCharap (Y-C) equations (2-10) have been proposed by us. The Pain/eve'
. test for the Combined equations has been presented in Chapter VI
( article ""'" 6-1-3).

5-2-1 Review ofthe Painleve'test for the Yang equations (2-4)
Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa [49] adopted the algorithm of Weiss, Tabor and
Carnevale [21a]

and showed that the Yang equations (2-4) pass the

Painleve' test for integrability . Ward [49] used a completely different
approach, complicated indeed, and arrived at the same conclusion. Both
the investigations [46,49] used the complex form of the equations and
neither of them reported any solutions obtainable from the analysis. In the
following we discuss the basic algorithmused by Weiss et. al. [21a].
·In equation (2-4) they put,
00

00

~ = L ~j u j- m , p = L
j=O

00

Pj

u j- m

j=O

,

.

p=j=OL ~ u

j- m

-

-

where, u = u (y, y , z , z ) , m ~ 1
Upon substitution, they obtain the leading terms as,

with TJ = u

y

u

y

+ u u
z

z

--- (5-45)

fl•
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Hereafter they assume that 11 t:- 0 so that the variety {u = 0 } is not
characteristic.
Then they have m = 1 , and

The.other possibility,

~o =

0, Po Po

=

0

is ruled out by checking then leading terms of (5-45).

-

At this stage u , Po and Po are arbitrary.
Equating the coefficients of u j- 4 ( j ~ 0) they obtain the recursion
relation for

~n

-

,p, p given by

-

(j -j+2)~oTJ

-(n-1) Poll

-(n -1) Poll

~j

2 j Po TJ

n(n-1)~oTJ

0

Pj

0

n(n-1)~oTJ

Pj

2

-

2 j Po TJ

AJ
=

Bj
Cj

where Aj, Bj and Bj are given in terms of ~n , Pn and Pn
(0

~

n <j- 1).

They [49] shown that the self duality equations (5-45) allow solutions of
-

-

the form (5-45) with six arbitrary functions u, po, Po , PI , PI and

~2 ,

corresponding to the roots, (-1) , (0, 0 ), (1 , 1 ) and (2) respectively.

In 6-3-1 we revisit the Painleve' test of this Yang equations in a different
approach.
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Chapter VI

Present study for the three equations

In this chapter we discuss the present study for the three equations
(2-4),(2-8) and (2-10) for the Yang equations, Charap equations and
Combined equations respectively.

First we discuss the exact solutions of the three equations obtained
through Ad-hoc procedure.

Next we discuss the graphical representations of some of those exact
solutions.

Then we discuss Pain/eve' test of these three equations.

Finally we discuss about the chaos in the perspective of Pain/eve' test
and graphical representations.
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6-1 :Study of exact solutions of three equations:
In this article we discuss the exact solutions of the equations.
The main procedure used here is the Ad-hoc method as discussed in
article 4-1.

6-1-1:

Some exact solutions ofthe Yang equations (2-4)

The solutions .for (2-4) presented here are those satisfy the relations,
~=~(t,cr)

---- (6-1a)

\!1=\!f('"C,O")

---- (6-1 b)

x=x(t,cr)

---- (6-1c)

1:

=

---- (6-1d)

1: ( X I ' X2 )

cr = cr ( x 3 , x

4

---- (6-1e)

)

It is observed that the solutions for (2-4) subjected to (6-1) are given by

the solutions of the equations ( for details see Appendix - A in the end of
· this article)

(~~ •• - ~.2+\!f/+x,2+P~~.)\!''

+(~ ~crcr- ~cr + \!'cr + Xcr +Q ~ ~cr) X'= 0
2

2

2

--(6-2a)

( ~ \!''['[ - 2 ~.\If,+ p ~ \If,) \ji'

+ ( ~ \!'crcr - 2\!fcr $cr + Q $ acr)

x:

=0

---- (6-2b)

0

---- (6-2c)

( $ X"- 2 X• $, + P $ X•) \!''
+ ( ~ Xcrcr -· 2Xcr ~cr + Q ~ Xcr) X'

=
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2

where ('t11 + "Czz) I (-c1 + -cl) = P (-c)
(-c/ + -cl) =

and

\j/

1

---- (6-2d)

('t)

---- (6-2e)

(cr33 + CJ44) I (a/+ cr/) == Q (cr)

_.; __ (6-2f)

(cr/+cr/)= x'(cr)

---- (6-2g)

Equation (6-2d)- (6-2g) can be rewritten as .
2

(vll+vzz) = 0,

(833 + 844)

= ·0 '

(v1 +vl) = R

---(6-3a,b)

= s

--- (6-3c,d)

(8/ + 8l )

where, v = I [ exp ( - I P(-c) d-e ) ] d-e

·8=

J [ exp ( - I Q(cr) dcr

--- (6-3e)

) ] dcr

R=

[ exp (- 2 I P(-c) d-e ) ] 'I'' (-c)

S=

[

exp ( - 2 I Q (cr) dcr ) ]

x' (cr)

--- (6-3f)
--- (6-3g)
--- (6-3h)

By virtue of (6-3e,f) one can consider RandS as functions ofv
and 8 respectively.
The solution for (6-3 a,b) are given by (Appendix- B ) :
1
(i) v=Kzx +K3x2 +K1

--- (6-4a)
--- (6-4b)

R=Kl+K/

Or,
(ii)v = 11 (2~) ln[(~x +

1

Ksi + (~ x

2

+ ~i

+(ln K7)l (2~)

R = 11 [(~ x1 +

Ksi + (~ x

2

+ ~i]

--- (6-Sa)
--- (6-Sb)
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The solutions for (6-3c,d). are given by (for details see Appendix- B)
-,.- (6-6a)
--- (6-6b)
Or,
3
2
4
2
( n. ·) 8=1 1(2Kil)ln[(Kilx+K
12 )+(K 11 x +K 13 )+(ln~)/(2K 11 ) -(6-7a)

--- (6-7b)
Now, without any loss of generality one can transform (t,cr) to
(v,8), and (6-2a)- (6-2c) lead to

(~~vv -~~ 2 +\jf} +x} )R+ ( ~ ~M- ~l + 'Vs2 + Xs2 ) S = 0 --·,(6-8a)
---- (6-8b)
---- (6-8c)
where, v,8,R and S are given by (6-4)- (6-7).

Regarding the equations (6-2) and (6-8),the following observations
may be interesting :
I.

If 't and cr satisfy a set of coupled equations of the form (6-2),
then any function of 't and cr also satisfies the set of coupled
equations ofthe form (6-2).

II.

For all possible equations ofthe form (6-2) which generate as a
result of the transformation of (6-1 ), 't is any function of
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Moreover, all such transformed equations are equivalent to the set of
equations (6-8) via (6-3).
Now consider some examples.
(i)

The equations (6-2) along with,
--- (6-9a)
--- (6-9b)

or

--- (6-lOa)
--- (6-1 Ob)

are equivalent to the equations (6-8) along with (6-4) and (6-6)
(For details see Appendix- C, Case 1 a,b)
(ii)

The equations (6-2) along with,
1: =

[ (

~ x 1 + Ksi

+ ( ~ x2 + ~i]

--- (6-lla)

are equivalent to the equation(6-8) along with (6-5) and (6-7).
(For details see Appendix- C, Case 2 a, b)

(iii) The equations (6-2) along with,
--- (6-13a)

or

""-- (6-14a)
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are equivalent to the equations (6-2) along with (6-4) and (6-7).
(For details see Appendix - C, Case 3 a, b )

(iv)

The equations (6-2) along with,
1:

= [(~ x +

cr =

or

1:

1

Ksi

+ ( ~ x + ~i
2

]

---(6-15a)

ln [ K9 x 3 + Kw x 4 + Ks ]

--- (6-15b)

= exp [ ( ~ x 1 + Ksi + ( ~ x 2 + ~i

q =

] --- (6-16a)

4

[ K9 x 3 + Kw x + Ks ] , etc.

--- (6-16b)

are equivalent to the equation(6-2) along with (6-5) and (6-6).
(For details see Appendix- C, Case- 4 a, b).

The equations (6-8) reduce to an interesting form when R =constant and
S = constant . After a transformation (v,o) ---+ (v' ,8'), where v' = v/ >J R
and

o' = o/ >J S, one gets from (6-8)

( ~~v'v' -~i +\Vi +xi) + (~~8'8'- ~8· + \118' + X8·

2

2

2

)

= 0 --(6-17a)

( ~ \lfv'v' - 2 ~v' \lfv') + ( ~ \118'8' - 2~8' \If 8' ) = 0

---(6-17b)

(~Xv'v' -2~v'Xv•) +(~X8'c5'-2~8'X8•)

=0 ---- (6-17c)

Finally,( 6-17) can be rewritten as,
(<l>v·v· +<1>8'8' +

[(\lfi+xi) + (\118'2 +x8·2 )] ex:p (-2<1>) = 0 --(6-18a)

[ \lfv' exp ( -2 <1>) ]v• + [\118' exp (- 2<1>) Js·

= 0 --(6-18b)

Js·

= 0 --(6-18c)

[ Xv' exp (- 2 <1>)] v' + [X8' exp (-2<1>)
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where,

~

= exp (<I>)

---- (6-18d)

The set of the equations in (6-18) are conformally invariant, i.e. the form
of those equations is retained under the transfon1lation

(v' ,8' )

where f and q are functions of v' and 8' such that fv· = q

II'

~

(f, q )

and f11, = - qv•

i.e. f and q are mutually conjugate solutions of the Laplace's equations in
v' and 8'. Hence from any solution of the equations in (6-18) one can
immediately generate infinitely many other solutions of equations in
(6-18) by simply replacing (v''

o' ) by (f, q ).

One can compare the equations (6-18) with the generalized Lund-Regge
equations discussed in article 2-3, equations (2-9).

Now, we present some exact solutions of (6-18) which are considerably
general in nature. Four interesting cases have been observed.

Case-I
For, \jJ = \jJ

(~),X= X(~)

This can be identified as a particular situation of the work of De and Ray
[41].
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Case-II
\jf = \jf

(x) when the set of three equations of (6-18) reduces to a set of two

equations similar to the

~et

of

two equations of two dimensional

Heisenberg Ferromagnets and can be solved using the procedure of
Trimper (34] and Ray (35].

Case-III
\jf

= K1s X + u (<I>)

( 6 -19)

where K 15 is an arbitrary constant and u(<t>) is ·an unspecified function of
<t>, u( <t>)*0.
Using (6-19) in (6-18b) and then using (6-17c) in the resulting expression
one gets,
[ Uv•

exp ( - 2 <I> ) ] v' + [

U5•

exp ( - 2 <I> ) ]o• = 0

Defining, X= f exp(-2<t>) du

---- (6-20)
----(6-21)

One can reduce (6-20) to,

Xv•v• +

~'B'

--- (6-22)

=0

which is the Laplace's equation and standard solutions for X in terms ofv'
and 8' are obtainable. With (6-19)and (6-21),(6.22) ,the equation (6-18b)
now becomes equivalent to (6-18c).
Since the set of equations in (6-18) are conformally invariant , then the
transformation (v' , 8' )

~

(X, Y) , where X and Y are mutually conjugate

solutions of the Laplace's equations, keeps the form of the equations (618) unchanged.
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But now, from (6-21) & (6-22),

<l> = <l>(X) , u = u (X)

---- (6-23)

Thus, using the transformation

(v',o')~(X,Y);

the equations(6-19),

(6-21) and (6-23), one can observe that the three equations in

(6-18)

reduce to two equations only and after some rearrangement can be written
as,
2

\jlx2 + \jl/ + [(2Kls) I (K1s + 1) ] \jlx exp (2 <l>)
= - [ <l>x'-' exp(2 <1>) + exp (4 <1>)] I CK1/ +1)
and \jlxx + \jlyy- 2 \jlx <l>x = 0

, respectively

Defining, X= 8 - [ K1s f exp (2<1>) dX] I (K1l + 1)

--- (6-24a)
---- ( 6-24b)
----(6-25)

One can reduce (6-24) to,

E>x2 + E>y2 = M (X)

---- (6-26a)

where, M(X) = -[(K 1/ + l)cl>xx exp(2ci>) + exp(4ci>)]/(K 1/+l) 2--(6-26b)

E>xx + E>yy - 2 E>x <l>x = 0

and

, respectively

---- (6-26c)

From (6-26a) , one can examine four cases separately. However, the
following three case i.e.
(i)

E>x =E>y = 0

(ii)

E>x "# 0

(iii)

E>x ~ 0 &

& 8y = 0 and

E>y "# 0

can be grouped under the head E>y = constant, where the constant may
even take the value zero. · However, E>y = 0 represent X =

X(~)

and hence
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\jf = \jf(~)

from (6-19), which has been considered by De and Ray [41]

previously.

To study the fourth case i.e. E>x;;:. 0, 0y;;:. 0, one can proceed as follows.
Differentiating (6-26a) with respect toY one gets,
E>x E>xy + E>y 0yy = 0
with the help ofwhich 0yy can be eliminated from (6-26b). After some
manipulation in the resulting expression and then on integration once, one
gets,
[ E>x I 0y] exp(- 2<D)

=

----(6-27)

n(Y)

where n(Y) is an unspecified function ofY.
This readily gives,

e = e (w)
where,

w= u+v
u = J exp(2<D) dX

and

(from 6-2la)

v = JdY I 1t

with the use ofwhich in (6-26a) one gets,
2

(u/ I M) + (v/ I M) = 1 I E>w

---- (6-28)

Differentiating (6-28) separately with respect to u and v respectively and
comparing the results, one gets,

M (u/ IM)u + M (1/M)u

v/

= (

v/ )v

----(6-29)
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Differentiating (6-29) successively with respect to u and v respectively,
one finally gets,

[M ( 1 I M)u ]u (

v/ )v

=

0

Hence, M (1/M)u =constant
Or

vy = constant

----(6-30a)
----(6-30b)

That (6-30a) is not permitted in our basic assumption of (6-21a), this is
shown in Appendix -D.

In the following we consider, Vy = constant.

Differentiating (6-28) with respect to v and using Vy =constant, one gets,
[ 1 I 8w2 ] w = 0, which gives E>w =constant.
Hence, 8y = E>w Wy = E>w Vy = constant.

Thus, in this case ofE>x

'* o,·ey '* 0, too 8y =constant is satisfied.

So, to find the solution for the general case, when
E>y =constant =

K16

(say)

---(6-31)

one can proceed as follows.
Using (6-31) in (6-26b) and then integrating once one gets,
E>x = K17 exp(2<l>)
where, K 11 is an arbitrary constant of integration.

---(6-32)
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Generalizing (6-31) and (6-32) one can conclude that,
8

=

K11 f exp.(2ct>) dX + K16 Y + K1s

----(6-33)

with the use of (6-25) , (6-33) reduces to,

X= K19 f exp(2ct>) dX + K16 Y + K1s

----(6-34)

where, K19 = K11 - (K1s) I (K1l + 1)
It may be noted from (6-19), (6-23) and (6-34) that both of

\jl

and

x

become functions of ci:> only, when K16 = 0 . This case has been treated by
De and Ray [41].
Using (6-34) in (6-24a) and rearranging one can get,
Cl:>xx =- [ K1l I (K1l + 1 ) + 2 K19 K1s + 1 ] exp (2 Cl:>)

- K1iC K1l + 1) exp( -2 <D)

--- (6-35)

on integration (see Appendix-E) , (6-34) and (6-35) lead to,
~ =

--- (6-36a)

K2s Cn (r)

X= K19 ( K22 2 + K19 2 )-lt2 (K2s 2 + K242 )-112 . [ (K2s2 + K 242 ) .E ( r )
- K2/ r] + K16 Y + K1s
where, r = (K2l +K1l )

112

----(6-36b)

112
CK2l + K2l ) ( X- K21) ----(6-36c)
---- (6-36d)
----(6-36e)

where, K16

;t.

0

K2o and K 21 are arbitrary constants of integration.
Here,
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The requirement that the permitted values of

~

lies between +K25 to - K 25

enables one to avoid the possible singularities.

To find the value of \jf , one may put the value of

x from equation

(6-36 b) and value ofu(<I>) from equation (6-21a) and obtained
2 +K192 )-lt2
\jf = K19 (K22.
·

(K2s2+K242 )-ltz (l·+ K 15)

[.(K25 2 K 242)

E(r )

----(6-36h)

Case- IV
Without loss of generality one can write from equation (6-17b),
\jfv' exp(..:. 2 <I>)
\jiB'

= SB'

exp ( - 2 <I> ) =

such that,

-

\jfv'B' = \j!B'v'

----(6-37a)
---- (6-37b)

Sv'
leads to,

[ Sv' exp (2<1>) ]v• + [ss· exp(2<I>)]s· = 0

----(6-38)

Similarly, one can write without loss of generality from equation (6-17 c),
[ Xv' exp (- 2 <I>)]

=

[ 13s· exp (- 2 <I>) ]

=

Zs·
-

Zv·

---- (6-39a)
---- (6-39b)

such that, 13v•s• = 13s'v' leads to,
[ Zv· exp (2<1>) ]v•

+ [ Zs· exp (2<1>) ]s• = 0 ----(6-40)
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Eliminating \jlv• , \jlo• , Xv' , Xo' from equation (6-17a) with use of (6-37)
and (6-39) one gets,
2

<Dv·v· + <Da·a· + [ (s/ + Z/) + (sa· + Za·

2

)]

exp(2<D) = 0 ----(6-41)

In the following , we will obtain solutions of the three coupled equations
(6-38),( 6-40) and (6-41) using the assumption,
s = Kzs Z + m ( <l>)

----(6-42)

where , Kzs· is an arbitrary real constant and m(<l>) is an unspecified
function of <I>

=

constant.

Using (6-42) in equation (6-38) and then using (6-40) in the resulting
expression one gets,
[ mv• exp( 2<1> ) ]v• + [ ms· exp( 2<1> ) ]s· = 0
Defining,

s

=

Jexp (2<1>) dm

----(6-43)
--~(6-44a)

One can reduce (6-43) to,
Sv'v'

+

Sli'li'

=

0

----( 6-44b)

which is the Laplace's equation and standard solutions of

s in terms of v

and 8 are obtainable.

With equation (6-42) and (6-44) , the equation (6-40) now becomes
equivalent to (6-38).
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Since, the set of equations (6-38),( 6-40) and (6-41) are conformally
invariant the transformation (v' , 8' ) ~ (s, TJ) , where s and TJ are
mutually conjugate solutions of the Laplace's equations, keeps the form of
the equations (6-38), (6-40) and

(6-41) unchanged.

But now from equation (6-44),
<I> = <I> (s) ' m = m(s)

----(6-45)

Thus using the transformation,(v',8')~ (s,TJ) along with equations (6-42),
(6-44a) and (6-45),one can observe that the three equations (6-38), (6-40)
and (6-41) reduce to two equations only and after some rearrangement can
be written as,

.

= - [ <I>~;~;

and

Z~;~;

+ Z1111 + 2 Z~;

Defining, Z =

.

2

exp ( - 2<1>) + exp( -4 <I>) ] I (K.zs + 1) --- ( 6-46a)
<I>~;

· = 0 , respectively

x- [Kzsl (Kzl + 1)] Jexp( -2<1>) ds

---- (6-46b)

----(6-46c)

X= X ( s, TJ) one can re'Vrite (6-46) as,
----(6-47a)
where,
N(s)

=

-[(Kzs2 +1)<I>~~ exp(-2<I>)+exp(-4<I>)]/(K2l+1i--(6-47b)

and X~;~ + X,1111 + 2 X~; <I>~

=

0 , respectively

---- (6-47c)
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One may observe the similarities between the equations (6-24) and (6-46)
or between the equations (6-26) and (6-47). Thus, the procedure adopted
in case of (6-26) holds here also.

Proceeding from (6-47) , similarly as was done in (6-26) up to

(6-31),

here also one can observe that,

x' =x' (m +n)
where, m = Jexp(-2<1>) dl;
and

n = f dYJ I s

, s being an unspecified function of YJ.

Proceeding in the similar manner as in equation (6-30), these lead to,
nll = constant
or N ( 11 N ) m = constant

Similar to (6-30a) , it can be shown that, N (1/N) m =constant is not
permitted (as shown in Appendix- F) in following we will consider,

x' =constant= K26

(say)

----(6-48)

Proceeding similarly as was done, starting from (6-31) up to (6-34), here
one can obtain the following results :

s

Z = K27 f exp ( -2<1>) d + K26 YJ + K2s

---(6-49)
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Using (6-49) in (6-46a) and rearranging one can get,
2
$~~ =- [ K29 (K2s 2 + 1) + 2 K2s K29 + 1 ] exp(-2¢)
---(6-50)

- K2l CK2l + 1) exp(2<P)

Also, using (6-50), it can be shown that,

S= ± (K3l+K26 2 r 112 f [$ 2 +K3/)(K3s 2 -

$

2

)r112 d$

+ K31 --(6-51)

Here, also one can observe that the integral in (6-51) has the form of an
elliptical .integral and can be expressed in terms of standard elliptic
integrals.

On integration (similar as in Appendix- E) (6-49) and (6-50) lead to,
$ = K31 Cn (r1)

and Z =

----(6-52a)

+ [K21 (K3/ + K2l r 112 [(K3/+ K3l) E(r1)- K3/ r1]
+ K26T\ + K2s

where, r1 =+ [(K3/+K2l )

112

----(6-52b)

(K3l + K3/ )

112

(~ -K31)] ----(6-52c)

K32 = K29 K2s + 1

---(6-52d)

K33 = K26 K2s + 1

---(6-52e)

K3o and K31 are arbitrary constant of integration.
Here,
K3i=[ -K3o- {K3o2+4(K32 2+K292)(KJ32+K2l)} ]12(KJ/+K2l) ---( 6~ 52f)
112
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Thus~

is given by (6-52a). Then Z is given by (6-52b) and misgiven by

(6-44a). so that
terms of

s is given by (6-42).

All these quantities are given in

s and TJ which are mutually ·conjugate solutions of the Laplace

equation (6-44b).

Since the equations m (6-47) and hence those m (6-46) have been
completely solved, one can now conclude that for these solutions,
\If v' s' = \jJ s' v' and Xv' s' = x.s' v' are satisfied.

Hence, from (6-37) one can write,
\jf=f[ss'exp(2<l>)]dv'+ f F-sv'exp(2<l>) -(8/88')f{ss'exp(2<l>)dv']do'+ K36
'

'

which with the use of(6-18d), reduce to,
\jJ

= J(<J> 2ss')dv' + J [- <j>2 sv' -(8/ 88') J(<j>2 ss') dv'] do'+ K36 ----(6-53)

where K 36 is an arbitrary constant of integration ..

Similarly, from (6-39) and (6-17b) one can write,

x = f(<J> 2Zo')dv' + f [ -~

2

Zv'- (8/0o') J(~ 2 Zo') dv'] do'+ K31 ---(6-54)

where K 37 is an arbitrary constant of integration.

We have seen that Z,

sand~

can be expressed in terms of sand 11 which

are mutually conjugate solutions of the Laplace equation (6-44b). Hence,
one can conclude that .(6-53) and (6-54) give

s

terms of and TJ.

\jJ

and

x respectively

in
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The results of this article may be summarized as follows :

. 1)

-c is any arbitrary function of (K2 x 1 + K 3 x2 + K 1 ) or

[ ( ~ x + Ksi
1

+ ( ~ x2 + ~) 2 ]. cris any arbitrary function of

3
4
[ K9 x + Kw x + Ks ] or [ ( K11 x 3 + K12) 2 + ( K11 x 4 + K13i ].

2) For any such value of -c and cr the equations (2-4) can be transformed to
(6-8) via (6-1) along with (6-4) to (6-7).

3) For R= constant and S= constant only (6-4) and (6-6) are permitted.
However, for various complicated forms of -c and cr the equations (2-4 can
be transformed to (6-18) with (6-4) and (6-6).

Furthermore for

R= constant and S= constant we get from (6-8) aset of equations (6-18)
which are conforrnally invariant and is very similar in form to the
'generalized Lund-Regge [30,31] equations (2-9a,b) in form. Thus from
any solutions of (6-18) one can generate infinitely many other solutions by
virtue of transformation of the type (v', o' )

~

(f, q ) where (v' ,o') are old

independent variables, (f, q) are new independent variables and are
functions of (v',

o' ) such that

fv' = qs· and fs· = - qv• , i.e. f and q are

mutually conjugate solutions of the Laplace's equations in v' and o'

.

4) The solutions of the equation (2-4) via (6-18) observed by us can be
grouped under four cases. In spite of the fact that the cases I and II are to
some extent repetitions of the previous work [34,35,41] and our
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observation that infinite number of new solutions can be generated from
any solution of (6-18) makes mention of these cases worthwhile in our
context. A short summary of these four cases is appended below.
Case-/

Here,

\jl =

'JI( ~) , X = x( ~) and the situations of the solutions are the

particular situations of the solutions obtained by De and Ray [41]
previously.
Case-//

Here \jl =

\jl

(X) and the solutions are the particular situations of the

solutions obtainable using the procedure of Trimper [34] and Ray [35}.
Case-III
~

is obtained in equation (6-36a) where r can be found out from (6-36c);

\jl

and X obtained in the equations (6-36 h) and (6-36 b) respectively. In

these equations, E(r) is an odd analytic function ofr and when r is
increased by 2K? E(r) is reproduced, save for an additive constant given by

where, K is a complete elliptical integral of the first kind and can
be given as,
7tf2

K = f ( 1 - k 2 Sin 2 e)- (I I 2 ) d8
0

=(~)nF( ~' Yz; 1;k2 )

when k lies in the cut plane.

----(6-55)
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The~

in equation (6-36 a) oscillates [56] between+ K25 and -K25 with a

period 4K and has zero points congruent with,
X=

(K19 2 +Kzl )-< 112 ) (Kz/+Kzl)-< 112 )K + Kz1

or

X=3 (K192 +Kzz 2 )-< 112 ) (Kz/+Kzl)-< 112 )K + Kz1
where, K is defined by (6-55).

Case- IV
~

is obtained in equation (6-52a) where, r 1 is obtained in (6-52c),

\jl

and

x

is obtained in equation (6-53) and (6-54). Hence Z is obtained in equation
(6-52b),which also gives 1;.

Here, r 1 has the property similar to r as described above for Case- III. As
we know now

\jl

and

have found p and

~.

x, we can obtain p using equation (2-4d). Once we
the

correspon~ing

R-gauge potentials and the R-

gauge field strengths can be obtained from (2-2) and (2-3) respectively.

All such solutions represent the condition of self-duality except when ~ is
zero. Because, where~ is zero F11 v becomes singular and the solutions
obtained can only be treated as solutions of Yang's R-gau·ge equations and
not self-dual solutions unless a transformation like F' 11 v ~ lJ1 F11 v U
removes the singularities.
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APPENDIX-A

From equation (6-lc),

~ = ~

('t, cr) which gives,

Similarly, we have, ~2 , ~3 , ~4 , ~22 , ~33 and ~44

•

Again, from (6-la) and (6-lb) we have similar equations as

~·s.

Using these in equation (2-4a), keeping in mind the equation (6-ld)
& (6-le) we have,

---- (A-la)

Similarly, we have from equation (2-4b).

---- (A-lb)

Similarly, we have (rom equation (2-4c).

---- (A-le)

Comparing the value of (cr33 +

0'44)

from (A-la) & (A-le) and that from

(A-le) & (A-lb), then dividing these two equations,
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we have after some simplification,
('t11 + t22) I (t/ + t/)

= a function of ( ~.~'t .~cr ,~'t't , ~crcr , \Jf't , \Jfcr ,\Jf't't, 'l'crcr , X't , Xcr , X't't , Xcm )
The left hand side of above equation is a function of

x 1 & x 2 . Hence,

right hand side will also be function of x 1 & x 2 . But in the right hand
side x 1 & x 2 does not come in the explicit form, rather they came as a
function of t ( x 1 , x 2 ) only, thus
we may write ,
(t 11 + t 22 ) I (ti 2+ t2 2 ) = an arbitrary function oft
---- (A-2)

=P (t) (say)

In the same procedure we may arrive at,

(cr33 + 0"44) I (crl + cr/ ) = an arbitrary function of cr
= Q( cr) (say)

---- (A-3)

Putting (A-2) and (A-3) in equation (A-la) and using the same argument
as above we arrive at,
(tl 2+ tl) = \jl'(t) and

(crl+ crl) =

x' (cr)

Here,· \Jf'(t) is an arbitrary function of t and

and

arbitrary function of cr.
(6-2 a,b,c).

x'(cr) is another

Then the equations (A-la,b,c) reduce to
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APPENDIX-B
At first we consider the equations,
(6-3a)

: (vn +

(6-3b)

: (v 12 +

Vzz) = 0
v/)

=R

Differentiating (6-3b) first with respect to x\ we obtain v 11 and then with
respect to x 2 we obtain v22

•

Putting these values of v 11 and v22 into

equation (6-3a) we have

, R·v12

=

Rv

Y1

---- (B-1)

Vz

From , here we have two cases :
Case- (i) When Rv = 0
Then , R = constant.
1

2

Hence, v should be a linear function of x & x i.e.

v = E (x 1 ) + F (x2 ) + K 1'
Finding v 1 & v 2 and using (6-3b) we arrive at,

1

2

v = Kz x + K3 x + K1

with, (K/+ Kl) = R

--- (B-2)
---- (B-3)

where K 1 , K2 and K3 are constants.

Case.:. (ii) when, Rv -::F 0
Writing (B-1) firstly as, R v 12 = R 1 v 2 and then integrating with respect to
x 1 we have

Vz = VR

------- (B- 4a)
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Here V is an arbitrary function of x 2 only.
Again, writing (B-1) as, R

v12 =

R 2 v1 and then integrating with respect to

2

x we have, v 1 = UR

------- (B- 4b)

where U is an arbitrary func~ion of x 1 only.

Using ( B- 4a,b) in equation (6-3 a,b) we have,
---- (B-5a)
and

U2 + V 2

=

1/ R

---- (B-5b)

Using (B-5b) in equation (B-Sa) we arrive,

U 1 + V2

= -

(

In R )v

---- (B-6)
2

Differentiating (B-6) separately with respect to x 1 & x , using (B-4a,b) and
finally comparing the results we may conclude that,
----(B-7)
which shows that left hand side is a function ofx 1 only whereas right hand
side is a function ofx2 only.
Hence, one can conclude from (B-7) that
----(B-8)
where,

~

is an arbitrary constant.

When,

ul

=

~

'

When, V 2 =

~ ,

where, K 5 &

~

then,

u = ~ XI + Ks
.

then, V =

~

2

v_

x + .1~

are arbitrary constants of integration.

--- (B-9a)
--- (B-9b)
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Using (B-9a) & (B-9b) in equation (B.;6) we have,
R = K1 exp ( - 2
with, ~

*0,

~v

)

----( B-10)

K1 * 0.

Putting this value ofR from equation (B-10) in (B-4 a,b) we have,
[exp(2~v)]I=

and

[ exp(2 ~ v) ]z =

2

2~ K7x 1 +2~K5 K7

----(B-11a)

2 ~ 2 K1 x 2 + 2 ~K5 K 7

---- (B-11b)

Integrating (B-11a) one gets,
[exp(2~v)] =

~ 2 K7(x 1 ) 2 +2~KsK1x 1 +G(x 2 ) --(B-12a)

where, G(x 2 ) is an any arbitrary function ofx?.

Using equation (B-12a) in (B-11b) we have,
2

[ G( x

)

h=

2 ~ K1 x + 2 ~ Kti K1
2

2

___ .; (B-12b)

Integrating (B-12b) with respect to x 2 then using the result in (B-12a) one
finally gets,
v = [1/ (2~)] ln[~2K7{(x 1 ) 2+(x2 ) 2 }+ 2~K7( Ksx 1+Kt; x 2)+ Ks'---(B-13)

Using (B-13) in equation (B-10) we have,
R = K 7 I [ K/ K 7{(x 1 ) 2 +(x2 ) 2 } + 2 ~K7 ( Ks x 1 + K6 x2 ) + Ks']- (B-14)

where, K 8' is an arbitrary constant of integration.
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Differentiating (B-13) at first with respect to x 1 & then with respect to x2
and using them along with (B-14) in (6-3b) one gets,
2

Ks' = K1 (Ks + ~ 2 )

---- ( B-15)

Using (B-15) in (B-13) and (B-14) we have,

---(B-17)
One can check then (B-16) identically satisfies (6-3a).

Similarly, using equation (6-3c) & (6-3d) we have,
(i) for, SB = 0
---- (B-18)
S = K92 + K 102

----- (B-19)

(ii) for, SB -:;e 0

---(B-21)
where Ks , K9 , K10 , K11 , K12 ,K13 and K14 are arbitrary constants.
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Appendix-C
Case-Ja
1

2

(i) -r = ln (K2 x + K3 x + K1 )

--- (C-1)

(ii) cr = ln (Kg x 3 + K10 x 4 + K 8 )

---- (C-2)

These give (6-2d) as,
P(-r)=-1

-----( C-3)

And (6-2e) as,
. \jf(-r)

= (

K/ + K/ ) exp ( -

2 't)

----( C-4)

In the similar process we hav.e,

Q(cr) =- 1
and

x(cr) =

(

----(C-5)

Kl + K102 ) exp (- 2 cr)

----( C-6)

Using (C-3) in equation (6-3e) we have,
v = Jexp (-r)d-r = K 2 x 1+K3x 2 + K 1

,

which is nothing but equation (6-4a).

Again, using (C-3) and (C-4) in equation (6-3g) we have,
R= K 22 + Kl which is nothing but equation (6-4b).

Similarly, on differentiation of (C-2) and with use of equation (6-2 f,g)
and equation (6-3 f,h) we have equation (6-6 a,b).
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Case-lb
--- (C-7)
---- (C-8)
Deducing similarly as in above case we have,
P('t:) = 1 /( 2 1: ), putting this in equation (6-3 e) we have,
-~--(C-9)

where , K 16 is another constant of integration.
For, K 15 = 2 and K 16 = 0, equation (C-9) reduces to,
v = K 2 x 1 + K 3x 2 + K 1 which is the equation (6-4 a)
Similarly, as in Case - 1a, we also have, here,

\jf('t:) = 4 ( Kl + K/) 't: , which gives,
R=

Kl + K/ , the equation (6-4 b).

In the similar manner, starting from equation (C-8) and using (6-2 f,g)
and equation (6-3 f, h), we arrive at the equation (6-6).

Case-2a
--- (C-10)

cr = CK11 x3 + K12 )2 + (K 11 x4 + K13

)2

---- (C-11)

Differentiating (C-10) with respect to x 1 & x 2 ; we have,
(i) from equation (6-2 d) that,

P('t)=1/(2't:),

---(C-12)
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which reduces (6-2 e) that,
v = [11 (21<.t)] ln('t) · + [ 11 (21<.t)] ln K 7
Putting the value of 't from equation (C-1 0) to the above equation we
arrive atthe equation (6-5a).

(ii) from equation (6-2 e),
\jf('t)

=

4 K.t 2 't which redu~es (6-3 g) with the help of equation (C-12) as,

R = 1 I [ (~ x 1 + Ks

i

+ (K.t x 2 + ~ i

] which is the equation (6-5b).

Similarly, starting from equation (C-11) with (6-2 f,g) and (6-3 f,h), we
arrive at the equation (6-7).

Case-2b
't = exp [(K.t x 1 + Ks i + (K.t x 2 + ~ )2 ]

--- (C-13)

cr = exp [(K,, x3 + K12 )2 + (K,, x4 + K13 i]

---- (C-14)

Differentiating (C-13) and using (6-2d), wehave,
P('t) = (1 +In 't) I ('tIn 't ), which ultimately gives
P ('t) = [11 (2~ )] In [(l<.t x 1+ Ks )2 + (l<.tx2 +~iJ + [ 11(2K.t) In (K7 )]
i.e. the equation (6-5 b) and
R = 1 I (In 't)
=

1 I [(K.t x 1+ K 5 ) 2 + (K.t x2 + ~ )2 ] which is the equation (6-5 b).

Similarly, from equation (C-14), we arrive at the equation (6-7).
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Case-3a
-r = ln [ K2 x 1 + K3 x2 + K1]

---- (C-15a)

3
cr = [(K11 x + K12 i + (K12 x4 + K13 )2 ]

---- (C-15b)

Starting from(C-15a) we arrive at the equation (6-4),in the same way we
have (6-4) starting from (C-1) as in Case -la.
Also, starting from (C-15b) we arrive at the equation (6-7), in the same
way we have (6-4) starting from (C-1) as in Case -2a.

Case-3b
---- (C-16a)

cr = exp [(K11 x 3 + K12 i + CK11 x + K13
4

i] ---- (C-16b)

Equation (C-16a) gives (6-4), as equation (C-7) gives (6-4) in Case- lb.
Also equation (C-18) gives (6-7) as equation (C-14) gives (6-7) in
Case-2b.

Case-4a
-r = [(~ xI + Ks )2 + (~ x2 + ~ )2 ]

· ---- (C-17)

cr = ln [ K9 x3 + K10 x4 + Ks ]

---- (C-18)

Here (C-19) leads to equation (6-5) as (C-10) to (6-5)jn Case- 2a, and
(C-20) leads to equation (6-6) as (C-2) to (6-6) in Case- la.

Case-4b
-r = exp[(~ x 1 + Ks
cr =

[

i

+ ~ x 2 + ~ i]

K9 x3 + K10 x4 + Ks ]2

---- (C-19)
---- (C-20)

Here (C-21) gives equation (6-5) as (C-13) gives (6-5), in Case- 2b, and
(C-22) gives equation (6-6) as (C-8) gives (6-6) in Case- lb;
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Appendix-D
M (1/M)u =Constant= L (say)

----(D-1)

It is evident, from equation (6-9) that,

M (u/ IM)u + M (1/M)u v/ = (v/ )v
that, M (u/ I M )u =constant= C (say)

---- (D-2)

Using (D-1) and (D-2)in equation (6-9), it. reduces to,

(v/ )v = L (v/ ) + C

----(D-3)

From (D-1) we get,
.M = N1 exp( -Lu)
where, N 1 = constant

----(D-4)

*0

In the following it will be shown that the above equations are not satisfied

simultaneously and hence, M(11M)u =constant is not possible.

Case -I : when L :;to
Expanding (D-2) we have,
M(u/ )u I M + u/ M (1/M)u = C

Using (D-1) and then on integration we have·from above equation,
C1 exp (- Lu) = C- Lu/
Where,

---- (:0-5)

cl is an arbitrary constant.

Rearranging equation (D-5) .we have,
u/ = C2 - C3 exp( - L u )
where, C2 = CIL

and C3 = C1 IL .

---- (D-6)
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From equation (6-21a) we have,

Ux

=exp(2ct>)

---- (D-7)

which turns equation (D-6) to ,
exp (- L u) = C4- Cs exp( 4<1>)
where, C4 = C2 I C3

---- (D-8)

and Cs = 1 IC3

Putting the value ofM from equation (D-4) to equation (6-26b) and using.
(D-8) We have,

~xx

= C6 exp(2ct>) + C1 exp(-2<1>)

----(D-9)

where, C6 = [ N1 Cs (K1l + 1i - 1] I (K1l + 1) =constant
C1 =·- [ N (K1l + 1i C4]

=constant

Using. (D-9)in equation (6-26b), we obtain,
M = Cs exp( 4<1>) + C9

----(D-10)

where, C8 = :-[ C6 CK1/ + 1)2 + 1 ] I (K1l + 1i = constant

Cg = C7 I (K1l + 1)2

=constant

Comparing equation (D-10) and (D-4), we have,
N1 exp( -L u) = Cs exp(4ct>) + Cg

----(D-11)

Using (D-8), (D-11) and exp(ct>) =~,we have on simplification,
~ = [C9- N1 (C2 I C3)] I [ Cs + (N1 IC3)]
4

---- (D-12)

As, C2 ,C3 ,Cs, C9 and N1 are constants.
(D-12) leads to the trivial solution,
·

~

= Constant

----(D-13)

This proves that (D-1) is not possible.

Case- II

L= 0

From equation (D-4), M(x) =constant,
which leads to x = constant. Hence (D-1) is not possible.
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Appendix-E
Putt!ng, <Dxx = (1/2) (~/)<I> in equation (6-34) and integrating we have
r'f-.2 =
'*'x

-

[ K19 2(Kts 2 + 1)2 + K19 Kts + 1 ] exp(2cD)
----(E-1)

where K 2o is an arbitrary constant of integration.
Using,~= exp(~)

from equation (6-18d) in (E-1) one have after inversion,

2 4
2
X41 = + [ - (K2l + Kt9 ) ~ + Kzo ~ + ( K2l + K,/ )]
where, Kzz = Kt9 Kts + 1

and K23

---(E-2)

= Kts Kt6

In view of equation (6-19) , it can be shown that,
K,l (K,/+
and

1i

+ 2Kt9Kts+ 1 ;~:.Q
Kti (Kt/ + 1)

*- 0

On integration of (E-2) one have,

where, K2 1 is an arbitrary constant of integration and the values ofK24 &
K 25 are given in equation (6- 52f) & (6-52g) respectively.

Now, let

~

= Cos 8 , then equation (E-3) reduces to,

2
where, Kz/ I ( K2l+ K2/) = k (say)

--(E-5)

The integral on the right hand side of equation (E-4) is Legendre's
elliptical integral (details in [59]) ofthe first kind. Equation (E-4) can be
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inverted to write~ as Jacobi's elliptical function (details in [59]) and can
be written as,
~

=K2s Cn (r)

---- (E-6)

Using (E-7), equation (6-33) reduces to,

\ji=K1l K2iCK1l+ K2l) -<I 12) CK1l+K2s 2) -<I 12) ICn2(r) dr
--(E-8) .

Now, I Cn 2 (r) dr

=

(1/ k 2 ) I k 2 Cn2 ( r) dr

= (11 k2) I [dn2 (r) - k' 2)dr
[as,dn2(r) -k2 Cn2 (r) = k' 2 ]
=

2
(1 I k 2 ) E (r) - [ ( 1 - k 2 ) I k ] r

---- (E-9)

In the above we use the relations, k2 + k' 2 = 1

And I (dn2 ( r) dr = E ( r) =Jacobi's function.
Using (E1-5), we have, (1- k2 ) I k2 = K 2/ I K 25 2 -----(E-10)

Using (E-9) and (E-10) in equation (E-8) we have,
X= K19(K19 2+K2l)- (It2)(K2/+K2lf 012)[(K2l+K2/)E(r) -K2/ r]
--(E-11)
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Appendix-F
Using (6-46) and the value ofx, m and n, we have a equation, similar to
equation . (6-28) as,
N ( mE,2 IN )m + N ( 11 N)m n11 2 = (n11 2 )m

----(F-1)

Differentiating (F -1) successively with respect to m and n respectively, we
have,

N ( 11 N)m = constant= A (say)
and

--.:( F-2)

n11 = constant

Using (F-1) and n11 = C()nstant, equation (F-2) reduces to,

N (mE,2 IN )m =constant= D (say)

---(F-3)

Using (F:-2) and (F-3), equation (F-1) reduces to,
2

( llE, )n = A nE,

2

+D

From (F-2) we get, N = B exp(- Am)

---( F-4)

--- (F-5)

where, B is an integration constant* 0.

In the following it will be shown that the above equations do not satisfy

simultaneously and hence, N(l/N)m = constant is not possible.
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Case- I

A "' 0

Expanding (F-3) we have,

Using (F-2) and then on integration, we have,

~ = D 2 - D3 exp ( -Am)

2

----(F-6)

where, D2 = D I A and D 3 = D' I A , D' being integration constant.

From equation (6-43a) we have,
m~; =

exp( - 2<!> )

----(F-7)

which turns (F -6) to
exp ( -Am)= D4- Ds exp ( -4<!>)

----(F-8)

Putting the value ofN from equation (F-4) to equation (6-45b) we have,
~!;!; =

D6 exp( - 2<!>) + D1 exp(2<I>)

----(F-9)

Using (F-9) to equation (6-46b) we have,
N

= Ds exp( -4 <I> ) + D9

----(F-10)

. 99 .
Comparing equation (F-4) and (F-10),
B exp (-Am)= Ds exp (- 4cD) + D9

'---- (F-11)

Using (F-7) to (F-6) and then using (F-11) we have,
exp(4cD) = (B /D3 + Ds) I (BD 2 I D 3 -Dg) =constant

---(F-12)

But, exp(cD) =~,which turns (F-11) to,
~ = constant
4

----(F-13)

with this (F-q) leads to the trivial

solution,~

This proves that (F-2) is not possible.

Case-//

A= 0

This turns (F-5) to,
N(

s) =constant

which leads to,

s= constant.
Hence, (F-2) is not possible.

=constant.
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6-1-2 : Some exact solutions of the Charap equations (2-8)

In article 5-1-2 we reviewed some of the solution of Charap's chiral
equation .(2-8) as obtained by Charap himself[29], ·Chanda, De and Ray
[30] . After that Ray [32] obtained infinite number of solutions of the
equations (2-8), where x 3 and x 4 appears in terms of (x3 - x 4) only. Here,
we present another two types of exact solution and each of these two
allow infinite number of solutions where the dependence on x 3 and x 4 is
much more general.

One of the two types of solutions and the process, which generate that
type of solution, add to the observation that there are considerable
similarities between the two sets of equations, namely Charap chiral
invariant field equations and Yang's R-gauge field equations.

The

similarities among these two equations motivated us to combine these
two sets of equations, Yang (2-4) & Charap (2-8) equations and to
formulate the combined Yang-Charap (Y-C) equations (2-10).
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First type of exact solutions

In the case of first type of solutions we have applied the procedure as

given in. previous article 6-1-1 which was originally used for obtaining
solutions for the Yang's R-gauge equations (2-4) in Euclidean space.
Under similar assumptions and similar transformations the equations (2-8)
lead to conformally invariant equations in a similar fashion permitting one
to obtain infinitely many other solutions from any solution of these
conformally invariant equations. These conformally invariant equations
also closely resemble the :mathematically interesting generalized LundRegge equations given in equations (2-9a,b).

The solutions for (2-8) presented here are those which satisfy the relations,

$=$(-r,cr)

---- (6-56a)

\jf=\jf(-r,cr)

---- (6-56b)

x.=x.(-r,cr)

---- (6-56c)

where,
---- (6-56d,e)

Using the procedure which is exactly similar to previous .article 6-1-1 and
using the relations (6.56a,b,c) one can rewrite (2-8), the Charap equations
as [ similar to Appendix -A of article 6-1-1 ],
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(~ .. - ~t ~t + P ~t) R + ( ~crcr- ~cr ~cr +Q ~cr) S = 0

( Xn- Xt ~t + P Xt) R + ( Xcrcr - Xcr ~cr + Q Xcr) S
2

~ = ln ( f:/ + ~ +
where ('t'JJ + 't22) I

and

\j/

2

+

x2 ), flt =constant

2

2
+ 't2 ) = P ('t)

('t'J

2

2

----(6-57a)

=0

---- (6-57c)
--- (6-57d)
---- (6-57e)

.

(cr33.-cr44)/(cr3 -cr4 )=Q(cr)
(crl-cr42 )= S(cr)

----(6-57g)
----(6-57h)

where P & R are arbitrary functions of 't and Q & S are arbitrary functions
of cr.
Equations (6-57e)- (6-57h) can be rewritten as,
---(6-58a,b)
--- (6-58 c, d)

J [ exp (- J P('t) d't

) ] d't

--- (6-58 e)

J [ exp ( - J Q(cr) dcr

) ] dcr

--- (6-58f)

where; v =
8=
R' =
S' =

[

exp (- 2 J P('t) d't ) ] R ('t)

[ exp ( - 2 JQ (cr) dcr ) ] S(cr)

--- (6-58g) .
--- (6-58h)

By virtue of (6-58e,f) one can consider R' and S' as functions ofv and 8
respectively.
The solution for (6-58 a,b) are given by

--- (6-59a)
--- (6-59b)
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--- (6-60b)

The solutions for (6-58 c, d) are given by :

--- (6-61a)

S, -K
92 - K 102

--- (6-61b)

Or,

--- (6-62b)
where, Ki , i = 1 to 14 , are arbitrary constants.

Now, without any loss of generality one can transform ('t,cr) to (v,8)
when the equations ( 6-57 a,b,c) lead to,
---(6-63a)
---- (6-63b)

( Xvv - Xv

~v

) R' + ( Xoo - Xo

~o

) S'

=0

~=In ( f1t + ~ + \j/ + x ) 'fn =constant
2

2

2

2

where, v,8,R' and S' are given by (6-59)- (6-62).

---- (6-63c)
--- (6-63d)
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Regarding the equations (6-57) and (6-63), the following observations
may be interesting :

I. If-rand cr satisfies a set of coupled equations of the form (6-57),
then any function of -r and cr also satisfies the set of coupled
equations of the form (6-57).
II. For all possible equations of the form (6-57) which generate as a
result of the transformation of (6-56), -cis any function of

Moreover, all such transformed equivalent to the set of equations (6-63)
via (6-58). Some helpful examples in this regard are given in previous
article from equation (6-9) to (6-16).

The equations (6-63) reduce to an interesting form when R 1 =constant and
S 1 =constant. After a transformation (v, 8) ~ (v 1 , 8 1 ) where V 1 =vi .Y R 1
and 81 = 8/ .Y S1 , one gets from (6-63) ,
.

,/,.ll+"'''="''f.!.'+"''f.!.'

'!'V V

\II I I +

'I'V V

'I'll ll

'!'V 1-'V

\II I I =

\II I f.!. I +

'I'll ll

V +x''
ll ll
XVI,

'I'll

I-'ll

--(6-64a)

\II I f:1. I

'I'll I-'ll

--(6-64b)

= xV
'R
.l
1-'V' + x l fll. lI-'ll

--(6-64c)

'!'V 1-'V

--(6-64d)
and f1t is a constant.
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where

v' = (v/--/ R') = CK2 x 1 + K3 x2 + Kt) I --f(Kl + Kl) -- (6-64e)

and 8' = (8/ --/S') = (K9x3 +K10 x4 + Ks) 1--f (K9 2 - K10 2)

--

(6-64f)

The relations (6-64e,f) follow from the fact that for R' = constant,
S'= constant, v and 8 are given by (6-59a,b) and (6-61 a,b) respectively.

That the equations (6-64) are consistent with the constraint R'=constant
and S'=constant can be checked by putting the following in equation (2-8):
~= ~

(v',8')

\lf = \lf (v' ,8')

X= X (v',8')
where v' and 8' are given by (6-64 e, f). This reduces Charap equation
(2-8) exactly to (5-29) as described in article 5-1-2.

The set of the equations in (6-64) are conformally invariant, i.e. the form
ofthose equations is retained under the transformation

(v',8')

~

(f, q),

where f and q are functions of v' and 8' such that fv' = q 0' and f0' = - q

v'

i.e. f and q are mutually conjugate solutions of the Laplace's equations in
v' and 8'.
Hence from any solution of the equations in (6-64) one can immediately
generate infinitely many other solutions of equations in (6-64) by simply
replacing (v', 8') by (f, q).
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It is interesting to note that equation (6-64) are of the same form as one of

the two generalized Lund-Regge equations

(2-9 a,b) as discussed

previously. With g = 0 , the equations (2-9) reduce to a conformally
invariant set of equations,

aparticular example of which is the physically

interesting equations of two dimensional Heisenberg Ferromagnets[34,35].
Again the equations (6-64) and (5-28) are exactly same form as (5-29a) as
presented by Chanda, De and Ray [30] and Ray [32] . We can use their
solutions for obtaining the solutions for (6-64).However the following
points should be kept in mind :
i) As given in Review 5-1-2, the work of Ray [32], the independent
variables for (5-28 a,b,c) are ~ 1 & x2 , whereas the independent
variables for (6-64) are v' and 8' where v'

=

v !.YR' and 8'

=

8 I .YS'.

v , R' and 8,S' are given in (6-59) - (6-62).
Hence for obtaining solutions for the equations (6-64) one has to replace
x 1 and x2 in the solutions for (5-28) by v' and 8'.
ii) The arbitrary constants of integration in the solutions for (5-28)
(of article 5-1-2 for the work of Ray [32] ) are functions of (x 3 - x4 ).
But for the equations (6-64) they are pure constants.
iii) For solutions of (2-8) via the solutions of (6-64) one has R'=constant
and S'= constant. Hence such solutions for (2-8) are found not for all
x 1,x2,x3,x4 but only on the two dimensional surfaces R'=constant and
S'=constant.
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Second tvpe of exact solutions
Here we have sought a class of solutions by changing variables to
functions of the space-time coordinates which are restricted in the
following way.
----(6-65a)
such that, X1 = Yz,

----( 6-65b)
---(6-65c)

So that

X11 +Xzz=O, Y11 +Yzz=O

----(6-65d)
----(6-65e)

Some examples ofX andY satisfying (6-65b) are as follows:
X=x 1 , Y=x2

---- (6-66a)
---- (6-66b)

And, some examples ofZ and W satisfying (6-65c) are as follows:
---- (6-67a)
Z =(Sin x3) (Sin x4 ), W =-(Cos x3 ) (Cos x4 )

----

(6-67b)

Z =(Sinh x 3) (Sinh x4 ),W =(Cosh x3) (Cosh x4 )

----

(6-67c)

As a consequence of the transformation (6-65) the equations (2-8) reduce
to:

( <!>xx + <J>yy- <J>x 13x- <J>y l3y) (X/+ X/)+
( <!>zz - <!>ww- <J>z 13z + <!>w 13w) ( Z/ -

( \lfzz- \lfww- \lfz

Zl ) = 0

----( 6-68a)

13z + \lfw 13w) ( Z/- Z/ ) = 0 ---( 6-68b)
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( Xxx

+ X,yy -

Xx

~x -

X,y

~y ) ( X1 + Xl ) +
2

( Xzz - Xww - Xz

~z + Xw ~w )

( Z/-

Zl ) = 0

----( 6-68c)
----(6-68d)

From (6-68) one gets two distinctly separate cases.
The first case is given by ( Z/ -

zl ) = 0 , which has been considered by

Chanda, De & Ray [30] and Ray [32] and we are not discussed here.

The second case is given by ( Z/- zl)-:;:. 0.
Here we have considered a particular situation of this case which is given
by the simultaneous satisfaction of the following sets of equations:
~XX

+ ~yy = ~X ~X + ~y ~~

--(6-69a)

\jfxx

+ \jfyy =

--(6-69b)

~XX

+

~yy = ~X ~X

~ =In [ ~2

and

\jfx ~x

+

~y ~y

--(6-69c)

+ \j/2 + X2 + f7t2]

-~(6-69d)

+

~zz -

~ww =· ~z ~z -

\jizz -

\jfww

= \jfz ~z -

Xzz -

Xww

=

~

\jfy ~y

Xz ~z -

~w ~w

--(6-70a)

\jfw ~w

--(6-70b)

Xw ~w

--(6-70c)

= In [ ~2 + \j/2 + X2 + f/ ]

--(6-70d)
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Now the equations (6-69) and (6-70) remain invariant in form under the
transformation
(X,Y,Z,W)
where

Xx'

=

Yy',

~

(X',Y',Z',W')
Xy' =-Yx'

----( 6-71 a)

Zw' =Wz'

----(6-71 b)

X' = X' ( X , Y ) , Y' = Y' ( X , Y )
Z'

=

Z' ( Z , W ) , W'

=

W' ( Z , W )

----( 6-71 c)
----( 6-71 d)

Examples of such X',Y',Z',W' are· same in form to those g1ven for
X,Y,Z,W as given for (6-65).

Hence from any solution for (2-8) which simultaneously satisfy (6-70) and
(6-71) one can generate infinitely many other solutions of (2-8) simply by
replacing (X,Y,Z,W) by (X',Y',Z',W').

The equations (6-69) are ofthe same form as that of(5-3) as in 5-1-2. The
equations (6-70) reduces to· the equations (6-69) under the transformation
W

~

i W and the replacement of(Z,W) by (X,Y). Thus ifthe equations

(6-70) is a set coupled equations in two-dimensional space-time
continuum where W is time like and Z is space like, then equation (6-69)
is its Euclidean counterpart, where both X andY are space like.
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One simple way for obtaining solutions for (2-8) which satisfy
simultaneously equations (6-69) and (6-70) is to follow the algorithm
given below:
l)Obtain any solution for (6-69) using the formalism of Chanda, De and
Ray [30] and Ray [32].
2) Express the arbitrary constants in that solution as functions of Z and W
such that the role of X and Z or Y and W remain symmetrical and the
final solution satisfies (6-69) and (6-70) simultaneously.

It may be checked easily that the existence of terms like XZ,YW etc. are

not permitted . In the following we use a particular situation of the
solutions reported in Case-I of the work of Chanda, Ray and De [30] for
demonstrating the algorithm stated above.

Here the solution for (6-69) can be written as
(For detail see Appendix-Gat the end of this article)
<!> =

fn tan ( 2 fn X - G)

---- (6-72a)

'Jf = fn Sec (2 fn X - G ) Cos ( AX + BY+ C)

---- (6-72b)

X = fn Sec (2 fn X - G ) Sin ( AX + BY+ C)

---- (6-72c)

2

2

A +B =4

f/

----( 6-72d)

Where A,B,C,G are arbitrary constants. X, Y satisfy (6-65b), (6-65d),
(6-7lb) and (6-71d).
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Now following the algorithm stated above we can write:
---- (6-73a)
\jf =

flt Sec [ 2 flt (X+ Z)] Cos ( CX + DY+ EZ + FW) -- (6-73b)

X= flt Sec [2 flt (X+ Z)] Sin ( CX + DY+ EZ + FW) -- (6-73c)
C2 + D2 = 4 flt2

----(

6-73d)

----( 6-73e)
where X,Y,Z,W satisfy (6-65) and (6-71). C,D,E,F are all arbitrary
constants.

Equations (6-73) identically satisfy the equations (2-8). That is (6-73)
represent an exact solution of (2-8) whereform we obtain infinitely many
other solutions with the use of(6-65) and (6-71).

That the existence of terms like XZ,YW etc. is not permitted as stated in
the algorithm with the help ofthis example :
---- (6-74a)
\jf

= fltSec[2fn(X+Z)] Cos (AZX+BWY+ CX +DY+EZ+FW)- (6-74b)

X= flt Sec[2flt (X +Z)] Sin(AZX +BWY+CX+DY+EZ+FW) --(6-74c)

This when put in (2-8) leads to,

i

+ (BW+D

(AZ +Ei

- ( B Y+F i

(A Z + C

i

=
=

4 f/

4 f/ , which are not permitted.
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Finally, one can note some similarities and differences between the
solutions presented in the work of Chanda , De & Ray [30] and Ray [32]
and the solutions presented in this section. They are as follows :
(i)

In both the cases we get infinite number of solutions.

(ii)

In both the cases the dependence on x 1 and x2 appears in the

same fashion.
(iii)

In the solutions obtained by

Chanda, De & Ray [30] and

Ray [32] the dependence on x3 and x4 appears in terms of
arbitrary functions of (x 3-x 4) only. In the solutions presented in
this section the dependence on x3 and x4 appears in terms of Z
and w which satisfy (6-65c) sand (6-65e).

For example, (6-72) is a solution of (2-8) obtained by Chanda, De and Ray
[30] . On the otherhand, (6-73) is also a solution of (2-8) obtained with the
·help of the algorithm given here. In (6-72) the dependence on x 1 and x 2
comes through X andY (given in 6-65) and the dependence on x3 & x 4
comes through A,B,C,G which are all arbitrary functions of (x 3

-

x 4). In

(6-73) the dependence ofx 1 and x2 remains the same and comes through X
andY given in (6-65), whereas the dependence ofx 3 & x 4 comes through
Z and W given in (6-65) where C,D,E, Fare all arbitrary constants. Thus
we see that (6-73) is a more ·general version of (6-72).
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Transformations o(the dependent variables

The equations (2-8) admit an invariance under transformation of the
dependent variables. For _example, they remain invariant under the
transformation :

\jl =

~

[ (

~ )2+ 1 r(l/2) z + [ ( ~ )2+ 1] -(1/2)

s ------ (6-75a)

x= [(

~ )2+1J-(l/2)z- ~ [( ~ )2+1J-(l/2)s

where

c

------(6-?Sb)

is an arbitrary constant, Z and s are arbitrary functions of

(xi ,x2,x3 ,x4).

So, if one can get any set ·of solutions for equations (2-8) , it is easy to
generate new solutions with the help of the simple relations in (6-75)
where Z and s may be treated as the old solution of \jl and x respectively.

In this way we can generate infinite number of solutions for the equations
(2-8). Furthermore it may be noted that the equations (2-8) are symmetric
in

~,\jl

and X· Hence at the time of generating new solutions, any two out

of ~,\jl and x can be chosen.
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The results ofthe article 6-1-2 may he summarized to give as follows:

For first type o(solution as given in (6-56)

(i)

-c is arbitrary function of (K2 x 1 + K 3 x 2 + K 1) or
1

2

[(~ x +K5 ) +(~x 2 + Ktii] and cr is any arbitrary function

of (Kgx 1+Kw x4 + Ks) or [(K11 x 3 +K12)2 -(K 11 x 4-K 13 ) 2].
(ii)

For any such value of -c and cr the equations (2-8) can be
transformed to (6-63) via (6-58) along with (6-59)- (6-52).

(iii)

For R' =constant and S' =constant only (6-59) and (6-61) are
permitted. However, for various complicated forms of -c and cr
the equations (2-8) can be transformed to (6-63) with R' =
constant and S'=constant via (6-58) along with (6-59) and
(6-61). Furthermore for R'= constant and S' =constant, we get
from (6-63) a set of equations (6-64) which are conformally
invariant and is very similar to the generalized Lund-Regge
equations (2-9a,b) ( Corenes [31]; Ray [33] ). Thus from any
solutions of (6-64) one can generate infinitely many other
solutions by virtue of transformations of the type

(v',o')~

(f,q)

where (v',o') are old independent variables, (f,q) are new
independent variables, and (f,q) are functions of (v',o') such
that fv' = q s'

and fs' = - qv' , i.e. f and q are mutually

conjugate solutions of the Laplace equations in v' and o'.
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(iv)

The solutions of the equations (2-8) via (6-64) are readily
available from the work of Chanda, De and Ray [30 ]

and

Ray [32] by replacing x 1 and x2 by v' and 8' respectively and
making the arbitrary constants of integration as pure constants
in the solutions reported by them.
(v)

Similarity of the above the observations with those for Yang's
Euclidean R-gauge equations (2-4), justifies the motivation
expressed in the introduction and encourages one to pursue the
possible generalization of the Yang's Euclidean R-gauge
equations (2-4), the nonlinear chiral invariant field equations
(5-2) and the generalized Lund-Regge equations (2-9)

m

future.

For second type o(solutions as given in (6-65)
It is represented by those which

satisfy (6-69) and (6-70)

simultaneously. Such solutions can be obtained with the help of a
simple algorithm which has been exemplified in the solutions (6-71)
and (6-73). The equations (6-69) and (6-70) remain invariant under the
transformation (6-71). Hence from any solution of (2-8) which satisfy
(6-69) and (6-70) simultaneously one can generate infinitely many
other solutions of (2-8) with the help of (6-71). It has been observed
that

in the solutions obtained by Chanda, De and Ray [30] and

Ray [32] the dependence on x3 and x4 appears in terms of arbitrary
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functions of (x 3-x4) only. In the solutions presented here as "Type-2",
the dependence on x3 and x4 appears in terms of Y and Z which
satisfy(6-65c) and (6-65e). However, in both the cases the dependence
on x 1and x2 ·appears in the same fashion.

We have also shown that the equations (2-8) admit invariance for a
transformation of the dependent variables.
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Appendix-G

Here we use the ansatz of Chanda, De and Ray [30] which is ~ = ~( ~ ).
This lead to
~ = f.(f/ + ~ 2 + a?) dx, ~ = ~(x), a= a (x)

----(G-1 a)

+ [ (B2 a ) I (f/ + ~ 2 + a 2 ) 2 ]

----( G-1 b)

2

a$$= (A /a
\jf =a

3

)

Cos 8

----(G-lc)

X= a Sin 8

----(G-ld)

where
8 = A J[ ( f,/ + ~ 2 + a 2 )/ a 2 ] dx + BY + C

--- (G-le)

where A,B and Care arbitrary constants, X andY satisfy (6-65 b) and
(6-65 d). From (G-la,b) one get in principle~ and a in terms of X. Then 8
is expressed in terms of X andY in (G-le). Finally one gets

\jf

and x from

(G-lc,d).
In one particular case of (G-1) one

gets~' \jf

and X in compact form which

is given below :
~

= flt tan ( 2 flt X - G )

----(G-2a)

\jf

= flt Sec ( 2 fltX- G) Cos (AX+ BY+ C)

----(G-2b)

X= flt Sec ( 2 fltX- G)

Sin (AX+ BY+ C) ----(G-2c)

A2 + B2 =4 f/
where A,B,C,G are arbitrary constants.

----(G-2d)
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6-1-3 : Some exact solutions of the Combined eguation (2-10)

Just as in case of the other two equations viz Yang equation in (2-4) and
Charap equation in (2-8) we here also adopt the Ad-hoc procedure as
described in chapter (4-1).
The form ofthe combined equation is give1,1 in equation (2-10). To find the
exact solution the ansatz used here is given by :
~

=

~(u)

---- (6-76)

, \jJ = \jJ (u) , X = X (u)

where u is an unspecified function of x 1, x2 , x3 , x4 .

One of the motivations of analyzing the ansatz (6-76) is that Ray[32] &
De and Ray [41] obtained physical solutions of Yang equations (2-4) and
Charap's equation (2-8) respectively using the ansatz (6-76) in both cases.
[The ansatz used by De and Ray [41] was
~

=

~(u)

can be rewritten as u

= u(~)

\jJ

=

\jJ (~),X= X(~).

when (6-76) reduces to

However,
\jJ

= \jf(~),

x=x(~)J.

The solutions have presented in two cases and each case again has two
parts. In the first part of Case- I , solutions of the Charap equations
{2-8) obtained by Ray [32] for the ansatz (6-76) along with the procedure
have been described. And in the second part of Case- I the solutions of
Extended Charap equations [ equations (2-1 0) with
K''

=

1] for the ansatz (6-76) have been obtained.

E

=

-1 ] with K'

=

1,
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Similarly, in the first part of Case- II the solutions of Yang equations
(2-4) obtained by De and Ray [41]

for the ansatz (6-76) have been

rediscovered. And in the· second part of Case -II
extended Yang equations [equation (2-1 0) with s

=

the solutions of

1) with K'

=

1,K"

=

1

for the ansatz (6-76) have been obtained.

The procedure adopted by Ray [32] for obtaining the solutions of (2-8) for
the ansatz (6-76) has been used for obtaining all the solutions mentioned
in this chapter. This has been done with the purpose of visualizing the
effect of combining the two sets of equations.

Case - I : Here we discuss, solutions of Charap equations obtained from
Combined equations in the .1st part and, the Extended Charap equations in
2nd part as obtained from Combined equations.

Part -1 (Solutions o(the Charap equations {2-8)

:

The solutions presented here are due to Ray [32]
After the use of (6-76) the equations (2-8) reduce to
(u11+u22+ U33 + l44 ) +A ( UJ 2 + u2 2 + U3 2 -

U42)-0
-

----(6-77a)

2
(u11 + u22 + U33+ li44) + D ( u/ + ul + ul-ll4 ) = 0 ----(6-77b)
2
(u11 + u22 + U33 + li44) + E ( u1 2 + u2 + ul- ul) = 0 ----(6-77c)
2 2 2
A(u) = (~uu l~u)- 2(~~u+\j/\j/u+XXu) I (f/ +~ +\j/ + X )---(6-77d)
D(u) = (\j/uu 1\j/u)- 2(~~u+\j/\j/u+XXu) /(f/+~ +\j/ +X ) --(6-77e)

2

2

2
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So that either
A= D
Or

=

E

2
u1 + ul + ul-14 2 = 0
llii

----(6-78)
and

+uzz +u33+U44 =0

----(6-79a)
----(6-79b)

Equations (6-79) have simple solutions and are given in the work of Ray
[32] and Ghosh, Ray & Chanda [60].

The general solutions of (6-78) are given by :

+ Kz

--- (6-80a)

x=K3~+~

----(6-80b)

\jJ =

K1

~

where Ki are arbitrary constants of integration.
Let us now define consistent with (6-76) and without any loss of
generality
---- (6-81)

where 'v' is some unspecified function of u. Ks and l<() are arbitrary
constants.

Since u has been defined in (6-76) to be an unspecified function of x 1, x 2 ,
x3 , x4 one can conclude till now that vis an unspecified function ofx 1, x2 ,
x3 • x4 .
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Putting (6-81) in (6-80 a,b) one gets
~

=Ksv+K6

---- (6-82a)

\jf

= K1 ~ + Ks

--- (6-82b)

X =K9 ~ +K10

----(6-82c)

The use of (6-82) reduces the equations (2-8) to a single equation given by
(v11 + Vzz + Y33- V44) +A' ( v1 2 + vl + v/- vl) = 0 ----(6-83a)
A'= (d/dv)ln[l/ {(Kl+K/+Kl)v2 +2(KsK6+K7Ks+K9KJO)v
---(6-83b)

The equation (6-83a) can be rewritten as

s11 + sz2 +

S33 - S44 =

o

where I; = f [ exp { A' (v) dv } ] dv + Ko

---- (6-84a)
---- (6-84b)

where Ko is an arbitrary. constant of integration. Using (6-83b) m
(6-84b) one can write
2

I;= [fdv/{(Kl+K/+Kl)v +2(Ks~+K7Ks+K9KJO)v
+(f,/+~ 2 +K8 2 +K102 )}] + K10

--- (6-85)

In order to obtain a compact form of the solutions without the loss of

generality we choose~= 0, K 8 = 0, K 10 = 0 when (6-85) reduces to
2

v ={flt I "(Kl+K/+K9 )}tan[ {flt /"(Kl+K/+Kl)J (1;-Ko) --(6-86)
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Finally ~,\jl and X are given by [from (6-82a,b,c) with ~=O,Ks=O,K 10 =0
and Ko = 0]

s ---(6-87a)
s --(6-87b)

~ = {(K3 f") I --J(K/+ K/+ K9 2)}tan [ {f" /--J(K/+K/+K/)]
\jl

2

= {(K4f") /--J(Ks +K/+ K/)}tan [ {f" I --J(K/+ K/+ K 92 )]

X= {(Ksf")/--J (Kl+K/+K/)}tan [ {fi--J (K/+K/+ K92)] S

---(6-87c)

where I; is given by (6-84a).
A particular solution of(6-84a) is given by [32]

I; = { (Sin y I y ) } Cos t, t = x 4

l

= (~ i + (x

1

2

i

---(

32
+ (x )

6-88a)

---(6-88b)

max (Sin y ly) < [ 7t I { 2

fn

.Y (K/+ Kl+ K92 }]

---(6-88c)

Part -II [Solutions of the extended Charap equations
(Equation (2-10) with s= -1) for K'=1,K"=1]
After the use of (6-76) the equation (2-10) (withE=- 1, K' = 1, K" = 1)
reduce to
(u 11 + u 22 + u33 -U44) +A ( u1 2 + ul + u/ -U42 ) = 0

----(6-89a)

(U11 + U22 + U33- U44 ) + E( Ut 2 + U22 + U3 2 -U42)-0
-

--(6-89c)

where
2

A(u)=(~uul~u) -[{(~u -\jl} -x})l(~~u)}
2 2
2
+ { 2 ( ~~u + \jl\jlu + XXu ) I ( f/ + ~ + \j/ + X ) }] --(6-89d)
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D(u) = (\jfuu 1\jfu) - [(2~u I~)

----( 6-89£)
So that either

A= D = E
Or

U1

2

U11

----(6-90)

+ U2 2 + U3 2 -142 = 0
+ U22 + U33 + U44

=

and

0

---(6-9la)
---(6-91b)

The equations (6-91) are same as those numbered (6-79). In the following
the situation given by (6-90) has been discussed. Considering D = E in
(6-90) one arrives at
---- (6-92)
where K 11 and K 12 are arbitrary constants.
Let us define
----- (6-93)
where
(i)

v is some unspecified function of u.

(ii)

K 13 , K 14 are arbitrary constants.

Since u has been defined in (6-76) and it is an unspecified function of
x 1,x2 ,x3 ,x4 one can conclude till now that vis an unspecified function
0f

I
2
3
4
x,x,x,x.
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Putting (6-93) in (6-92) one gets
---- ( 6-94)

Now, from (6-76) we have~=

~(u), where~

is an unspecified function

of u. Here we set v = v(u), where v is an unspecified function of u.
Hence one can write without any loss of generality
~ =7=~(v)

---- (6-95)

The use of (6-93), (6-94) and (6-95) reduce the equations (2-10)
[with

&

= -1, K' = 1, K" = 1 ] to tWo equations given by

(vii+ v22 + V33- V44) +A' ( vi 2 + vl + v/-vl) = 0 --(6-96a)
(vll + V22 + V33- V44.) + D' ( Vi 2 + V2 2 + vl- vl) = 0 -(6-96b)
where

D'

= -

2 ( ~v /

~) -

F

--- (6-97b)

1

2{ ~~v + ( Kt/ + Kt/) v + K13 Kt4 + Kts Kt6}

F'=

--(6-97c)

f/ + ~

2

2

+ ( Kt/ + K1/ ) v + 2( Kt3 Kt4 + Kts Kt6) v + (Kt/ + Kt/)

Just as in the above the possibility other than
---(6-98a)
( Vi 2 +v22 +v3 2 -v42) = 0

---(6-98b)

requires that
A'= D'

--- (6-99)
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From (6-99) one gets
---(6-100)
which on integration leads to
--- (6-101)
where K11 and K1s are arbitrary constants of integration.
Thus when

~,\jl

and

x are given by (6-101) ,(6-93) and (6-94) respectively

the equations (2-10) [ with

& = -

1, K1

=

1, K2

=

1 ] reduce to a single

equation given by :

d

A''

= -dv

ln
----------------~ 2 { f,/+~ 2+ (K 1/+ Kil ) v 2 + 2(K13 Kt4+KtsKt6) v + (Kt/ + Kt/ ) }

---( 6-1 02b)
Equations (6-102) can again be rewritten as
---- (6-1 03a)
where ~ = f [ exp { A" (v) dv } ] dv + Kzo

--- (6-103b)

and here K 2o is an arbitrary constant of integration and A"(v) is given by
(6-102b).
Using (6-102b) and (6-101).in (6-103b) one gets

~ = [f dv I (G.H) ] + Kzo

---- (6-104)

Here K20 is an arbitrary constant of integration.
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Then having a compact form ofthe solutions without the loss of much
generality we choose K 17 = 0 ,K1 4 = 0, K 16 = 0 when (6-104) reduces to

S=

[

11 {(f/ + K1s) ( K1/ + K1/ )} ] . f [ dv/ (K1/- y) )] +K20

2
2
where K19 =K!s/(K13 +Kl/)
For K17

=

~
Since~

--(6-105a)
---(6-105b)

0 the equation (6-101) along with (6-105b) reduces to

= ...J

2
(KJs/K19) CK19 - v2 )

---(6-106)

is real one must have K19 > v.

Then integrating the right hand side of (6-1 05) one can write v in terms of
~as

follows:

v = K19 tanh [ K19 (f/ + K1s) (K13 2 + K1/) (~ -K2o)] --- (6-107)

Finally

~.\jf

with Ku
~

=

\jf =

=

and

x are

0, K16

given by [ from(6-93),(6-94), (6-106)and (6-107)

= 0 , K2o = 0]

2
...J(KJs) Sech [ K19( f/ + K1s) (K13 + K1/) ~]

---( 6-108a)

(K13K19) tanh [ K19( f/ + K1s) (K13 2 + K1/) ~] ---( 6-108b)

X= (K1s K19) tanh [ K19( f,/ +K1s) (K13 + K1/) ~]
2

where

~satisfies

---( 6-108c)

(6-103a) and a particular example of such~ is given by

(6-88).
Comparing (6-87) and (6-108) one can easily observe that the solutions of
the Charap equations (2-8) and the extended Charap equations [ equations
(2-10) with

& = -

1, K'= 1 , K"

=

1 ] differ considerably. One can also

notice that both solutions are physical in nature.
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Case- II
Here we discuss the solutions ofYang's equations as obtained from
Combined equations and the Extended Yang equations as obtained from
Combined equations. Here the solutions have been obtained using the
techniques identical to those for Case- I . Arbitrary constants of this case
I

which are similar to those of the Case- I have been chosen in the same
fashion to be equal to zero.

Part -1 (Solutions o(the Yang equations (2-4) :
The solutions presented here are due to De and Ray [41] and are given by :
Sech [ Kzg (Kzl + Kzl)
\jl =

2

Kzz Kzg tanh [ Kzg (Kzz + .K24

2

)

s] ---- (6-109a)
S]

X = Kz4 Kzg tanh [ Kzg (Kzl + Kzi ) S ]
where

---- ( 6-109b)
---~

( 6-109c)

ssatisfies
---- (6-110)

and a particular example of such

S=

{

sis

(Sin y I y ) } Cos t, t = x 4

---( 6-111a)
---(6-111 b)
---(6-111c)
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Part- 2 (Solutions o(the extended Yang equations)
(equations (2-10) withe= ]for K'=J,K"= 11
Here the solutions are given by :

\jf

2
2
= (K3oK36) tanh [ K36( flt2 + K3s ) (K3o + K32 ) ~ ] ---- (6-112b)
2

X= (K32 K36) tanh [ K36( fn2 + K3s) (K3o + K32

2

)

~]

--- (

6-112c)

where ~ satisfies (6-11 0) and a particular example of such ~ is given
by (6-111).

Comparing (6-109) and (6-112) one observes that solutions of Yang
equation (2-4) and extended Yang equations [ equations (2-10) with ~>=1,
K'=l, K"=l) for the ansatz (6-76) are same in form. Both the solutions are
physical in nature.
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The results o(the article 6-1-3 mav be summarized as:

For the exact solutions ofthe combined equation (2-10) we obtain two
basic solutions:

i)

Exact solutions in compact form for theY ang equations (2-4)
and the extended Yang equation [Equations (2-1 0) with
_E=l,K'=1,K"=1 ] are given by (6-109) and (6-112)
respectively.
They are same in form.·

ii)

Exact solutions in compact form for the Charap equations
(2-8) and the extended Charap equations [equations (2-1 0)
with E= -1,K'=:=1,K"=1 ] are given by (6-87) and (6-108)
respectively.
They differ considerably.
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6-2

Graphical representation of some exact solutions for.•
the three equations under study

In this article we represent some of the exact solutions of the Yang
equation (2-4) , Charap e.quation (2-8) and their combined equation
(2-1 0) graphically.

In chapter 6-1-3 , we integrated the equations (2-10 a,b,c) with a
particular ansatz [ ~=~(u), "P="P(u), X.= x,(u), where u is an unspecified
function of x 1,JC,x3,x4] for k'=1 and k"=1 and expressed the solutions in
terms ,of known functions for some particular values of the arbitrary
constants of integration. Here those solutions have been represented
graphically.

In order to do that we have plotted the dependence of~,"¥ and
co-ordinate (keeping x 2 =O,x3

x. on x 1

= 0) at different values of x 4 (i.e. time).

This does not lead to much loss of generality as the solutions have exact
symmetrical of dependence on x 1,x2, x 3• In article 4-2

we mentioned

the method, used here.

In the following we separately represent graphically some of the exact
solutions of the three equations (2-4),(2_j and (2-10) referred to above.
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6-2-1 Graphical representation of some exact solutions for Yang
equations (2-4)

:

In article 6-1-3 we discuss for the exact solutions ofYang equations (2-4)
from the .combined equations (2-1 0). These are given in equations
(6-1 09a,b,c) and may be rewritten as

~ = .VK27 Sech [ Kz9 (Kzl + Kzl ) ~ ]
\f' = Kzz K29 tanh [ K29

(Kzl + Kzl ) ~ ]

2
X = Kz4 Kz9 tanh [ K29 (Kzz + Kzl ) ~]
where ~ = [(Sin -c) I 't

].

Cosh t, t = x4

,

-c2 = (x 1i + (x2i + (x3) 2 , Ki are constants.
From the equations (6-109 a,b,c) it is clear that~ represents a·
spreading wave with solitary profile which tends to zero as t-) oo, and,
tp &

x are spreading wave packets.

For all graphical representations discuss here, we made
(a) x 2 = 0 & x 3 = 0 and
(b) values ofx 1 taken as X-axis are in multiple of n/2 &
values ofx 4 (i.e. time) taken as Y-axis are in multiple of n/4
The graphi.cal representations for (6-109 a) are given in Fig. l(a) to
Fig. l(h) and that for (6-109 b & .c) are given in Fig. 2(a) to 2(h).
Fig. l(a) is the graph .corresponding to time,x 4 = 0, fig 1(b) is
corresponding to x 4 = 1 and so on. Fig 1(h) is the expanded
graph corresponding to x4 = 7.
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Similarly, fig. 2(a) is the graph corresponding to time,x 4 = 0, fig 2(b) is
corresponding to x 4 = 1 and so on. Fig 2(i) is the expanded graph
corre~ponding to x 4 = 7.

1.0
0.8
"

I

0.6
0.4

-e- 0.2
0.0

(f)
~.,......,-~-17::-0-:2~0~30 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

x4=7

(h)

Figure 1 (a-h). Solutions (6-1 09a) for~ in Yang equations (2-4).

Solutions (6-11 2 a) for extended Yang equations (2-1 0)
(withe =1 ,k'=l ,k"=l) have the same form.
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Following is the graph of figure - 1(h) with larger range of x 1 in the
X-axis.
Expansion for time( x 4 )=7
1 .0
0 .6

1\
I

I
I

-a-

0 .6
0 .4
0 .2
0 .0
-200

-100

X

0

1

100

200

--->

Figure 1 ( i). Solutions (6-1 09a) for~ in Yang equations (2-4).
[ Expanded representation of Figure 1 (h)]

It is interesting to see that the Fig-1 (h) does not represent a plane

wave. It has still a solitary profile. Thus, one can say that here ~
represents a spreading wave with solitary profile. The profile tends to
disappear as time tends to infinity.
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Figure 2(a-h). Solutions (6-1 09b,c) for \jl &

x. in Yang equations (2-4).

Solutions (6-112 b,c) for extended Yang equations (2-1 0).
(with e = 1,k'= 1,k"= 1) have the same form.

Foliowing is the graph of figure- 2(h) with a larger range ofx 1,
where we take more x 1 in the X-axis. Here again we see that \jf and x
actually represent spreading wave packets.
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Expansion for time
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Figure 2 ( i). Solutions (6-109 b,c) for 'I' &

x. in Yang equations (2-4).

In general, the observations are :

For the figure- 1 (a) to 1{h) with different values o(x4
The solutions are basically localized. Initially only the central peak is
prominent. Gradually other peaks grow. However, the profile is
always of solitary waves. After some large value of time, t = x 4 , the
solution seems to be of plane wave type. But if one observes the
solution profile over large x 1 then the same solitary profile is
observable.

For the fig.2 (a) to 2 {h) i.e. If! Orr vs x 1 with different values ofx7 .
The solutions are basically localized. In both the cases the profile is of
'photon type'.

Gradually. the profile starts extending over space.

However, at any stage the profile remains to be 'photon type'.
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6-2-2 Graphical representation of some exact solutions for Charap
equations (2-8)

In article 6-1-3 we discuss for the exact solutions of Charap equations
(2-8) from the combined equations (2-1 0). These are given in equations
(6-87a,b,c) and may be rewritten as

~ = {(K3 flt) I~ (K/+ Kl+ K9 2)} tan [ { flt I~ (Ks + K1 + K9
2

2

2

)]

~

\If = { (~flt ) I ~ (K/+ Kl+ Kl)} tan [ { flt I ~ (K/+ K/+ K/) ] ~

X= { (Ksflt) I~ (K/+Kl+ K9

2
)}

tan [ { flt I~ (Ks + Kl+ K9

where ~ = [ (Sin -c) I -c ] Cos t , t = x

2

4

2

)]

~

,

-c2 = (x 1) 2 + (x2) 2 + (x3i, Ki are constants, flt =constant.
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& X in Charap equations (2-8).

Here all of$,'¥ and x are solitary waves with oscillatory profile. These can
be observed clearly from the graphical representations in Fig (3a) to (3 i).

The solutions are basically localized. Here all of $,\.jl and x. have same type
of solutions. The profiles are always 'solitary waves'. Only the central
peak is prominent and the total profile oscillates.
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6-2-3 Graphical representation of some exact solutions for
Combined equations (2-10) :

6-2-3 (A) : Graphical study of the equation for some exact solutions

for "Extended Yang Equations"
[i.e. combined equation (2-10), with s =l,k'=l,k"=l]

In article 6-1-3 we discuss for the exact solutions of the combined
equations (2-10). These are given in equations (6-112) which can be
rewritten as

.

f/ + K3s) (K3o2 + K322 ) S]

\If= (K3oK36)

tanh [ K36(

X= (K32 K36)

2
2
2
tanh [ K36( flt +.K3s) (K3o + K32 )

where

s= [ (Sin -c) I -c ] Cosh t, t = x

4

s]

,

The equation (6-112) have basically the same structure as (6-109)

[ the solutions of Yang equation] . The graphical representations of
equations (6-112 a) are ofthe same type as those given in Fig 1(a)
to Fig -l(h).
Also, the graphical representations of equations (6-112 b,c) are of the
same type as those given in Fig 2(a)- 2 (h).
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Therefore we have not plotted (6-112 a,b,c) separately.
6-2-3 (B) : Graphical study of the equation for some exact solutions

for "Extended Charap Equations"

[i.e. combined equation (2-10), with~::= -1,k'=l,k"=l]

Solutions for "Extended Charap Equations" [ i.e. combined equation
(2-10), with~::= -1,k'=1,k"=1] given in equation (6-108) which can be
rewritten as

\jf =

(K13K19)

X= (K1s K19)
.

where

tanh [ K19(

f/ + K1s) (K1l + K1l) S]
2

2

tanh [ K19( flt + K1s) (K13 + K1l) S]

s= [(Sin -r) I -r]

4

Cost, t = x ,

The graphical representation for (6-108 a) are given in Fig 4(a) to 4(i)
and that for (6-108 b,c) are given in Fig 5(a) to Fig 5(i).
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Figure 4 (a""i). Solutions (6-1 08a) of ~ in Extended Charap equations

(2- 10) ( with s

= -1 , k' = 1, k" = 1 )

From the above Fig-4 , it is seen that the solutions for

~

are no longer

oscillatory. It is now a localized wave with solitary profile which
becomes plain wave periodically and abruptly.
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Figure 5 (a-i). Solutions (6-1 08 b,c) of \j1 &
equations

x, in

Extended Charap

(2-1 0) (with e == -1, k'== 1, k" == 1 )

Again, from the above Fig-5 it is seen that the solutions have photon-like
structure. That is , \jf and X are wave packets which are oscillatory in
nature. Moreover, they become zero periodically and abruptly.

Thus from Fig-4 and Fig- 5, we can say that all of $,\jf and
localized.

x are basically
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We can summarise the physical characteristics observable from
the article (6-2) as:

They are as follows:

(i)

Spreading wave with solitary profile which tends to vanish as
time tends to infinity [in case ofYang equations(2-4) and
combined (extended Yang) equations (2-10) ].
(From the Fig- 1 & Fig. - 2).

(ii)

Solitary wave with oscillatory profile[Charap equations (2-8)].
(From the Fig-3).

(iii)

Localized wave with solitary profile which becomes plane
wave periodically & abruptly and wave packet/s which are
oscillatory in nature and beconie zero periodically & abruptly
[Combined (extended Charap) equation (2-10) ].
(From the Fig- 4 & Fig.- 5).

(iv)

All the solutions are basically localised in character.
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6-3

Painleve' test of the three equations under
study and discussion of Chaos

In this section we discuss on Pain/eve' test for the three equations
(2-4),(2-8) and (2-10) for the Yang, Charap and Combined equations
respectively.

In section 4-3, we discuss

the method of Pain/eve'

analysis. Along with the analysis we here also discuss truncation of the
Series, auto-Backlund transformation and exact solutions of the
equations.

Here we also di$cuss the correlation between the existence of Pain/eve'
property and the existence or absence of Chaotic behaviour from the
Pain/eve' test and Graphical representations of exact solutions for the
Yang equations (2-4), Charap equations (2-8) and their combined form
( 2-10).
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6-3-1

On a revisit to the Painleve' test for integrability
and exact solutions for Yang equations

This article revisits some observations of Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa [49]
regarding Yang's self-dual equations (2-4) for SU(2) gauge fields. Where
it was shown that the equations pass the Painleve' test for integrability in
the sense of Weiss et al [21a]. Ward [46] used a completely different
approacQ., complicated indeed, and arrived at the same conclusion. Both
the investigations [21a, 49] used the complex form of the equations (2-4)
and neither of them reported any solution obtainable from the analysis.

In review ( Article 5-2-1 ) we discussed the results of the Painleve

analysis for the Yang equations as done by Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa
[49]. Here the analysis has been done starting from the real form of the
same equations and keeping the singularity manifold completely general
in nature.

Here it has been found that the real form of Yang's self-dual equations
passes the Painleve' test for integrability in the sense of Weiss et al [21a]
and admit truncation of series leading to non-trivial exact solutions
obtained previously and Auto-Backlund transformation between two pairs
of these solutions ( see for example the work of Larsen [55] and
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Roy Chowdhury [56] ). The important aspect of our analysis is that we
have analyzed the equation keeping the singularity manifold completely
general, whereas Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa [49]

analyzed the same

equation with a restricted nature of singularity manifold.

The discussion here are subdivided into three main parts:

Part- I : Painleve' test for integrability of the equations (2-4) in
the sense ofWeiss et al.

Part -II :Truncation, BacklU.nd Transformation and exact solutions.

Part - III : Revisit to solutions obtained previously as in chapter
6-1-1 for the exact solutions of the Yang equations.

In the following we discuss these three parts in details.
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Part- I
Painleve' test for integrability of the equations (2-4) in
the sense of Weiss et al [21a]

For the equations (2-4) we define the singularity manifold given by:
--- (6-113)
and set
00

00

~ = ua ~. ~j uj , \jf = u13 L

\jlj
j=O

j=O

where 'I'th(X I ,

00

u j, X= u

1

J?:= X.i u j

X 2, X 3 , X 4) ,\jf ( X I , X 2, X 3 , X 4) ,

solutions of (2-4); ~j

,\jfj ,

Xj

0~

X (X I ,

--- (6-114 a,b,c)

X 2, X 3 , X 4)

are a set 0 f
2

3

are all analytic functions of (xi, x , x , x

in the neighborhood of the manifold (6-113); ~o

4

)

* 0,\jfo * 0, xo * 0.

The test may be divided into three main steps after the substitution of
(6-114) in the differential equations concerned, i.e. (2-4):
I.

Make the leading order analysis [ where· one gets all possible
a,~,y, ~o, \jfo

II.

and Xo in (6-114)]

Define the recursion relations for Uj for leading orders obtained
in step I and determine the resonance positions (those values of
j for which some or all of the relations are not defined).

ill.

Check whether the expansions allow requisite number of
arbitrary functions at the resonance positions.
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Step L Leading order analysis :
We assume,
----- ( 6-115 a,b,c)
. We substitute (6-115 a,b,c) in (2-4) and equate the coefficients of the
negative powers ofu (considering that all of cx.,p andy are negative).

This leads to ex.= ...:1,p = -1, y = -1

--- (6-116 a,b,c)
--- ( 6-116 d)

so that
CL)

~

= u- L ~· uj ,
1

j=O J

00

CL)

\jl

= u- .z:: \j/j u j, X= u- .2:: Xi u j
1

1

J=O

--- ( 6-117 a,b,c)

J=O

One can notice the similarity between the equation (6-117 d) obtained here
and the equation (3) of the publication of Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa [49].
Again, all the terms in their case equivalent to

a.,p

and y were equal to

( - 1) as has been obtained here.

IL Resonance positions :
We directly substitute (6-117) in (2-4). We have not written explicitly the
recursion relations because of their involved structure. In order to have an
idea of the style of writing one can consult the recursion relations of the
work of Chanda and Roychowdhury [61].
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The recursion relation for $j , \j/j , Xi for the equations are

[ T]

= [ other terms with ~j , \jlj , Xj and their derivatives ,
wherej < m]

Xm

It is written as,
2
(m - m + 2) $0

[ T] =

-

2(m-l)\j/o

-2(m-l)xo

M(m-1)$o

0

0

m(m-l)~o

2mxo

Resonance are those values ofm = R, for which det [Tj = O,which yields,

--- (6-118)
i.e. Poles are, R = ( -1), (0, 0), (1, 1), (2) which are the exactly same as
given by Jimbo,Kruskal and Miwa as discussed in review article.

(i)

R = -1 indicates that the singularity manifold defined in (6-133)
is required to be arbitrary.

(ii)

R=O,O indicate that all of the coefficients ~ 0 ·,

\jlo

and Xo

are required to be arbitrary.
(iii)

R= 1,1 indicate that any two of the coefficients~], \j/J and
x 1are required to be arbitrary.

(iv)

R = 2 indicates that any one of $2, \j/2 and X2 are required
to be arbitrary.
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IlL To check whether the expansions allow requisite number o(arbitrary
(unctions at the resonance positions :

(i)

The singularity manifold u

=

0 , by defination, 1s

arbitrary.

(ii)

There is only one equation involving ~ 0 ,
is given by (6-117d). Hence any two of

\jlo ,

xo which

~o

, \jlo , Xo are

~~

, \j/1 , XI ,

arbitrary.

(iii)

We get only one equation involving
~o , \jlo , Xo.

Hence two out of ~~ , \j/1 and XI can be

kept arbitrary when the third is determined in terms of
·those two arbitrary functions and ~o

(iv)

,\jlo

We get only two equations involving
~~ , \j/1 , XI, ~o,\jfo ,xo.

,xo.

~2

, \j/2 , X2 ,

Hence only one out of ~2 , \j/2 , X2

can be kept arbitrary. The second and the third out of
~ 2 ,\j/2,X2 is

determined in terms of that arbitrary function

and ~I.\j/I.XI, ~o , \jlo , xo.

With these observations one can conclude that the equations (2-4) pass the
Painleve' test for integrability in the sense of Weiss et al.
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Part- 2
Truncation of the Series (6-114 a,b,c), Auto-Backlund
Transformation and exact solutions

Here we forcefully make the coefficients ~j,\lfj, Xi of u j-I in the expansion
(6-117 a,b,c) zero for j> 1.
The coefficients

~ 1 , 'VI

and XI in (6-117 a,b,c) are rewritten as p,q,r

respectively in order to differentiate them from 8~/0x

1

'

8\lf/8x

1

'

etc.

Then from (6-117 a,b,c) one gets
"'
'1'.

=

"'
'1'0

u-1 + p, \If = \lfo u-1 + q, X= Xo u-1 + r

---- ( 6-119 a,b,c)

Putting these in (2- 4) one gets:
Au-4 +C u-3 +E u-2

+F u-

1

+ G

=

0 ----(6-120a)

A' u-4 + C' u- 3 + E' u-2 + F' u- 1 +G'

=

0 ---- (6-121 a)

A" u - 4 + C" u - 3 + E" u - 2 + F" u - 1 + G"

=

0 ---- (6-122 a)

where,
A= ( u1 2 +

u2

2

+

U3

2

+

U4

2 )("' 2
'1'0

+ 'Vo 2 + Xo 2 )

--- (6-120b)

--- (6-120 c)

Bx18x

1
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- ( .+.'t'Ol 2 + .+.'t'022 + .+.'t'03 2+ .+.'t'042 )+ (\j/01 2+ \j/02 2 + \j/03 2+ \j/04 2 )
+ (Xm 2 + Xo2 2 + Xo3 2+ Xo4 2) - .+.'t'O p(un+u22+ U33 + li44)

--- (6-120 d)

--- (6-120e)
2
2
G=p (Pn +p22 +p33 +p44)- (p1 +pl+p3 +p/)
2
+ (qt 2+ ql+ q/ + ql) +(rt + rl+ r/ + rl)

--- (6-120 f)

Also, A'= 0

--- (6-121b)

.
C1 = 2\jlo p ( U1 2 + U2 2 + U3 2 + li42) - 'J.t'O \jlo ( Uti+
U22 + U33 + li44)

--- (6-121c)
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E'= ~o (\jlou+\jlo22+ \j/OJJ+\jlo44) - Jp (\jloJUI+\jlo2u2+\jloJ u3+\jlo4U4)
- \jlop(uu + u22+u33+li44) +2~o (u,q, + u2q2 + u3q3 + li4q4)
-2( ~01 \j/OI+~o2\jlo2 +~oJ\j/OJ+~o4\jlo4)+2\jlo (u,p,+u2p2+u3p3 +u4p4)
+ 2~o (u1r2 -u2r1- U3f4 +U4r3)- 2X.o (UIP2 -u2p1- UJP4 +U4p3))
-2(~oiX.02 -~o2X.o1- ~OJX.o4 + ~o4X.OJ).
= ~o (qu+

F'

--- (6-121d)

q22+ q33+ q44) + p(\jlou+\jlo22+\jlo33+\jlo44)

- 2(~01 q,+~o2q2+~o3q3+~o4q4)- 2(\j/oiPI +\jlo2 P2+\jlo3 P3+\jlo4P4)
- 2 (~o 1i-2 -~o2r1-~o3r4+~o4r3 )
--- (6-121e)

--- (6-121 f)

·--- (6-122 b)

And, A"= 0
C"

=

2
2x.o p ( u, + u/+

ul

2
+ li4 )- ~o X.o (uu + u22 + U33 + li44)

+2x.o(~olul+~o2 u2+~03u3+~o4U4) + 2~o(\jloiU2-\j/02lii-\j/OJli4+\jlo4UJ)

- 2\jlo (~oi u2 -~o2 u,- ~oJli4+ ~o4u3)

--- (6-122 c)

E"= ~o(X.oii+x.o22+X.oJJ+X.o44)- 2p (X.oiUI+ X.o2U2 + X.oJ U3 +x.o4 ll4)
- x.op(uu+ u22+U33+li44) + 2~o (u,r, + u2r2+ U3r3 + u4r4)
- 2( ~01 X.ol +~o2X.o2+~03X,o3 +~o4X.o4)+ 2X,o (UIPI +u2p2+u3p3 + li4P4)
- 2~o (u, q2 -u2q1- U3q4 +li4q3) + 2\jlo (u1P2 -u2p1- li3P4 +li4p3)
+ 2(~0!\j/02 -~02\j/OI- ~03\j/04 + ~04\j/OJ)

--- (6-122 d)
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--- (6-122 e)

---- (6-122 f)

As has been stated in relation to checking of resonance position that the
equations ·
(i)

C=O, C'=O,C"=O are equivalent to only one equation and

(ii)

E=O,E'=O,E"=O are· equivalent to two equations.
subject to the condition given by ~o 2 + \Vo 2

+xi= 0

Normally these conditions are written as over determined system by
equating the coefficients of u-j separately to zero.

But, here if we do so we get
,!,

'!'0

2

+ \Vo2 + X.o2 = 0

---- (6-123)

which is valid only when ~o,\jfo and X.o are complex quantities. At the time
of checking the existence of Painleve' property we obtained the same
result [ i.e. (6-123)] at the leading order stage.
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The same kind of expression was obtained by Jimbo,. Kruskal and Miwa
(in their paper having equation no. 3 ) [57] . That creates no problem in
the infinite Laurent- like expansion (6-114). However, when we truncate
the series we must assure that ultimately ~.\jJ and X are real.

It has been shown in the Appendix- H (at the end of this article) that if we

start with the co-efficients ofu equal to zero and all ofp, q, r equal to zero
then we are left with solutions of ~.\jJ and

x which involve the complex

quantity ...J-1. This happens even when all ofp,q,r are not equal to zero.
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Part- 3 :
Revisit to solutions obtained previously as in chapter
6-1-1 for the exact solutions of the Yang equations.

In the following we show that two types of solutions obtained previously
in article (6-1-1) when discussed about the exact solutions of the Yang
equations and Chanda & Ray [58] can be rediscovered from (6-119) to
(6-122).

Solutions as reported in article (6-1-1)
Here the solutions can be obtained from (6-119) to (6-122) with
p = 0, q = 0, r = 0

---- ( 6-124)

and assumption that
(~ 0

I u) = a(v), (\jfo I u) = h(v), (Xo I u) = c(v) --- (6-125a,b,c)

.
34)
where a,h,c are functiOns
of v and v = v (x1,x2,x
,x .

If one uses the expressions (6-124) and (6-125) in (6-119) one arrives

exactly at ~ = a(v),

\jJ

= h(v) , x = x(v)

which is the same as the equation (2-4).

It can be checked that starting from (6-120)- (6-122) with p=O, q=O, r = 0
and (6-124) one can also arrive as the equations (2-4).
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Solutions reported by Chanda and Ray [58!
Here the solutions can be obtained from (6-119) to (6-122) with the use of
the assumption that
p:t:O,q:t:O,r:t:O
(~o

I u) = a'(p), (\lfo I u) = h'(p), (Xo I u) = c'(p) ---- (6-126a,b,c)

where a' ,h' ,c' are functions of p.
Hence we get from (6-119)'
~=

a' (p) + p = a (p) , where a is another function of p --- ( 6-127 a)

\If = h' (p) + q

--- ( 6-127b)

x = c' (p) +

--- ( 6-127c)

r

where (p,q,r)

and

(

~.\jf,X)

are two separate sets of solutions of the

equation (2-4).

Yang [26] noted that if p,q,r are three functions of x 1,x2 ,x 3 and x4 such
that
q1 + r2 =p3

---- (6-128a)

q2- rl =p4

---- (6-128b)

q3- r4 = -PI

---- (6-128c)

q4 + r3

---- (6-128d)

=- P2

then a set of solutions of Yang equations (2-4) is obtained by setting
~=p,

\j/=q,x =r

--- (6-129 a,b,c)

Yang [29] indicated some particular solutions of (6-128) as well.
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Chanda and Ray [58] obtained some new solutions using
~

= a"(p)

---- ( 6-130a)

'Jf = h" (p) + M q - N r

---- (6-130b)

X = c" (p) + M r + N q

---- (6-130c)

where (i) M and N are real arbitrary constants.
(ii) p, q and rare functions of(x 1,x2 ,x 3,x 4) and satisfy (6-128)
(iii) a" ,h" ,c" are functions of p.
It is easy to identify that (6-127) is a particular situation of (6-130) where

M=1 N=O a"=a' b"=b' c"=c' It may be checked that with(6-127) (6-128)
'
'
'
'
.
'
and (6-129) one can arrive from the equation (6-120)- (6-122) to the
equation (2.4) of Chanda and Ray [58] through straightforward
manipulation. Thus, the equations (6-127) with (6-128) can be treated as
an Auto-Backlund transformation between two sets of solutions where one
set of solutions (p,q,r) are given by (6-128) and another set of solutions
(~,\lf,X)

are given by the equations (3) of

Chanda and Ray [58] with

A=1,B=O in the equation (2.4) ofthe same paper.
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Thus the article (6-3-1) may be summarized as follows :

Yang's self-dual equations for SU (2) gauge fields (expressed in real
form; equation 2-4) pass the Painleve' test for integrability in the sense of
Weiss et al.[21a], Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa [49] analyzed the complex
form of (2-4) of the same equations and found that the equation pass the
Painleve' test for integrability. However, they did not show whether the
equations allowed truncation of series.

Here we have shown that the

equations (2-4) , admit truncation of series. The truncation procedure
leads to previously obtained two pairs non-trivial exact solutions and the
Auto-Backlund transformation between those pairs

solutions. Another

important aspect of our analysis is that Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa [49]
analysed the equation with a restricted nature of the singularity manifold.
Here we have analysed the equation keeping the singularity manifold
completely general.
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Appendix-H

Let us start from the trivial solution p = 0, q = 0, r = 0.
One gets from (6-119 a,b,c)
,j.,

'I' =

-1
-1
-1
'1'0 u , '4' = 'l!'o u , X = Xo u

,j.,

---- ( H -1 a, b, c)

Equating the different co-efficient ofu-j in (6-120)- (6-122) separately to
zero one finally gets
'1'02 + 'l!'o2 + Xo 2
,j.,

~o
=

=

0

--- ( H- 2 a)

( u11 + u22 + U33 + ll44 )
2 C~o1 u1+ ~02 u2 + ~o3 u3 + ~o4ll4) + (2u2/'4'o) (Xo ~01- ~o Xo1)

~0 ( '4'011 + '4'022 + '4'033 + '4'044 )
=

2( ~01 '4'01 + ~02 '4'02 + ~03 '4'03 + ~04 '4'04)
+2( ~o1 Xo2 - ~02 Xo1- ~03 Xo4 + ~04 Xo3)

---( H -2c)

~0 ( X011 + X022 + 'X033 + X044)

---( H- 2d)

In (H-2) there are four equations and four unknowns,

namely ~o,'4fo,xo and u.
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Let us assume, again,
· \jlo =

X.o

----- ( H- 3)

when we get
[as a result of the requirement of consistency between (H-2c) and (H -2d)]
"'
't'O 2

= -2 \jlo2

---- ( H- 4a)

~0 ( UJJ + U22 + U33 + l44 )

- (2l4 1\jlo ) ( ~o \j/03 - \jlo ~03 )

---- ( H- 4b)

~0 ( \1'011 + \j/022 + \j/033 + \11044)
= 2 ( ~01 \j/01 + ~02 \j/02 + ~03 \j/03 + ~04 \j/04)

~01 \jlo2 -

~o2 \jlo1 + ~04 \j/03 - ~03 \jlo4 = 0

---(H- 4c)

-- (H- 4d)

With a little manipulation (H-4) lead to
--- (H-5a)
---(H-5b)
~o (\jlou + \j/022 + \jlo33 + \jlo44)
= 2 ( ~01 \jlo1+ ~o2 \jlo2 + ~o3 \1103 + ~o4 \1'04)

Again we have three equations and three unknown.

--- (H-5c)
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From (H-5a) and (H-5c) one can write,

~o

= (

\jlo =

.Y2 i) I t,

----- (H-6a)

1 I(,

---- (H-6b)

where (, satisfies

Sll + S22 + S33+ S44 = 0

---- (H-6c)

Using (H-6) in (H-5) we get
u=J(dUIL, 2 )

---- (H-7)

where U satisfies U11 + U22 + U33 + U44 = 0.

Hence finally one can conclude

cJ dU I (,
'I' = ( 1 It, ) I cJ dU I (,

~ = ( 2il(,) I

X=

(

1 It,) I

2

---(H-8a)

)

2

)

----(H-8b)

cJ dU I (,2 )

----(H-8c)

where (, and U satisfy
Sll + s22 + S33 + t, 44 = o
and

U11+ Uzz + U33 + U44 = 0 respectively

----(H-9a)
---(H-9b)

The equations (H-8) demand that
U= W ((,)

----( H -10)

where W is a function of(,.

With the use of(H-10) the equations (H-9) reduce to
t,11+ szz + S33 + (,44 = o

---- ( H-lla)

t,/ + t, l + (,3 + t,l = o

----( H-llb)

2
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which has the solution

c; = P x 1 + Q x 2 + R x 3 + S x 4 + T
Here P,Q, R,S,T

----( H-12)

are all arbitrary constants. Finally,

~

,

\jl

and

given by.(H-8), (H-10) and (H-12).
Obviously another solution of (H-9) can be written as
U=Hs

---( H-13)

where H is an arbitrary constant.
With (H-13) one can arrive from (H-8) at
~=

(2 H i I

s)(In s).

--- ( H-14a)

\j/=(H/sHins)

--- ( H-14b)

x=(H/s)Clns)

--- ( H-14c)

x

are
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6-3-2

Painleve'

test

for

integrability

and

exact

solutions for Charap equations

Unlike iri the case ofYang equations (2-4) no previous work on the Painleve'
test for Charap equation (2-8) is known. In this article we have observed that
the field equations for Charap Chiral invariant model of the pion dynamics
pass the test for integrability in the sense of Painleve' analysis due to Weiss
et. al. [21a].

The results showing that the equations (2-8) pass the Painleve' test for
integrability (in the sense of Weiss et al) and admit truncation of series
leading to Auto-Backlund transformation between two pairs of exact
solutions wherefrom non-trivial exact solutions can be rediscovered add to
the importanceofCharap's equations (2-8).

The discussion in .this article also has three parts :
Part- 1 :Here we discuss Painleve' test for integrability of the
equations (2-8) in the sense of Weiss et al.
Part- 2 :Truncation, Auto-Buckland Transformation and exact solutions.
Part - 3 : Revisit to solutions obtained previously as in article ( 6-1-2) for
the Charap equations (2-8).
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Part -1
Painleve' test for integrability.ofthe equations (2-8) in
the sense of Weiss et al. [21a]

For the equations (2-8) we define the singularity manifold given by

---- (6-133)
and set
<Xl

<Xl

<Xl

~ = ua L ~· u j, \If = u~ L \If· u j
j=O J

W h ere

j=O J

"'(
'+' X l ,X2 ,

X. 3 , X4 ) ,

\If

,

X= uY .L Y; u j
J=()~

( X 1,X2 , X 3,X4 ) ,

X( X 1,

---- (6-134 a,b,c)

X2 ,X 3 , X4 )

solutions of (1.4); ~j , \lfj , Xi are all analytic functions of (x

1

,

.
are
a set 0 f

x

2

,

x

3

,

x

4

)

in the neighborhood of the manifold (2.1 );

Now, the test may be divided into three main steps after the substitution of

(6-134) in the differential equations concerned :
I.

Make the leading order analysis [where one gets all-possible
a,B.Y.~o,\lfo,Xo

II.

in (6-134)]

Define the recursion relations for Uj for the leading orders
obtained in step I and determine the resonance positions
(those values of j for which the relations are not defined).

III.

Check whether the expansions allow requisite number of
arbitrary functions at the resonance positions.
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I Leading order analysis :

We assume
---- (6-135 a,b,c)

We substitute (6-135 a,b,c) in (2-8) and equate the coefficients of the
negative powers of u (considering that all of a.,~ and y are negative). This
leads to

a. = -1 , ~ = -1, y = -1 so that

00

~ = Ua L ~-1 U j
·o

j=

~o

00

,

\V = U~ L \V"1 U j
·o

j=

00

,

x= uY L 'V: U j

----

·o·IV.J

(6-136 a,b,c)

j=

=arbitrary, 'Vo =arbitrary, xo =arbitrary.

II Resonance positions

We directly substitute (6-136) in (2-8). We have not written explicitly the
recursion relation because of their involved structure. In order to have an
idea one can consult the recursion relations of the work of Chanda and
Roychowdhury [ 5 ] . The recursion relation for

~j ,

\Vj , Xi are

~m

[T]

= [other terms with ~j , \Vj , Xi and
their derivatives, where j < m ] .

'Xm

where , [ T ] is the system matrix. It is written as,
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[T] =

2m~o\j/o

2m~oXo

2

m(m-l)~o + m(m+ 1)\j/o2 + m(m-l)Xo2

2m\j/oXo

2

m(m-l)~o + m(m+ 1)\j/02 + m(m-l)Xo 2

2m\j/oXo

Resonances are those values of m = R,

for which

det [T] = 0, which

yields,

+ 3"''1'04X.o 2 + 3"''1'02\jlo2X.o 2 + 3 \jlo2 X.o4 + 3\jlo4 X.o 2 ]

=

0

i.e. Poles are, R = ( -1), (0, 0, 0), (1, 1).
(i)

R = -1 indicates that the singularity manifold defined m
(6-133) is required to be arbitrary.

(ii)

R=O,O,O indicate that all of the coefficients ~o, \jlo and

X.o are required to be arbitrary.
(ii)

R= 1,1 indicate that any two of the coefficients ~ 1 ,

x. 1are required to be

\j/J

and

arbitrary.

III. To check whether the expansions allow requisite number of
arbitrary functions at the resonance positions :

(i) The singularity manifold, by definition, is arbitrary.
(ii) The terms involving ~ 0 ,
~o, \jfo

\jfo

and X.o cancel each other. Hence all of

and X.o are arbitrary.

(iii) We get only one equation involving ~1,

\j/1, X,1, ~o, \jlo,

X.o.
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Hence two of~~

,\j/1 ,X,J

can be kept arbitrary when the third is determined

in terms of those arbitrary functions and ~ 0 , \jlo ,

x.o .

With above observations one can conclude that the. equations (2-8) pass
the Painleve' test for integrability in the sense of Weiss et al.

Part- 2
Truncation of the series (6-134 a,b,c), Auto-Buckland
Transformation and exact solutions

Here we forcefully make the coefficients ~j
expansions (6-136 a,b,c) zero for j > 1 . The

,\j/j ,X,j

of u

coefficients~~

,

j-l
\j/1

m the
and

X.1

in (6-136 a,b,c) are rewritten as p,q and r respectively in order to
differentiate them from ( 8~/ Bx

1

) ,(8\j/

/Bx 1 ),

(

EJx I Bx 1 ).

Then from (6-136 a,b,c) one gets,
J..
't'

J..
= 't'O
u -1 + p , \jl = \jl o u -1 + q , X = Xo u -1 + r · -- (6-137 a,b,c)

Putting these in (2-8) one gets :

P"u-5 + Q"u-4 + C"u-3 + E" u-2 + F" u- 1 + G" = 0 -- (6-140)
where P, Q,C, E,F,G etc are given below.
Here,
P

= 0 , P' = 0 , P" = 0

---- (6-141 a,b,c)
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2
Q = 2(~op+\jfoq+xo r) (u1 + ul+u/-ul)- (~o 2 +\jfo2 +x02) (u 12+u/+u/-u/)
+2~o( ~oiUI+~oz Uz+~o3 ur~o414)+2\jfo (\jfoJUJ+\jfoz uz+\jf03 Ur\jfo414)

--- (6-142 a)
---- (6-142 b,c)

Q' =Q' Q" =Q

2
C = 2~o e~ (u/ + ul + U3 - ul)+~o [2p(~oiUJ+~oz u2+~03 ur~o4ll4)
. +2q(\jfoJUJ+ \jfo2 Uz+\jfo3 U3 -\jfo4U4) +2r(XoJUI+Xo2 U2+X03U3-X04 U4)]
- 2A(~oi u1+ ~02 u2 +~03 u3 -~o4 U4)- 2~o( ~o/ + ~ol +~o/- ~ol)
- 2\jfo( ~01 \jf01+ ~oz\Jfo2+~03\Jfo3-~04\Jfo4)-2Xo( ~oiXOI+~ozXo2+~oJXo3-~04 Xo4)
+ 2~o [ ~o (urp1+u2pz+u3 P3 -14 P4) + \jfo(uiq1+u2q2 + u3q3 -14 q4)
+ Xo (u1 r1+ Uz rz +u3 r3 -14 r4)]
2

2

+2(~o + \jfo + Xo ) (uipi+ u2 Pz + U3 Prll4P4)
2

-2~o ( ~o p +

\jfo q + Xo r) (u11 + Uzz + U33 - ll44 )

2
2
2
+ (~o + \jfo + Xo ) (~oll + ~o22 + ~033- ~044)

---- (6-143a)

C' = 2\jfo eW(ui 2+ul +ul-ul) +\jfo [2p(~o!UJ+~o2 u2+~o3 UJ -~o4ll4)
+2q(\jfoiui+\jfozu2+\Jfo3 u3-\jfo4u4)+2r(Xoiul+Xozu2+X03UJ-Xo4 ll4)]
-2(~o p+\jloq+xor) (\l1oiui+\J1o2 Uz+\jloJ UJ-\j104ll4)-2\jlo(\jlo! 2+\jlo/+\jlo3 2-\jlo42)
-2~o(~01 \j101 +~o2 \jloz+~o3 \jloJ-~o4\l1o4)

- 2Xo (\jlo1 Xo1 +\jloz Xoz+\jloJXoJ-\jlo4 Xo4)

+ 2\jfo [~o(uipi+ u2 P2 +u3 P3-ll4P4)+\jf (u1q1+uzq2+u3 q3 -ll4 q4)
+xo (u1r1+u2 r2+ u3 r3-u4 r4)]
2

2

2

+2(~o +\jfo +Xo )(u,q,+uzqz+u3qru4q4)-2\jlo(~oP+\jloq+xor)(u,,+uzz+u3ru44)
2
2
2
+ (~o + \jfo + Xo ) (\jfoll + \jfQ22 + \jf033- \jf044)

---- (6-143 b)
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- 2\jfo (\Vol XOI + \jfo2 Xo2 + \V03 Xo3 -

\V04

Xo4)

-2xo (~o p +\jfo q + Xo r) (u11 + u22 + U33 - ll44 )
2
2
2
+ (~o + \V<i + Xo ) (Xon + Xo22 + Xo33 - Xo44)

---- (6-143 c)

+ 2 (~oP + \jfo q + Xo r) (~on+ ~022 + ~033- ~044)

---- (6-144a)
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+ 2(~o P + \jfo q + Xo r) (\jfoJI + \j/022 + \j/033 - \jfo44)
2
2
2
+ (~o + \jfo + Xo ) ( q11+q22+ q33- q44)

---- (6-144b)

- 2~o (Xoi p1+ Xo2P2 +x03 P3- Xo4 P4)

- 2xo (Xoi r1 + Xo2 r2 +x03 r3 - Xo4 r4 )

---- (6-144c)
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F=

e

w( ~o 11 + ~022 + ~033 -

~044 )

---- (6-145a)

--:--- (6-145b)

- 2xo

( r1

2

+ r2 2 + r3 2 -

r4

2)

--- (6-145c)
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-P'

G = (p11+P22+ P33- P44)- e

2
2
2
2
[2 p(p1 + P2 + P3 - P4 )

Now, if one has G = 0, G' = 0, G" = 0 then one can say that the equations
in (6-141) represent Auto-Backlund transformation [55], [56] between two
pairs of solutions of (2-8) given by (~,\lf,X.) and (p,q,r) subject to the
condition:
P u- 5 + Q u-4 + C u-3 + E u- 2+ F u- 1 + G = 0
P' u-5 + Q' u- 4 + C' u-3 + E' u- 2 + F' u- 1 + G'

----- (6-147a)
=

0

--- (6-147b)

P" u-5 + Q" u-4 +C" u-3 + E" u-2 + F" u- 1 + G" = 0

- (6-147c)

where P,Q,C,E,E,F etc are given by (6-141) to (6-146).
It would have been nice if Auto-Backlund transformation between two sets of

non-trivial solution could be shown. At this stage the complicacy of the
system did not allow us to achieve that goal. However, in the following
section we have shown the Auto-Backlund transformation between a set of
trivial solution (p=O,q=O,r=O) and the non-trivial solutions
articles (5-1-2) and (6-1-2).

(~,\lf,X)

reported in
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Part- 3
Rediscovery of solutions obtained previously by
( Ray [32]

and in article 6-1-2 ) :

Normally an over determined system is
efficient ofu- j in

obt~ined

by equating the co-

(6-138), (6-139),(6-140) separately to zero. However,

at the time of rediscovering previous solutions with p=O,q=O,r=O it is
found that the act of equating the coefficients of 'u-

j

separately zero

imposes a very strong condition which cannot be satisfied. Therefore we
have kept (6-147) as such and made p=O,q=O,r=O so that G=O,G' = 0,
G" = 0 are automatically satisfied.

Solutions reported in the F 1 part o(Ray [321

Here the solutions can be obtained from (6-141),(6-148),
(p = 0, q = 0, r = 0) and the assumption
(~ 0/u)

= a(w),(\lfo/u) = m (w), ( xo I u) = n (w)

---- (6-148a,b,c)

.
34
where a, m , n are functiOns
of w , w = w (x1,x2,x
,x ) .

we get,~ = a(w),

\jJ

= m(w) , x = n(w)

---- (6-149 a,b,c)

which is the similar to (5-27) as discussed in article (5-1-2), proposed by
Ray [32].
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Solutions reported in the 2nd part o(Ray [321
Here the solutions can be obtained from (6-137), (6-146), (p=O,q=O,r=O)
'

and the assumption
( ¢o lu)= a'(w'), (\jfo lu)=m' (w') , ( Xo I u)

=

n' (w')

--- (6-150a,b,c)

where a' m' n' are functions ofw' w' = w' (x 1 x 2 x 3 - x 4 )
I

'

'

'

'

•

---- (6-15la)
---- (6-151 b)
---- (6-151 c)
which is the same as discussed in (5-27), proposed in the 2nd part of
Ray[32].

Solutions reported in article 6-1-2 in equation (6-56)
Here the solutions can be obtained from (6-137), (6-146), (p=O,q=O,r=O)
and the assumption
( ~0

I u) = a"('t,cr),(\jfo lu) = m"(--c,cr),
(Xo lu) = n" (--c,cr)

--- (6-152 a,b,c)

where a", m" , n" are functions of (--c,cr ).

I 2) ,cr=cr ( x,x,
3 4)
--c=--c(x,x
we

get,~=

\jJ =

a" (--c,cr)
m" (--c,cr)

X = n" (--c,cr)

---- (6-153a)
---- (6-153b)
---- (6-153c)

which is the same as (6-56) of article (6-1-2), discussed previously.
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Summary of this article 6-3-2 can be given as:

The field equations for Charap's

chiral invariant model of the pwn

dynamics pass the Painleve' test for complete integrability in the sense of
Weiss et al. The truncation procedure of the same analysis leads to AutoBucklund transformation between two pairs of solutions. With the help of
this transformation non-trivial solutions have been rediscovered. However
only the transformation between a set of trivial solutions and another set of
non-trivial solutions could be demonstrated. The transformation between
two sets of non-trivial solutions remains to be demonstrated.
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6-3-3 Discussion on Painleve' test for integrability for
combined equations

This article gives a discussion of

Painleve' analysis of the combined

equation (2-1 0). In article 6-1-3 , we discuss about some of the exact
solutions ofthis combined equation.

In article 6-2-1 we revisited the Painleve' test for the integrability of the
Yang's equations for SU(2) gauge fields in the sense of Jimbo, Kruskal
and Miwa [49]. Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa analysed the complex form of
the equations with a rather·restricted form of singularity manifold. They
did not discuss about exact solutions in that context. But, in those article
(6-2-1) we analyzed the same equations starting from the real form ofthe
same equations and keeping the singularity manifold completely general
in nature. It has been found that the equations, in real form, pass the
Painleve' test for integrability.

The truncation procedure of the same

analysis leads to non-trivial exact solutions obtained previously and AutoBacklund transformation between twopairs ofthose solutions.

In article 6-2-2 we demonstrate that the field equations for Charap's chiral
invariant model of the pion dynamics [ i.e. the equation (2-8) ] pass the
Painleve' test for complete integrability in the sense of Weiss et al [2la].
The truncation procedure of the same analysis leads to Auto-Backlund
transformation between two pairs of solutions. With the help of this
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transformation non-trivial exact solutions have been rediscovered as
obtained previously in article 6-1-2.

In this article we apply the same procedure as done for equation (2-4) and
(2-8). While doing the Painleve' test for integrability for the combined
equation it appears that some new mathematical behaviors, not known in
the literature, are observable in this case. For example, in the leading
order analysis two possibilities merge into only one possibility. With the
use of this result the system matrix again leads to a determinant having
.
.
zero value, irrespective ofthe exponent of the Laurent like expansion used
for Painleve' analysis and the value of j in
00

<D = u u L <Dj u j

--- (6-154)

j=O

where <Do :;t: 0 , <Dj = <Dj (z1 , ..... , z n ) and u = u (z1 , Z2

, Z3 , ....... , Zn )

are

analytic functions of (zj) in the neighborhood of the manifold and
u(z 1 , z2

,

z3 ,

....... , Zn )

=

0 is the singularity manifold.

To discuss about the Painleve' test for the integrability of the equations
(2-10) in the sense of Weiss et al. [2la] we assume that k'

=

1, k"

=

1 in

the equation , for the sake of simplicity . Again the results given here
remain independent of e.

Or in other words, the observations of this

analysis are the same for extended Yang-equations and extended Charap
equations.
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For the combined equations (2-10) with k' = 1,k" =1, we define the
singularity manifold given by
--- ( 6-155)
and set
~

~·

~ = ua L ~· uj , \jl = u13
j=O

W here

J

"'(
't' X I ,

~

I \j/' J, X= uY j=OJ
I x· J ----- (6-156 a,b,c)
j=O J

X 2, X 3, X 4) ,\jf ( X I , X 2 , X 3, X 4) ,

X (X I,

4
X 2 , X 3, X)

are a set of

solutions of (2-10); ~j ,\jlj , Xj are all analytic functions of (x 1, x2, x 3, x4)
in the 'neighborhood of the manifold (6-155);

~o '# 0,\jfo '#

0, Xo '# 0.

The test may be divided into three main steps after the substitution of
(6-156) in the differential equations concerned, i.e. (2-10) with k' = 1 &
k"=l.
I . Make the leading order analysis [ where one gets all possible

. a,p,y,

~o

, \jlo and Xo in (2-1 0) ]

II Define the recursion relations for Uj for leading orders obtained in
step I and determine the resonance positions (those values ofj
for which some or all of the relations are not defined).
III. Check whether the expansions allow requisite number of arbitrary
functions at the resonance positions.
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I. Leading order analysis :

We assume,
----- ( 6-157 a,b,c)
We substitute (6-157a,b,c) in (2-10 a,b,c) respectively and equate the
coefficients of the negative powers of u ( considering that all of a,p and y
are negative).

This leads to a =

p=

y

From ·the leading order terms of equations (2-1 0 a,b,c) one gets,

~o l.jlo (~o2 + \jlo 2 + Xo 2 )[a (a- 1) - 4 a

2

=0

--- (6-158b)

2
~oxo (~o 2 +wo 2 +xo2 )[a(a-1)- 4a ] =0

---(6-158c)

]

From ( 6,.158) there appear two possibilities. The first possibility appears
to be,
---(6-159)
and the second possibility appears to be the combination of three
equations given by,
J.2 + a 2 \jlo 2 + a 2 Xo2]-0
[ - a ( 2a + 1) '!'O
-

--- (6-160a)

[ a ( a - 1) - 4 a 2

]

=0

--- (6-160b)

[ a ( a - 1) - 4 a 2

]

=0

--- (6-160c)
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It is interesting to note that the equations (6-16 b, c) lead to a=- 1/3 and

if one puts this value (i.e. ci. = - 1/3) in the equation (6-160a ), one
again arrives at

So finally we get,

with (~o2 + \j/o 2

+xi)

=

0 'a= arbitrary

---- ( 6-162 d, e)

II. Resonance positions :
If we directly substitute (6-161 a,b,c) in equation (2-1 0) and then equate
the co-efficients of powers of u in the various terms and thereby we
observe the behaviour
recursion relation for

of the
~j , \j/j

expansiOn

co-efficients,

then

the

and Xi are

~m

[T]

\jim

[others terms with ~j. \j/j, Xi and their
derivatives where j<m]
--- (6-162)

Xm

Where [T] is the system matrix.
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It is written as,

[ T] =

A1

81

c1

A2

82

C2

As

8s

Cs

---- (6-163)

where,

A1 =

2

{ (m+a) (m+a -1)- 6 a ( m +a)+ 3a(a- 1)- 6a

}

~ 03

+ {(m+a)(m+a-1)-4a(m+a)+a(a-1)
+ {(m+a)(m+a-1)-4a(m+a)+a(a-1)

B1 =

{ 2a (m+a) + 2a

2

}

. + { 2a (m+a) + 2 a
cl

=

{ 2a (m+a) + 2a

2

+ { 2a (m+a ) + 2 a

A2

}
2

\lfo 3 + { 2a (a- 1 ) - 4 a 2
2

}

~ 0 x.o

r-- 4 a

2

}

~0 X.o
2

2

\lfo x.o

2

2

3

2

={a (a -1) -2a(m+a) -2a }\lfo +{3a(a -1)- 4a (m+a)-8a Ho \lfo
+ {

2

2

a(a-1) -2a(m+a)-2a }\lfoX.o

B2= {(m+a)(m+a-1)-4a(m+a)}~ 0

3

2

+{(m+a)(m+a-1)-6a(m+a)+2a(a-1)-6a

}

+ { (m+a) (m+a- 1 ) - 4 a ( m +a) Ho X.o
c2

~ 0 2 \lfo

2

X.o3 + { 2a (a- 1
}

}

=

{ 2a (a - 1 ) - 2a (m+a) - 6 a

2

}

~o \lfo2

2

~0 \110 X.o
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A3 ={a (a -1)- 2a(m +a) -2a2 }xi+{3a(a -1)- 4a (m+a) -8a2 Ho 2 xo
+ {a (a- 1)- 2 a ( m +a)- 2 a 2

}

\j/o 2 X,o

{ 2a (a- 1 ) - 2a (m+a)- 6 a 2

B3 =

}

~ 0 \jlo xo

c3 = {(m+a) (m+a-l)-4a(m+a)}~o 3 +{(m+a) (m+a-1)-4a(m+a)}~o \j/o2
+{(m+a)(m+a -1) -6a ( m +a)+2a(a -1) -6a 2 }~oX,o 2

Applying (6-161d).i.e. (~o2 + \j/o 2 + X,o 2

)

= 0 , the system matrix [T]

reduces to a simpler form given by :

G~o
[T]

=

G ~o

3

2

\jlo

G ~o X,o
2

where

G =- [ 6a2 + 2a (m+1) ]3

Obviously, the determinants for the matrix become zero irrespective of
value of a and the value of m. Because the determinant takes the form
2

~o \jlo

~o X,o

~o 2

~o \jlo

~o X,o

2

~o \jlo

~o Xo

~o

IT I= -

[6a?.+2a(m+1)] ~o'i'oXo

3

~o

= 0--- (6-164) .
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Hence, we get no information about the resonance position. Only, we can
say that, m = - 1 is a resonance position corresponding to the arbitrariness
of the singularity manifold given by u=O defined in equation (6-155).

Again it appears by virtue of(6-161d) that any two out of~o,

\jfo,

X.o can

be kept arbitrary. That means, there is a possibility of having m = 0 , 0.
However, this has to be confirmed in the next section.

III Further investigation for the resonance position:

Form=1 ,Along with (~o 2 + \jfo 2 + x.o 2 )= 0 in (6-163) we arrive at a
situation for the three equation of(2-10a,b,c) with k' =1 and k"=l as,
---- (6-165a)
---- (6-165b)
--- (6-165c)
where f ,f' & f" are functions of ~ 0
And,

A=

B=

[ - (

[ - (

, \jfo

& X.o and their derivatives.

6 a + 4 a ) 3 ~o ] ~o
2

6 a 2 + 4 a ) 3 ~o ]
2

C=[-(6a +4a)

3

.

~o]

\jfo

X.o

On simple manipulation we get from (2.11)
f

f'

f"
D (say)

~0

\jfo

X.o

---- (6-166)
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2
where, D ~ [11(u/+ul+u3 +u/)] [(~o1u 1 + ~ 02 u 2 + ~ 03 u 3 +~o 4l4)(2~ 0 2 )
+(\jfoJUJ+ \jfo2U2 + \jfo3U3 + \jfo4u4) ( 2a ~o \jfo)
+ (Xoiul+ Xo2u2 + X03U3 + Xo4l4) ( 2 a ~o Xo)]

Thus, ( 6-165 a,b,c) become identical and we have the possibility of
getting resonance point at m = ( 1,1 ). Definitely, at this stage we can say
that the resonance point m = (0,0) is confirmed.

2
2
2
For m=2: Along with (~o + \jfo + xo ) = 0 in (6-163) we arrive a

situation for the three equation of (2-1 0 a,b,c) with k' = 1 and k" = 1
given by,
A' ~2 + B' \j/2 + C' X2 = g' I ~o

---- (6-167a)

A' ~2 + B' \j/2 + C' X.2 = g" I \jfo

---- (6-167b)

A' ~2 + B' \j/2 + C' X2 = g"' I Xo

---- (6-167c)

where g' ,g" & g"' are function of ~~ , \j/1 , XI , ~o, \jfo & Xo and their
derivatives.

And, A' = [ - ( 6 a 2 + 6 a ) ~o ] ~o

B' = [ - ( 6 a 2 + 6 a ) ~o ]

\jfo

C' = [ - ( 6 a 2 + 6 a ) ~o ] Xo
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where

+{2~o \jfo p-

4a.\jfo (~o p+\j/oq+xo r)}(\j/o1u1 + \j/02 u2 + \jfo3 U3 + 'l'o4li4)

+ 2~o Xo (~o1Xo1 + ~02 Xo2 + ~o3 Xo3 + ~04 Xo4)]

+{2a. 'l'o XoP + 2 a. ~o X,oq + 2(a.+ 1) ~o\j/o r }(XoJUJ+'Xo2 u2+X,03 u3+X,o4 U4)

+ 2~o Xo (~o1Xo1 + ~02 Xo2 + ~o3 Xo3 + ~04 Xo4)]
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2
g"'/ Xo = [1/(ui +ul+ul+u/)] [(~op+\jfoq+xo r)(-2a~oXo)(un+u22+U33 +t44)
2
+2a.$o Xo(UJPJ+u2 P2+u3 P3 + l4P4)+2a.$o\lfoXo (u1q1+u2q2+u3q3 + l4 q4)

th
Xo ( xo. 12+xo2 2 +x03 2+xo4 2) ]
+ 2 '!'O

So, here we see that,
g'

g"

---- -::/=

-----

~o

\jlo

g"'
-::/=

Xo

However, the left hand sides of(6-167) are identical hence one should
forcefully have

g'

g"
=

~o

g"'
=

\lfo

---

(6-168)

Xo

which generates two equations in $1 , \If! , XI, ~o, \jlo , Xo and their
derivatives. So finally one has three distinct equations in $1 , \j/1 and XI
-one is given by (6-167) and the other two are given by (6-168). Thus,
none of $1 ,

\j/1 ,

XI can be kept arbitrary.

Thus , there cannot be any resonance at m = 1.
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Thus even at this stage we do not have any conclusive inference regarding
leading order, resonance position and existence of requisite number of
arbitrary functions. In this way one has to proceed indefinitely. For the
same reason it has not been possible to truncate the series and to obtain
Auto-Buckland transformation which we discussed in previous article
6-3-1 and 6-3-2 for the Yang equations (2-4) and Charap equations
(2-8).

The article 6-3-3 may be summarized as follows :

The combined equations (2-1 0) come from the combination of Yang
SU(2) gauge field equation (2-4) and Charap equation of pion dynamics
(2-8). These two parent equation pass the Painleve' test in the sense that
number of arbitrary functions in the Laurent like expansion (6-154) 1s
equal to the number of resonance points.

But for the Combined equations given by ( 2-10 a,b,c ), of course, with
k' = 1, k" = l,we arrive at peculiar situations regarding the Painleve' test
( in the sense Weiss et al ). They do not allow none ofthe stages (leading
order analysis, resonance calculation and checking of the existence of
requisite number of arbitrary functions) to be conclusive.
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6-3-4

Discussion of Chaos in the perspective of
Painleve' test and Graphical representation of
some exact solutions

The observations of the Painleve' test and Graphical representations of
exact solutions for the Yang equations (2-4), Charap equations (2-8) and
the combined equations (2-1 0) as in the previous articles are given below:
Characteristics

Leading order

Resonance

Analysis

Calculation

I

II

Equations

Existence
of
number
of
arbitrary
functions

one arrives at

~o + \jlo + Xo = 0

2

2

2

Clear result

(*)

Clear
existence

Extended Yang
one arrives at

[ equation 2-10 with
E = l,k'=1,k" =1]

~o + l.jl/+ Xo = 0
2

2

Clear result

(*)

Clear
existence

Charap

Clear
Clear result

Clear result

[ equation 2-8 ]

existence

Extended Charap
[ equation 2-10 with
E = -l,k'=1,k" = 1]

IV

III

Yang
[equation 2-4]

Graphical
representation of
exact solution

Initial solitary
profile which
tends to vanish
as time tends to
infinity and
spreading wave
packet
Initial solitary
profile which
tends to vanish
as time tends to
infinity and
spreading wave
packet
Existence of
soli tonic
solution with
oscillatory
profile
Solitary profile
and wave
packet (for \j1
and X) that pass
through stages
of plane wave
and zero value
periodically &
abru_E_t!Y_

(for~)

one arrives at
2
2
~o + l.jlo 2 + Xo =: 0

Not
Conclusive

Not
Conclusive

(*)

(*) This is valid only when ¢0 , lflo , Xo are complex quantities.
One cannot execute the truncation procedure with this result.
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From the above we can add to the observation of several other authors
( see for example ref [62] ) that there is
i)

a correlation between the existence ofPainleve' prbperty and the
absence of Chaotic behaviour, and

ii) a correlation between the absence ofPainleve' property and presence
of Chaotic behaviour.

Normally the existence ofPainleve' property is defined by the presence of
requisite number of arbitrary function in the Laurent-like expansion (1.1)
at the resonance points. Our observation is that this does not assume one
about the existence of physical behaviour free from chaos or specifically
the existence of solitonic behaviour. In this context we like to introduce a
conjecture which is given as follows :
The basic requirement for the existence of the regular behaviour as
stated above is the existence of requisite number of arbitrary
functions at the resonance points in the Laurent like expansion used
for the Painleve' test.

In addition to that the Laurent like expansion must be well behaved at

all the stages- namely, leading order analysis, resonance calculation
. and checking of the existence of the requisite number of arbitrary
functions.
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SUMMARY
The summary of the present work is as follows:

A : Exact solutions

A-1 :Exact solutions of Yang equation (2-4):

Under some assumptions and transformations of variables
the Yang equations (2-4), under study lead to conformally
invariant equations permitting one to obtain infinitely many
other solutions from any solution of these conformally
invariant equations. It is of further interest to observe that
these conformally invat:"iant equations closely resemble the
mathematically interesting generalized Lund-Regge
equations. Some exact solutions of these conformally
invariant equations have been obtained. Except for some
singular situations these solutions satisfy the condition for
self-duality.

The details are in our paper [P-1] and in the article (6-1-1).
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A-2 : Exact solutions of Charap equations
Under similar assumptions and transformation of variables
as in A-1, the Charap equations (2-8) under study generate
two new types of solutions. Each type allows infinite number
of solutions. It has also been shown that Chiral invariant
field equations admit invariance for a transformation of the
dependent variables.
The details are in our published paper [P-2] and
in the article (6-1-2).

A-3:

Proposal

and

Exact

solutions

of

Combined

equation (2-1 OJ:

Here the Combined equations were proposed.
Using same type of ansatz as used in A-1 & A-2 exact
solutions of Yang and Charap equations were rediscovered.
Finally, using exactly the same ansatz exact solutions of
Combined equations were obtained.

The details are in our paper [P-3} and in the article (6-1-3).
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B :Graphical representation
~,\jf

and X as obtained in exact solutions discussed earlier for

the three equations under study are shown graphically.
Observation shows that

(i)

Spreading wave with solitary profile which tends to
vanish as time tends to infinity (in case of Yang
equations [28] and combined (extended Yang)
equations [31] ).

(ii)

Solitary wave with oscillatory profile( in case of
Charap equations [29]).

(iii)·

Localized wave with solitary profile which becomes
plane wave periodically & abruptly and wave
packet/ s which are oscillatory in nature and
become zero periodically ·& abruptly
(in case of Combined (extended Charap) equation [31] )

(iv)

All the solutions are basically localized in character.

The details are in our published paper [P-4} and
in the article (6-2) .
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C: Painleve' test & discussion of chaos

C-1 : Painleve' test (or Yang equations {2-4}
Painleve' test ( as given by Jimbo, Kruskal, Miwa [49] ) for
integrability for the Yang's equations under study has been
revisited.

Jimbo, Kruskal and Miwa analysed the complex

form of the equations with a rather restricted form of
singularity manifold.
solutions in that

They did not discuss about exact

cont~xt.

Here the analysis has been done

starting from the real form of the same equations and
keeping the singularity manifold completely general in
nature.· It has been found that the equations, in real form,
pass the Painleve' test for integrability.

The truncation

procedure of the same analysis leads to non-trivial exact
solutions

obtained

previously

and

Auto-Backlund

transformation between two pairs of those solutions.

The details are in our published paper [P-5] and
in the article (6-3-1).
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C-2 : Painleve' test of Charap equation 12-8):
It has been shown that the equations under study pass the
Painleve' test for complete integrability in the sense of Weiss. ·
et al. The truncation procedure of the same analysis leads to
Auto-Backlund

transformation

between

two

pairs

of

solutions. With the help of this transformation non-trivial
exact solutions have been rediscovered.
The details are in our P"f!-blished paper [P-6] and
in the article (6-3-2).

C-3 : Painleve' test of Combined equation (2-1 OJ :

(equation 2-10 a,b,c with

&

= :t1, k'

= 1,

k' =1)

The equations (2-1 0) , under study allow none of the stages
i.e. leading order analysis, resonance calculation and
checking of the existence of requisite number of arbitrary
functions) to be conclusive.
The details are in our (communicated) paper [P-7] and
in the article (6-3-3).
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C-4: Discussion of Chaos in the perspective of Painleve'
analysis & graphical study :
We have made a comparative study of the Painleve' test &
graphical representation of some exact solutions. The
observations have been placed in a tabular form in article
(6-3-4). Thereform we arrive at a conjecture related to the
existence of regular behaviour (e.g. existence of solitonic
behaviour).
The conjecture is as follows:
The basic requirement for the existence of the regular
behaviour as stated above is the existence of requisite
number of arbitrary functions at the resonance points 1n
the Laurent-like expansion used for the Painleve' test.

In

addition to that the Laurent-like expansion must be well
behaved at all the stages- namely, leading order analysis,
resonance calculation and checking of the existence of the
requisite number of arbitrary functions.

The details are in article (6-3-4}.
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